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URBE'wbl P ROCEHDXNGS

HRSo BONERS: Ua'd like to begin.

3 Before we proceed with Dr. Graham's testimony

th re is one matter that X want to put. into the record.

~Ken we were involved in the securi.ty heari.ng

X made a statement that X thought was paxt of the preliminary

statement., and in reviewing the transcript X obviously

made it off the record. And so X did want to put into the

record the fact that proceeding with the evidentiary hearing

on the security matter was the result of suggestions at a

bench conference o Staff and Applicant. The Board'hought

it was a good idea, but the Board was not the one that

took the initial step to suggest that we do proceed with the

evid ntiary hearing on security.

And, of cours , the reason X want. to mention

this is, we have the right to proceed in an operati.ng

license on matters that are not in issue or no longer in

issue. But it must be used very sparingly. And X just wanted

to make sure that the record shows that this actually came

as a suggestion from Applicant and Staff, and we felt it
was appropri.ate and went ahead with it.

Hnereupon,

STBPIUQI 2&iQf GRMDQ4

resumed the stand and, having been previously duly sworn,

was examined and testified further as follows:
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'riRB/wb25KB. BOWu.'RS: Dr. Graham has been previously

sworn.

Kr. Fleischakor, are you ready?

MR. FLBXSCIBHHR: Yes

Before ve get into another round, or battle,
«e'd like. to take this opportunity to wish the Board, the

Applicant, Counsel Consultants, the Staff,'ur vitnesses,

and the Reporters, a happy Valentine Day.

9 DXRI:CT EXAMXHATXON (Resumed)

10 BY 1'Gto PLL'XSCHMCFiR:

Q Dr. Gaaham, you'e been previously sworn and

testified in this proceeding; is that correct?

A Hitness Graham) Yes, that's correct.

Q. Okay

And have you had an opportunity to review the

transcripts, some of the transcripts of this proceeding?

iX
' X've reviewed some of them.

Okay.

And what transcripts vere those?

Without giving you the page numbers„ they vere

23

the testimony of Dr. Jahns and Hr. Hamilton and Mr.';/illingham.

Q Nov during the course of Dr. Hamilton'.s testi-
mony he set forth in the record several correlations which

he believed may limit the amount of accumulated offset on

the San Gregorio fault. Have you had an opportunity to revie
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P7RB jwb3 that testimony?

A Yeso

And do you have an opinion with regard to the

correlations that —the possible correlations that. were

set. forth by Dr. Hamilton?

Yes,,X have some comments to make.

All right. Could you please pr'oceed with those

comments?

$ 0

All right.
Members of the Board, I'm going to use some

35-am. slides. They'e the same slides that I used in my

appeaxance earlier. The slides all are figures in the articl
by Graham and Dickinson that. was included in my written

testimony. And X'll refer to those figure numbers if thaCs

convenient.

17 .

LS

22

MRS. BOILERS: Xs that a Zoint
Intervenors'xhibit?

Can you give us the neer?
MR PLEXSCHAKHR: This was Dr. Graham's testimony

that wasxintxoduced with— Hold on one second. I can give

you the e>Qiibit number.

X unfortunately left my exhibit book upstairs in

the lodge. l4r. EEubbaxd's going to go get. it.
But what Dro Graham is referring to is his

testi~ony: and his testimony has attached to it his axtic3.e.

~ he figure that he will be showing here are figures that
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NRB/wb4 appeared in his artie..e. And, therefore, it is in evidence.

And X just don'0 know at this time the exhibit number that
was giv« to Dr. Graham's testimony. But X can get that

for you as soon as Kro Hubbard returnso

MRS 3OHERS." No 48

7

article.

NR. NORTON: Xs that the article?

MRS. BOWERS: Xt's the testimony, yes, and the

MR. PLEXSCKGKR: Okayy so this is Joint

Xntervencrs'xhibit Noo 48 which was adnu.tted into evidence.

MR. NORTON; Me also have Joint.
Xntervenors'3

which is the article. Maybe there are two articles.
VQTNESS GRMRN: X'm referring to the article

of Dickinson and myself that was in Special Rep'ort 137

HRo PXiEXSCK~Rs And that's the article that

is attached to—
MR. NORTON: That is also in evidence, 137. So

it is in twice anyway.

HR. PLEXSCHMCZR: Xn ahy case it is the same

figure that is there attached to the testimony which is
Joint Xntervenors'xhibit 48.

Thank ag ou +

MXTNESS GENT: Okay; are we c3.ear?

BY MRo PLEXSC1GQCER

Yes. X thnk we'e ready to go. Do you want to
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$ 7RB/wb5 put the sl'de on'Z

(Witness Graham) Not just yet.

Mr. Hamilton on page 4980 of testimony indicated

that his conclusion regarding offset op the San Gregorio

fault was that right slip was of some. minimal valuet

probably 10 kilometers, a maximum of 20, in the last 15

million years. That's in contrast with the idea that we

put forth in this Special Report 137 that perhaps there was

115 kilometers of right slip since that same ti'me', 15 milLion

years.

Now as I read Hr. Hamilton's testimony I perceiVe

12 four lines of evidence that he cites t'o come to the conclu-

sion that there has been minimal offset on the San Gregorio

fault. And I would like to review each of those 'four and

make comments on them.

So I thi0- I'l take the first slide at this

17

20

24

time.

Now the slides I'm using, of course, ax'e straight

fxom.my paper and ax'en't tailox-made to address Nr.Hamilton's

comments, so they'l be slightly inadequate in that, respect~

but I think they'e probably stiLL sufficient to take caxe

of my needs.

liBS. BOh~BS: Hell what do we do about lights7

NZTTFSS GHAKQt: These aren't outcrop photographs

like Dr. Hall had yeste day. They are all line drawings.
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X think they'l show up.

HRS. BONBRS: Xt might be better to have a back

light on rather than the front light.
{Slide)

M NR ~cXSCHKKER:

Hill you proceed, please2

{Witness Graham). The first thing X want to

talk about is what X consider probably 'he most, cxitical

piece of evidence that I'lr, Hamilton cites. And X say that
\

in if it's valid it probably offers the most serious con™

straint for strike-slip on the fault.- But in view'f some

of the comaents X'll mike X think that it perhaps. offers
'

the most misleading view of offset on the San Gregorio

fau1to

And his testimony, if you care to check it;
starts on page 4983 regarding these particu1ar yolcanicso

His conclusion, as X perceive it, my'~understand-

ing of Hr. Hamilton's testimony is that a certain 'set of

volcanic rocks, basalts, called the bLindego basal'ts, outcrop
'1

in the Santa Cru mountains. This is Pigure 1 from

the 137 article. And X'm referring to the area in between

the San Rndreas and the San Gregorio faults in a sort of

a triangular space immediately east of the words '"Ano Nuevo."

How he claims that those basalts are corre1ative,

25
in .";act «dentical with basalts that were encountered in two
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wells drilled offshore vest of .the San Gregori.o fault. One

of the wells is rougnly ten miles west, of the fault, the

other is on the ordex of twenty miles west. ox the fault.
So the. occurrence of this identity on either side of the

fault he feels precludes major strike-slip on this fault. ~

furthermore,. he notes that in wells dx'illed

off of Point Beyes this basalt. has not been encountered

either. Ef there had been major shrike-slip on'his fault/
the San Cregoxio, by his way of Chinking you'd anticipate

there would be basalt. up here in the Point Reyes area.

Now my comments: E think there axe about four

coi~nts that E would like Co

One is, Hr. Hamilton feels that this basalt.

uni is particular distinctive in its composition 'and its
age, so that —and limited in its areal extent, So that it
oxfers some sort of a handle which we could use to estimate

*

,t»e amount of slip on this fault. E Cake exception to the

claim of limited distribution of rocks of.th9.s typ'e, inasmuch
1

as. basalts of this general age, about 20 to 25 million yeaxs

age f occur in a rather widespread fashion throughout the

Coast Ranges. There's a whole host of these basalts in the

area 4 'here we ze Bitt ng r ght now 9 around San Luis Obispo/

in this general neck of the woods east of the Hosgri faulto

%cere ze other basalts near the San Andreas, near the woxd

"dnQreas." There are, of couxse, the basalts in the Santa
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Cruz mountains, and there are the basalts encountered in
the wells Chat he menCioned, there are basalts north of
PoinC-3eyes and~ well up in the area of Point Arena as

wello

All these basalt are of the same general age

and chara'cter.

And, what's more than that, there are basalts

east of the San Andreas fau3C as well 'n the vicinity of
Palo Alto~ and, interesting3y enough, up until the early
sixties the occurrence of'indego basalts, the ones that

have been correlated west of the San Gregorio faul'Q in the
Santa Cruz mountains.

bow as 1 was saying, the Hindego basalts in
here Chat are keyed Co Che present discussion were correlated

by many people, many geologists, up until the early sixties
with basalts immediate3y .east of the San Andreas fiult in
Cha Palo Alto area called;the Page Hill basalts, and ciCed

as evidence that the San Andreas fault itself had experienced

no major right lateral strike-slip.
%was not until some work by a Stanford student

in 2963., carefu3. petrographic work was done in examining

both of Ch se Cwo basalts on either side of the San Andreas,

Chat there was a conclusive argument that the basalts in
fact were different in terms of just general relationships,
gereral composition and general age; Chat is, Oligocene,
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roughly 20, 25 mi3.lion years old. They look quite similar.

Okay, that' the first points that is, t hat

the basal ts indeed are not so areal ly restricted, they

occu- in a num>er of places throughout " the coast range s .

5'he second point X mould like to make is that

Hr.. Hami lton has made a correlation from the Santa Cruz

mountains in the area I 've indicated to two wells offshore,

t»o six-inch bore holes that a e on the order of 20. to 30

miles from the nearest outcrops east of the San Gregori o

fau3.ta

How dealing with well information on a daily

basis as 3 'do in my particular work, X'd be extremely

reclutant to make a correlation from two six-inch bore holes

15

that sort of distance i:o t'e outcrop And the 'implicit

dangers in that sort of correlation X think are highlighted

by the third point 3: would 1ike to make. That 9.s g that

indeed there a= rocks, volcanics of the appro'priate age

and character that occur between the two points that

20

21

Ãr. Hamilton would 1ike to correlate in the vicinity of

%no Huevo and near the town of Ban Gregorio,. both indicated

on t'm map, on 3 and vest of the San Gregorio fault but

imm diately adjacent to the San Cregorio fault.

23

24

So here we have some rocks that are much c loser

to the IQndego basalts that Pir. Hamilton correlates that

are not mentioned in Nr. Hanii3.ton' testimony.
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EBB/wb10 2 Now these rocks are rather"well known. Joe

Clarke and Earl Brabb, both USGS personnel, have spent

3'oughly. the last twenty years, on and off, mapping these

rocks. Their most recent work published on thyrse rocks 9.s
r

in Special Report 137 on the San Gregor9.o fault, and that

.has not been cited in the Cestimony either Their conclusion

in that particular article are that the rocks here west of
).

the S» Gregor« fault in the Ano Nuevo- San Gre'gorio area
r

are markedly different from the Nindego basalts east, ofthe

San Gregorio fault.

22 '.
Furthermore,~,„the claim that all of the .rocks

exposed west of the San Gregorio fault in that region—
that's the Cretaceous section, the Oligocene section, the

14;
Lower Biddle Hiocene section and the Pliocen'e, s'e'ctnn—

are different from the section immediately east of .the

fault. The9r conclus9.on 9.n-that article is that there was

major sRrike-slip'that has forced the present juxtaposition

of these two unU3ce sect9.ons. They have not ventured any

2P

22

22

opin9.on as to the magnitude of offset, but certain.n of the

rock un9.ts in that vicinity of Ano Nuevo are units that

Di'ckinson and X have c9.t'e'8"9n our 137 report.

So here, to re~ap, we have a section e'xposed

on Rand west of the San Gregox9.o fault. much closer to the

Hinctago basalts than the U~o six-inch bore holes offshore

somewhere that apparently is mar>redly different than the
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i~iindego section east of. the'ault.
How the last point X would like to make regard-

ing the basalts concerns their .actual character in the

Santa Cruz mountains east. of the San Gzegozio fault

e

I7-'!

IS ':

P.O

n y

Apparently these basalts vere erupted from a volcano, and

in Bulletin 3.83. of the Division of Nines, the California

~<nes, Brabb and two co-authors —this was

.).'ackin tha carly si.:tias ' indicated that tha d')stnibuticn
~ ".i

of basalts is as you would e>meet from a volcanic':.'qruptiong
~ .$

Chat is, the basalts deere'ase in thickness radial''y, in
,) Iall directions away from a locus of maximum:~th'sickness

that they infer to be the .volcanic center from wtgch these

basalts eruptedc That is to say, as you move -'-'n'd that,

center, by the way, is located rather close to "Ch'is fault
known as the Pilarcitos uj;in the high part: of the Santa

4

Czu= mountains. ',
So what X'm saying is that from that Volcanic

vent, as you would expect .with any volcano, the thickness

of. the lava flows decreased to the west, toward the'an
Gzegorio fault.

)

The conclusion you could draw— And. i8 you look

22,'t a geologic map of the Santa Cruz mountains you can see

"n fact that the basalt actually pinches out. and disappears

-n'ncasing ahales in several directions, particularly to
hh'e north and south
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NBB/wbl2 The inference X draw from this is that it'
not surprising —or, X should say, in the apparent event

that this is a Loca3.ized volcanic unit centered around a

volcano, one would not necessarily, in view of this ventingf

expect to see this basalt out offshore in the area now west

of the San Qregorio fault.. And that indeed may well

account foz the fact that there are no basalts in the vicinit

10

of Point Reyes as. Nr. Hamilton has pointed out inhis

testimony.

~ Okay. That's all l have to say about the

Hind go volcanics.

The second offset, or non-offset criteria that
IHr.'amilton discusses on page 4987, starting, is that of

gravity anomaly observed offshore of,, again, the San Gregorio,
t

Ano Nuavo area* and onshore east of the fault.

j6
Now this map is illsuited, it doesn't show any

gravity information. X had not planned to go into this in

any gzeat detail inasmuch 'as Dr. Silver covered this at
I

great length in nis testimony.

The things X would like to underscore about this,

though, is chat gravity-information in general, or interpre-

tations from gravity data offer non-unique solutions to

geologic problems. And this was indicated in testimony both

by &w. Vfillingham and by Dr.
Silver'Tnat

it amounts to is gravity information is
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gravity information presented in the form of contour maps,

and so that a bulls-eye on a contour map that may indicate
a high or a low is not particularly different from any other

bulls-ey'e on the map, so that it lends itself to interpre-

tation but not in a unique fashion. And I think Dr.
Silver'oint

in his testimony was well taken-

7 HR. MORTON: L'xcuse me, Ilrs. Bowers. '. I believe

Dr. Graham has testified that he has no expertise in this

area, and I don't believe it, is proper for him to.be

22.

sitting here rebutting witnesses by quoting someone else
'

wh'en he admittedly has no. ex~ertise in that area'..*'

don't think there's any question but %hat this
witness does not have expertise in the area of gravity data

interpretation, absolutely none.

27

RR. FLL'ISKPZZR: X'd like to address that.

The question of the amount of experience that

Dr. Graham has goes to the weight of the evidence. And X

believe that he has testified that he is not prepared to
get in and discuss the techniques of gravity data in detail,

20
but he has called on -- utilized that correlation, and it is
one of the correlations that he's utilized in his paper,

and Ghat correlation has been discussed by the applicant'-s

itness, N-~ Hamilton. And under the circumstances I
believe that Dr.'raben is perfectly we'll within the rules
of evidence in explaining to the Board how he utilized that
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correlation and in responding to the axgum nts that have

been madeiy Nr.Hamilton.

The extent to which he has participated in the

techniques associated with getting gravity data cd be

explored by Mr. Norton on cross-examination. But he has

utilized that data in his corzelatiogs, and Che,applicant

ha's offered evidence suggesti.ng Chat there is a different

3 interpretation. X believe it is well within the ules of
ev'dence to peznu.t Dr. Grabs to xespond to the axguments

'JG;

that have been made hy Qr. Hamilton.
I

MR. NORTON:. Pell first of all>.= Mrs. '.Bowers,

I think Chat, mischazact'erizes hings qui.te a bit:.:
This witness has testified that he has -relied

1

Siiver paper f and they cite that, as a point.'ut he

professed no expertise in that ax'ea. He was c!ross!-examined f

. and in his deposition he said he doesn't know 'an~Ching

about. gravity studies, maps, and so on and so forth; He
'

)I

has just spoken some general principles,. and I''m "sure he
C

an'd any geology student, or geologist, would be ~are of.

But he Qoesn-C know anything about it.
21 And it was Mr. Nillingham that got Into'he

gravity data stuff, and Dr. Silver And in fact,-: Dr.

23
I
1

gn;I

Silver~s paper, if you will recall —Chexe was quite. a

thing about this~ We date of this paper. He retracts that

now, he says the gxavity data does not prove what he thought
Pr
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would prove, and so on and so forth.

And if we'x'e going to get into thai then let'
have experts Chat know what they'-re talking about, not some-

one else talking about what someone else might say in an

area where they do nothave expertise.

NR. PLEXSCHAI(HRs X don't want. Co get into an

argument as to what Or ~ Silver said or didn'0 say..', As
h

is usually Che case, Nz. Norton and X have an entixely

different interpretation of the record. That will be
'I

about what Dr..Silver said oz didn'C say.

The issue here is whethex Dr

reflected in our findings of fact. Ne'ze wasting time arguing
'I

1

~ ~

~ Graham -'should be

able to connnent on it. And X don'0 believe anywhere he has

said heLaows nothing about gravity data.,

X believe more properly what can be interpreted
Cram his statements is that. he has limited experience. But

he has e~rience in gxavity data, in utili3ing gravity

data. And if Nr Norton wishes to probe that further on

cross-examination, then that's appx'opziate Under the

ci cumstancqs-»

HH NORTON. " Wait a minute". Xt's not appropri-

ate to wait until cross-examination to find out whether

somebody is qualified Co testify what they'e testifying
about on direct. The time to find out is now.

&BE. BOWERS: iW. Tourtellotte, does the Staff
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>>8o TOORTELLOTTB. I ctoIl't think so.

9736 '
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NR. FLEXSCHAEER: Are'we waiting for—
MRS. BOWERS: Ne'd like to proceed.

MR. NORTON: Nay we have a ruling?

9737

- MRS. BOMRS: Yes. Ãe consider &is a very difficul
matter. As we mentioned earlier on the record, we. realize

that De Xntervenors do have extreme difficulty in securi'ng

0,

'IO

expert witnesses in all areas and at all times.

Dr. Graham has simply cited Dr. Silver's testimony

and we learned eaxlier that while there is a separation

between geology and seismology, there is an interrelationship

toa, to some extent.

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers, this is not

a qu-stion of geology versus seismology. This is a question

within the field of geology, a specialty of xeading gravity

anomal> maps, a geophysicist., which is what. Dr. Silver

16

17

20»

and what Dr. Nillingham are. Geophysicists, not gealogists.

That's a specialized field, if you'l remember, within

geology.

I!m not arguing with your ruling. I think youx

reasoning may be wrong, if you'e using the wrong—

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: The reasoning is xight, the

le>els may be a little wrong.

MR. NORTON: That's exactly what I'm saying, the

reasoning

25
MR. PLEXSC$?AKHR: It makes the xeasoning even mare
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apprcpr3.ates

MR. NORTON: All right. I just want to make it
straight what we'e talking about. He're not talking geology

versus seismology, we'e talking about geophysics, gravity

anoma3;y data, and how to read it. And X think the testimony

was very clear that that takes an expertise that this witness

doesn't have.

30

X won't argue it again.

MRS. GOUEBS: Hell, let me start again.

X remember when this was mentioned earlier, Dr.

Smith, who is a geophysicist -- well, he testified as a

s ismologist, but his Ph.D and all of his educational work

was in geophysics, isn't that correct? That's my memory.

S you see, we'e been getting this crossover,

depending on experience.

Bur. let's ask the w'ness. Mr. Norton i)as
been'ever'shly

fanning the deposition looking for a statement

J8 that he beli.eves you made. Do you recall at the time o+
r

your deposition or when you were ¹re taking a position as

20 to your qualifications on such things as gravity data?

2l THE llXTNESS: Z don"- recall my specif c response.

lt would not surprise me 'f X indicated that I had no

23 p=rticulax zpertise, because indeed that's not, been the

~ QrQs of )7'ork ~

As Nr. Norton has pointed out, though, I do have
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th'e sort of passing familiarity that any geologist.has.

%hat's more than that, although I didn.'t.go into

iC because it's not my main line of work, I did run,

personally, a'.gravity survey. in the ~~lidwest eight years ago,

and interpreted the map from it, and that, sort of thing.

NR. PLEISCHAKER: I think that's enough.

(Laughter.)

'I think that's enough to qualify him to carry on.

, MRS. BOILERS: Nell, we would like him to continue.

NR. NORTON: ties. Bowers 3ust to set the record

stxaight, page 35 ox" Dr. Graham s deposition which was taken

i1ovember 21, 1978, we asked him:

'!5

"Q Nhat is youx view of Silver's gravity data?

A I'm not intimately familiar with it.
Q Nell., you cited it?
A Yes.

20

But you'e not familiar with it?
Hot in detail, no.

Why did you cite it?
I'm not a gravity specialist. "

Mow, for him to sit here and now testixy as to

22

23

2<'z

all the whvs and wnatxors about it after those answers, fine,
let him go aheade

DER. PLEXSCHM(ER: That's not inconsistent .with

what ne said, which ia that it's not the main thrust oz his
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work but, he has run gravity maps, he's interpreted maps

before, but he just doe n't spend the bulk of his time doing

gravity —taking gravity surveys and interpreting. the maps,

but he has relied upon it, and X think that given the record

he should be permitted to explain his use of the data and

to address liz. Hamilton's arguments.

24R. NORTON: X think after reading the deposition

and testimony,- if he wants to go ahead now and testify about,

it, X think the record will be perfectly clear as to the

$ 0 weight of that evidence.

17

1S

NRB. 301vERS: Nell, we woulc": like for Dr. Gxaham

to go ahead and testify within his knowledge of this area.

Tr1E 17XTHHSS: Xt's sort of unfortunate that you

interrupted, Ke. Norton, because X had only one more sentence

X wanted to sav t an<Winy o

Nhat X was about to say was, X Wink Dz. Silver's

point in his testimony is well taken, and that is, in
interpretation of a gravity map, a contour map, it's critical

I

to input into the interpretation as much geology oz geological

information as is poss ble. And, as Dz. Silver explained in
his testimony, he felt that he had done ao in ma3cing,his

23

interpretation of a major offset of gravity features along

the San Gzeqozio fault.
X didn't intend to elaborate on gravity any

further Clan that ~
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The third piece of evidence that. Kr. Hamilton

cites regards the course of i~fonterey submarine canyon in

5fonteryy Bay, which is page 5015. I have really very few

comments to make about this as well .

X think, though, in conjunction with that I '

going to use Joint Xntervenors '1 -- that ' this USQS map

910. I have just a few comments to make.

(Displaying a large blowup o" JX-51. )

The sorts of things that Pw. Hamilton said about.

f0 offset or non-offset of submarine canyon —I'm referring

here'o i~fonterey Canyon, which is this indentation of the

contours in L~onterey Bay just west of lfoss Landing —the

kinds of inferences he draws suffer from the same sort of,

~.Q) guity as gravity LIlterpretations ~

That is: one gully looks fundamentally like,
another . If you went out he "e aftez a rain on the hil1 here

and loo) ef3. at the gullies z they look much ali ~.e ~ .AQd you

notice there are a numb'er of gullies or canyons all along

the way here.

EH~at ' more than that, if you go out and look at
I

the hi1 ls ide you 'l find there are plenty of new gullies that
'I

wil1 cut overnight. Gullies can be cut rather rapidly. So

I
I

t

can car.zons, even of this magnitude. Xn . act, the canyon

that you peopl are probably most familiaz with; namely,

th Grand Canyon in Hz. Ffozton's home state, itself, despite
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its size,'was just'ut in the last couple of mil3.ion years.

~ Drawing

Dz. Hall yesterday

on a little joke. that Hr. Norton had with

regarding rivers flowing both ways, 'in

fact, p=ior to ~We Canyon heing cut, the Colorado River did

flow the other way," that is, to the east instead of to the

west ~

7 (Laughter. )

Xn any event, I just want to point out that despite

the apparent grandeur and prominence of this canyon west of

10 the San Gregorio fault whi.ch Hr. Hamilton cites as evidence

that in fact there's b en no major slip on this fault, X'd

17

simplv like to zei,texate that the principal investigator in

the blontezey Bay, Gary Green, from USGS, who has worked out

here a number of years, has put in print in a couple of

p3.aces no<s that he feels that the canyons off to the north-

west, wast of the San Gzegozio fau3.t, several of whi.ch are

ho:zn here, aze offset and carried northward, convever»belt

style, along the San Gzegorio fau3.t from the head of the

20

llontezey Canyon to the east of the fault. And Nr. Hamilton

indicated th's in the testi'nony.

?2

wg 3

Z-J

Oxu~ thing X d'dn'nderstand from the testimony

is that LIz. Hamilton noted that the Noutezey Canyon continues

straight across the San Qzegozio fault apparently without

having any impact by the fault itself, and, as Gary Green
I

and this is h's mapping in this particular area, monterey
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Bav —as this map shows, there is a horseshoe bend in the

canyon right at the place where the San Gregorio fault

c"osses the canyon —ox as he's drawn it. And so l don'

' fullv understand i~ir. Hamilton's statement in that regard.

Those are the only corments X had about, Monterey

Canyon. They are simply that canyons don't offer anything

particularly distinctive one way or the other to say whether

there's offset or not offset.

L&S. BOWERS: What was that business about the

10 conveyer belt?

THE NZTNESS: All right. This is Gary Green's

story. That is, at one time say this canyon, right here,

this is the one farthest towards the edge—

18

. I1R. NORTON: Excuse me, could we get,a distance

of the canyon that Gary Green was talking about? You keep

talking about "this canyon," in Gary Green's study. What

distance does he say the offset is?

THE PlXT<3ESS: He talks about several—

NR. NORTOB: Nell, X just would like a distance,

becaus you keep saying "this canyon," and pointing to the

map o

THE NZT33ESS: l3ell, he cited a whole series of

24

25

canyons, iL".. Norton, that he feels were beheaded and severed,

and he's not ure which canyon farthest to the northwest may

be -~ca ultimate canyon, you know, the, one that was the most
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fartherly displaced-by the San Gregoxio fault. And I'd have,

to tali; off. the top ox my head.

Put it. seems to me that he was ta13cing aLout

something on the order of pexhaps 50 miles for the one that',"
possibly farthest northwest. That's ofr". the top of my head,

H~ ~ LLIorton. Ne ' have. to go bac3- to the

referent�
.

I

MR. TOURTELLO TE: Ezcuse me, mrs. Bowers. That

map doesn 't show thxough the banc of that thing, and it'
(The witness turning chart,.)

J

MP.. TOURTELLOTTE: Oh, thex'e is a map there.

THE NXTNESS: To your question, Mrs. Bowers, his

cia'm is Mat —you see„ there are a series .of canyons off
to the west of San Gregorio fault. T*hey do not eztend off
to the east.

Ho~r, in fact, thexe are no major rivexs, no major

d ainages up here on land in the Santa Cru Mountains that

might be supplying the sediment to cut these canyons.

His conclusion,. therefore, is that, say, this

particular canyon, which is the one closest to the edge of

the map, at one time was in a position'il-e this (indicating)

so "'~at its now beheaded uystream section was the Monterey

Canyon, which you see.east of the fault.
movement continu d in a xi.ght lateral sensa

along ''ke San Gzegorio f ult, that canyon was chopped off and

moved Qp this ':ray co its present posi'd'on
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alp.. NORTON: Excuse me. Could we have a d'stance

3

on that'? There is a scale on:hat map,'nd you do have a

po'n¹z that you could measure it off, as opposed to an

off-the-top-of-the-head memory.

THH NXThKSS: All right, Zine.

X would say X don't believe this was the farthest

northwest canyon that iL . Green cited. The particular

c.-~~yon, though, that I'm referring to here looks like on the

order of 28 miles, something like that. X believe Pioneer:

j2

Canyon was -the one that he felt was the possible farthest

northwest. This is all vague, X can't zeallv testify tci that.

Those maze my only comments r~gazding the.

submarine canyon.

Now, for the fourth point, fo!xth offset. paiz of
~bh-.. Hami3.ton's, X'd like to move to the n!.xt slide, o3.ease.

(Slide.)

17 Okay. -Ne "re zeroing in on .ke area arose.d Point

Suz, which is shown -- this is Figure 2, i guess, i!'!. that

article ~

20 The Point Suz area is identified on t.',ze index

map on the right;hand side of the slide.

How, i~. Hamilton's conclusions, as X understand

23 U em- aze that —this will be' little bit c;ifficult—
."he main —excuse me.

7t '"his Suz fault zone is labeled as a complex mess
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of faults. In fact, there are more faults even than are

shown on this general'zed map, which is modified xrom Tom

3 Dibblee's mapping and from !~yatt Gilbert s mapping, but

also is genera ly in accord with the first mapping that was

done hera by Parker rask in 1926.

10

NBS. BONERS: It's figure 2 in your article7
I

TH» HXTNESS: I believe that's correct, yes.
'I

Mr. Hamilton's conclusions a"e that in —oh, boy,

this is going to be tough —right along the coastline west
I

of the words, Rocky Creek Paul™, xight along the coastline,

thexe are Miocene rocks, a breccia , which is sort of a

conglomerate, a landslide-like deposit, that are composed—
I

the cXasts, the boulders, and the like in this unit —axe

composed of granitic basement rocks.

Now, granitic basement. occurs east of the fault—
«e2.1, east of this easternmost break in the Sur Pault zone,

17 which is called the Serra Hi13. Pault. That separates dl.

20

21
''7

granitic basement f~'om Franciscan basenent, and although

some, .confusion, I think, inthe testimony,,ihout th'is,

I think +'~at Mr. Hamilton and I are of a, like mi'nd, i'n that
in this comple.-. mess of faults in the Sur Pault zone we

both feel that the Sex'ra Hi3.1 Pault is the princi.pal—
-.".;ost recent princioal active ~race in the whole fault zone.

So his claim is, then, .Rat the Serra Hill Pault
"'s the principal boundary between granitic basement and
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Franciscan.

liowf since 'ches e br ccia beds, which contain

granitic basement, occur. to the Nest of this principal boundary

ev constrain movement on the ground to the west,; that is,
if these rocks out here were derived from this basement and

they'e still there, there can't have been much xight slip
on the fault. And were that all there were to the argument

that would be pretty compelling. But X think it's an

incomplete argument, and X want to elaborate on why X feel
that's the case.

To do that, to lay the basic groundwork,. X want

to jump over to the San Andr. as Pault for just a minute. Ne

can use this inset map here to the right, although it doesn'

have all the labels X'd really lilce to have.-

Down near the very bottom of the inset map, east

of the San Andreas Fault, in an area called Eagle Best Peak I

there ia a fairly distinctive kind of basement rock there

called a gabbro. stow, this particular gabbro has been studied

quite intensively by U. S. Geological Survey, by Don Ross,

and.he's done sort of a chemical fingerprinting, rare earth

e ement analysis, of this unit. He's radiometrically aged

datec'. ii: at about 150 million years, and he's looked at its
general charact=ekistics through a microscope. Xt's a fairly
~is i!zct3.ve rock

How, up along the San Andreas Pault essentially at
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Nel 12

the same laCitude as Monterey, the sound end of Monterey Bay;-
1

«ight along the fault, 81~is same zock type occurs again, and
Mit, occurs in" sort 'of a small mountain sized quantity, in

fact large enough that there's a commercial quarry, the Logan

Quarry, there.

$ 0

The same sort of chemical fingerprinting'and the

like was done by Ross, and he found a good match.

So, looking at. just. that piece of evidence, those

relations, you might conclude Mat basement, had been offset

by, wali, say, oughly 300 kilome ers —the amount isn'C

pa Cicularly important —fzom Eagle Rest Peak east of the

fault Co the area up here near J1onterey Bay.

That's not the complete story, though.. The reason

that. it isn't is that as it turns out, this particular

mountain of gabbro up along the San Zndreas Fault, is in a

fault 8'lice.

The San Andreas Fault, like most major strike-slip
faults, is not a discrete break in most instances. Rather,

it's a wide zone, consisting of many breaks, that sort of
anastomose around, perhaps in a non-echelon fashion in some

places, and Chio par-'-ular.r. hunk. of gabbro has been ripped

of«and it's in a fault-bounded slice vithin the San Andreas.

Zt's been moved up Chere some intermediate distance from the

Cru» offset of the basement.

|: say that. because Or. Ross found that vay up here
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near* the north end of the map, west of the San Smdzeas—

3

and it's not labe3ed here, but it's the last. point of land

west, of the San'Andreas —there are also these dis'tinctive

gabbro xocks occurring in a conglomerate, the same age, same

chemica3 chaxacteristics, and so forth„

-2nd so these things instead give a true picture

of, what the offset of that, gabbro is, more lilce 600 kilometers

from the stuff east of the Se Andreas Fault.

The occurrence here in a fault slice nea-

Monterey Bay is quite

because X feel it has

misleading..'And I bring =all dais up

'applicability to i~~w. Hand.lton's fourth

12

r.

point, arid that is in this way:

Th. breccia that he cites that, contains the fairly
distinctive basement clasts is not really structurally wed

or tied to a3.3. this ground west of t~>e fault. Rather,

16 occurs in Dibb3.ee's map, in 'Gilbext's map and also in

Trask's map, in a fault-bounded slice. Not only is there

.a fault on the east, but there are faults on the west as

~~el3..

For that. reason, 3: feel that those rocks in that

21-

22

P3

slice are inconc3usive with respect to the amount of offset

that they'e experienced. They don'8 indicate —the couM,
C

but ikey don'f necessarily —indicate how much s3.ip has

happened over 0'his ground west of the fault. Those rocks

may have moved vexy little, just jostled around a bit in this
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broader Sur Pau3.t zone, or they may have moved a log. Xt's

hard to say. To my. may. of thinking, it's an inconclusive

argunent.

hlr. Pleischaker, those are the four ccmments I
had to make about Hz. Hamilton's evidence.

SY HR PLEXSCEQCER:

Q Xn addition, Dr. Graham, in the review of the

testimony did you have an opportunity to review Dr. Hamilton's

comments on correlations that appeared in your testimony

and in the article attached to your testimonyP

Yes, X did.

Do you nave comments, or do you have a reply to

. some of the criticisms and comments that were offered by

Dr. Hainilton.about Me correlations that. you offered in

support of your thesis stated in the Graham and Dickinson

article7

17 Yes, X would like to make some comments.

Okay, could you please continue with those'

B.ll right. As X've done here, X'd like -- Nr.

20 'amilton had'remarks about each of the seven offset pairs

that Dickinson and X offered in Special Report 137, and
X'd'3.?~e

to look at those one at a time also.

X think X'd'3.ke to do that bv ta?cing the next

slide. This von't take long. l1y comments aren't extensive.

MRS. HCNERS: The record should show that the
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xirst slide we saw is Pigure l of your article.

THF. HZKTESS: I think I said that.

MRS. BOHERS: All r'ght.
TH- NITNBSS: And this one is 6, Figure 6..

{Slide ..)

Th's is simply a map that. shows all of the offset

pair in a. very general way that we cite in the paper. Pwd

I'l look at these one at a time.

The first offset pair that we offered was an

inferred structural contact. between Bodega Head and the

Gualala Basin; that is, a contact between Franciscan-like

basement and granitic basement, which we felt was analogous

and, in fact,- offset from a similar contact ™- Franciscan.

'asement hexe between the. Pilarcitos and San Andreas faults,

and granitic basement to the west of the Pilarcitos fault.
~M. Hamilton.'s comments —5l70 is- the page —@s

I perceive them, are that the Pilaxcitos Fault has a

d fi..ite magnetic signature —I'e forgotten specifically

whether it's gravity 'or magnetic —but has a specific

chaxacte"istic that's due to contrasting types of basement

across th's fault.

He notes that there appar ntly is no similar

haracteristic across the inferred fault that. Dickinson and

I have suggested off to the north, north of Bodega Head.

~~ly 'esponse to that is simply this: The
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Pranciscan is a verv heterogeneous assemblage of rocks. Zn

fact, in mo t. places we borrow a Prench term and call them

melange-, because it's just an incredible mixture of a very

diverse group..of rocks that include some that have very high

magn tic susceptibility and high density, and in other places

some that are q~uite the opposite.

9»

So both the magnetic and gravity'signatures of
~ »

these rocks vary widely from place to place, over distances

of miles to distances as little as the length of this table

he're.

I could go out here in the hills near San Luis

Obi=po ~~here deere are Pranciscan outcrops and could be

standing on a serpentine block here and walk to the end of

die table and be standing on a sandstone block. Xt's that,

diverse in many places.

So, to see a difference in magnetic or gravity

characteristics from here to here —ezcuse me —from the

Pilarcitos Paul area up to Bodega Head —, is not. distressing

to me, especially with the lack of in.ormation we have about

the character of the Pranciscan rocks up near the Gualala

Basin.

23

That's not. a real satisfying argument, but more

important than that., I think, is that in the report by

Zcskins and Grif":i+Bi, the Shell geologists, on the offshore

structure o+ the central coast —and that's a report heat Hr.
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Hanilton and X, too, have relied on very heavily. Xt's a

fine piece of work. Those two geologists show from seismic

data a much more definitive sort of information, a fault more

o less in the same orientation as the dotted line tha~

Dickinson and X have shown here.

How, they'e not, extended the fault all the way

jo

to the San Andreas, and not knowing the extent of their
surveys X can', say exactly why: that is. They'ay feel it
doesn', go that far. But they do 'show a fault based on

s ismic in ~hat general vicinity.
Okay. The second offset pair.
2nd that is, the similarity that we infer between

the Point Hayes aroa and the Ben Iomond Mountain area, on

either side of the fault.

17

$ 8

Could X have .the nezt slide, please?

(Slide. )

Mr. Hamilton's criticism of this correlati'on, as

X understand it, is that many units in the central part of
che state in the coastal area are aquite widespread. Xn

20. pazticulax, he talks about the unit here in both sections

that X've not named, but 'ndicate as being late Miocene and

22 Pliocene in .age. That's at the top of each oz the strati-
graphic sections.24'his is called the Santa Cruz mudstone in the Ben

Lomond Moun'ain area, and, as X remember, Drakes Bay mudstone
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"n the Point Beyes area.

And, ind ed, he's ab-olutely correct. Tn'is unit

extends. as a blanket over most of the central coast, and of

itself is not particularly diagnos ic. But tha wasn't the

thing <re were tryirig to emphasize in our correlation. 7 hat

ve 'frere t-ying to emphasize in our correlation ras the

o"Qering, the coding of the stratigraphic sequence in both

are".s, if"you vill. And, as 1 indicated in my testimony

earlier, we'e dealing in both of these two areas with a

jo threefold tripartite sor of d."vision of the stratigraphic

section, arith Paleocene, Ifiddle Miocene and Upp..r Miocene and

Pliocene roc1cs in three packages.

As Clarence Hall vras trying to emphasi"e yesterday,

]4 packaging is the key here. And in intervening areas between

~.ese thoro areas the places indicated by wavy linos in the

~G
'' sections are breaks in which time is missing, and in

I

]7 ' ntervening areas th re are up to 10 g 000 feet of Eocene

L8 rocks represented where ignis wavy line is.
So the Baaing Z,want to emphasize here, again, 9.s

20 'ha it's not any single unit that's important here,

21 because, indeed, the Santa Cruz mudstone, for instance, 'is

widespread. But, rather, the unique packaging of the rocks,

23 All right. I need the ne=t slide.

(S~ zde. >

25 Th3.s i s Figure 6, again. Baclc to the offset map
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The ne::t set of offset pairs —I think the third

one that we discussed —is the Cretaceous and soma of the

younger'ocks associated with a fault wast of the San

Gregorio Fault'n the vicinity of Ano Nuevo, ca13.ed tie
Pigeon Point:"ormation, offset f=om the Cretaceous rocks in

cha Santa Lucia range ~o the south.

X sort of touched on this earlier when we ware

dealing wich the "Qndago basalts, and her. Hamilton rea3.1y

didn t have too much to say about this in the testimony. He

indicated ha dian't have a confident opinion on it, I
believe he said.

i/2 The only 'thing he said is that they'e old. And

indeed they are old. That is, they'e probably "on the

order of 60-70 m'llion years o3.d. But, of course, that

doasn't say anything about —well, it says someth'ing, but

l7

vary licU.e —about tha age of offset of those rocks if,
I
t

indeed, there,is offset. That is, tha offset of those rocks

could cartain3y be no older than, say, 60 .million years, or

;" "the time of th ir formation. But it could be quite young.

20 Xt just doesn't shed much light, on that.

The fourth point was ouz usa of Dr. 8'3;vaz's

gz vity offset interpretation, and X won't say anything

pa~+icularly about ~hat. Ne rely simply on the previous

24 testimony of Dr. Silver.

X. need Uxa ne:ct slide.
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(Slide.)

This is figure 4. Again, we'e going to focus on

th Point Suz area —= beautiful area. Xt has lots of things

going ong too ~

Our fifth point was the nature of the Franciscan

rocks in the vicinity of Point Suz. X'll talk about this

for a &tie bit, because Fir. Har63.ion did have some things

to say about that,

Our cont ntion was that. the Pranciscan west of

the San Gzegorio Sur fault in the vicinity of Point Suri. 5'his

area, called the Point Sur area on the left side of the

diagram, is quite different from the Zranciscan all along

the coast east of the San Gr gorio-Hosgri syst m, and that

only when you get down to the Cambria area near the —just

east of the trozd "Fault" and east of the fault, do you

find Franciscan rocks that are similar in character.

Sow, the distinctive feature that we claimed was

Chat .in those two isolated areas -- they'e isolated, but

f9.

2G

they'e not small by any means; you notice the scale on the
I

map, ~re're'alking about outcrop lengths that are tens of

! ilometers in dimension -- but'ur contention was that in

Dose two areas the Franciscan assemblage is characterized

bv an abundance of potassium feldspar„on the order of ten

a =rcent

He said t'-.at, in contrast to that in the other
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areas, the abundance of potassium feldspar was quite low,

oftentimes zero, usually approaching zero.

Mr. Hamilton's conunent eras that he didn't think

at was tha case, that,. indeed, in other areas exclusive of

the two that sra ware talking about, he could find potassium

feldspar, and so invalidating our argument,.

As Z read the transcript, Mr. Hamilton refers to

four localities, four specific localities, in which he'

located feldspar.

As it turns out, two of those he mantionecl are

$ 5

17

actually in the blocks that we said had high feldspar in the

first place, ona in the Cambria area and one in the Point

Sur area, at least as Z read the transcript..
"-ut Z think the point of our correlation is missed

there, and that is: Sure, you can go out probably in a

number of-places in the coast ranges anat find potassium

feldspar in low amounts. Our point s that on a statistical
basis there's significant difference in large bio'ks of

20

ground —not 'just table-sized areas, but tens of square

kilometers —where you see this d'farenca in the potassium

21 feldspar content of the rocks.

23

25'

think this is emphasized elegantly by an

intensive study of a Ph.D at Stanford done in '71 by

Nya t Gilb rt.. That's summarized here on the right-hand side

of tha diagramI and Z've mentioned this before. The
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San Gzegorio-Hosgri system, as ~ve'ze using it, includes the

faults near the Rocky Creek Fault zone, the Serra Hill that

Z mentioned earlier, and this fault labeled San Gregorio Fault

Ãe have inferred, as did Gilbert, that the Sur Nacimiento

ault coming up from the southeast is truncated offshor by

that fault. Me feel, then, that the San Gregorio Fault

ertends down and connects with the Hosgri Fault.

'f0

Now, what Gilbert noted = and he had at the time

no suspicion of right la eral st-ike slip, major slip, on

this particular fault, the San Gregorio, and didn't zeally

talk about it —but what he say, just looking at the data,

was that here in the Point Sur area west of the fault the

feldspar is present in essentially all of the numerous

samples that he found.

Now, he actually in his diagram broke this
down,'n

terms of pezcentages, 10 percent, less than 5 and 0. X've

taken the liberty of summarizing. X included samples that

had any feldspar at all as solid dots, and those where it
\

was totally absent as open circles. 2thd you'l notice just

by 'eyeball, the striking difference between the area east of

the fault down near the words Sur Nacimiento Fault, where

we'e looking at almost all open circles. There aze a few

23

24

solid. As X say, you can probably walk out and find feldspar,

potassium feldspar, in several places. One there near Loper.

Po'nt, one there near the "N" in Nacimiento.
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.But on the whole, in a statistical fashion, very

very little potassimn feldspar. Quite the opposite case up

here in the Poin~ Bur azsa.

Now, this particular map on the right covers an

biadelon fls g area sho:m on the left in the inset. map.

20

25

~ ~
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1 jclade ~ on UCLB. people have zor a couple of decades now

? been doing field mapping. Clarence Hall has done a good

deal oz it, and Ga~ Hmstr who's an authority on the

Franciscan, has done a consider'able account as well. And then

there a' USGS published maps in the area from Estero Bay up

to near Smx Simeon. They'e indicated that in the Franciscan

30

they have found on the average zero to five percent of

potassium feldspar 'in those x'ocks, again in keeping with

Gilbert's work of finding very little east of the faultf
~w:tensive terrain.

Ken Su, who's now with~ the TeCmical Xnstitute

in Zurich, also a noted «ranciscan expert, covered a similar

Mount of ground somewhat to Axe north, and it's published

in Me'Division of 4~ines report. And he noted triat his type

one graywackes, which again have about zero to rive percent

potassium feldspar, considerably Less than en percent>

17 cha acterised a"l. the intermediate, or most of We inter-
radiate ground between Gilbert's wczk and the VCR work.

Th'nly exception to that —and it's noted by Su, and it'
..cted by Hall and Prns« and it's also noted now by the

University of ¹sf ?kwico graduate students who just completed

a dissertation on it —is f9ae Cautbria area, o scuse me,

23
i t's right here.

(Zndicatirg.)

Xt's a structural block oz sandstone that contains





mpb2 ten percent potassium xeldspar. That is t11e block that ve

aÃe correlating Gzd suggestiIlg has been. offset frolh the

1?'Oint Sur area.

So X 't ake efiception to ilx' Hamilton 8 COACH!Lents g

1

. ~Q lIould like to amplify and say simply, as X have, that yi

- can probably fin8. zeldspax'f you look fox it in these

various places. But a body of work Gone by a nulaber of
P

people over Uxe years indicates that its px'esence is miniIllal

in all of those areas east of the fault.
Th& 83.NU3 offset and X 11 use 'elis figure

again —is a Pliocene .andstone in the Point Sur ax'ea, and

- it was our least constraining and least, satisxyisig of offset.

pairs. What ve suggested was this sandstone —X've indicated

some Pranciscan derived, l1iocene s~dstone, on the right™hand
4

igure, just a little fault slice right,'in hexe, a felr

hundred feat. in dimensions.

(Xndicating. }

TS
Xt'8 composed exclusively of Pranciscan debx'is

Xt has some 1L~ocena oysters and the like in it- And our

suggest3.on was a1at. becaus there'8 gran3.vic basement east.

of elis faulted you knoN p t'M didn t, zeel comfortable vith the

3.dea 'Blat 3. 5 <N,s co)Aposad 8zclusively of Pr'anc3.scan deI3r3.8 ~

~ ~ 2Pp,

.:24

VJe Wrought if ~he e has been strike-slip on this Sa Gregorio

au t p haps 2.+ Dad or3.ginated 4)uc11 iartL1er soll'QI g 9121ere

-~De 8 a 1=z~n'-do 8 terrain of Pranciscan tI1at might have
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)
myb 3 provided, a source

HolI 1>D:; hamilton pointed out in testimony that
\

is fault slice of Pranciscan 's surrounded preseat3y by

Pranciscan basu~~t rocks in fault contaci:f and he is

correct it is ) even though the granitic basement, is about

a lllile zN'ay to 'UM east~

His poini: is, well) if the Pranciscan is all
8 around in, why evoke, why suggest. there's any problems? H

could have formed in place as it. is. And that.'s allowable)

tIlat s possible o

The problems here are two, as X perceive it:
j2 One is —and harkening back to tile earlier

.sample X talk d abou ) tAe block) the structural block

caught in the San AnCreas that has moved some intermediate

distance) this is a fauli: bounded slice of sand tone, and

so it s not $ 7$ucturally 5'led) not tied f to Ule Pl. anciscan

37
basement all around 't. And so just because the Pranciscan

is t|lere doesn', mean it. necessarily has any genetic relation-
.hip to Mat particular Pranciscan.

Bu~ what's more important to us in this argument

is &.ai. Qle rocks off i.o the east of linis main,fau3,8) Miocene

age) ice same age zs the sandstone, are pretty l~ell known)

23
have been tudied by a 3.oi..of people in 41 Carmel Valley

ar==. They'e -ll marine rocks, river deposits,
stream'spos."'.ts

and the like) they all have.Pa2.eo™cur eni:s in tneaL
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that suggest that those rivers " flowed to the south in generals

So we know ~la this granitic and tuay ra al1 cojllposed of

granitic debris, you know: granite blacks> granite sand,

stuff like thar..

So we know that in tha Miocene time all this area

of to the east of tha fault was e'cposedo Xt was highlands g.

it was uplands that were being eroded. And we know that the

straane th-t ware runn'ng off of those hills, streams that

were carrying granitic debris were headed in tha general

direction where t3>is sanQstona occurs right ~ow.

So although you could evoke speciale say@

geomorphic conditions of drainage, drainage patterns to

explain why there's no granitic debris there, wa felt it
would fox'ce sort of special c'rcumstances. He felt tnat an

. easiex so3.ution, especi lly since this block is encloseQ by

faults and within a fault zone, is perhaps it, 1ike the

Logan Quarry Gabro has been moved some intermediate distance

from t'.ze south irheza Pzanciscan source rocks, t?iat is that

contribute the deb~is, w x'a in considerably greater abundance

~n6 you Qidn't have to wo~ about tha presence of granitic

bas~nmxt nearby.

Tl>e las" of ouz coxrelations points was ona that

wa borrows'. from Cj.azenca Hall, and that is the offset of

San Simeon to Point. Sa1, and inasmucn as hi>at hook so mucn

time yesterday, X'm sure X rouldn't add aaytbing >nore to that.





Those are the ev'tent of my comments;

PRS. BG!MRS: Dr. Graham, in considering an earlie.

point, you ident'ed as Ca'abria just about wneze the word

Hosgri appears g is that correct?

THL" N1TJP~SS: Tnat's correct.

Yhat map is ill-suited. One of the earlier

figures, the offset map„ will show it.
(Sl'e.)
There it is right .iQxere, Ca@>bria Pines slab/

cross-hatchery'. He sugge t offset from the Point Sur area.

dY HRo FM~ "XSCl~f "R:

Do you want to identify that figure?

This is Pigure 6 from the article.
t4R. PLEXSCHA!KR: tw~ s. Bowers, that completes the

direct presentation of Dr. Graham's rebuttal tsstiraony.

think he is now ready for cross-exaudnation

MRS BONERS:,'Ir Norton

MR MORTON: All rignt
Zf we couLd have just a. moment, we would lik to

s e t Qp die vxewgraph o

(Pause. )

{Slide.)

CROSS-EXhiiXHATZOU

BZ hiR dQPXOrL:

Dz. Graixara, you are a geologist, correct?
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Correct.

All right.
Actually, 'f I could amplify on M>at, I'm sort of

a hybrid these days. The- attempt in tive petroleua industry

is to try ho use as many tools as possible, and so they try
to blend people to both geophysical and. geological techniques,

and they call them explora+ionists.

Okay

By training I'm a geologist.

You have'your doctorage degree in geology?

Yeso

All'ight.
Nell, I'm'oing to refer to the transcript of

yesterday and read a little bit of it, and I want. you to help

me out. And the reason I'm reading from the transcript is
raWer th~ trying to paraphrase testimony and ae criticized
for misstating it. I want to read it exactly the way it is

Pine.

I have no copy of We transcript
You can use mine -- excuse ]ae, Hr. Pleischaker's

or mine if you want to read along. I don't think you'l need

&1R. PLHZSCV>J PR: Lday I ask something?

Do we have an ~~tra copy of the transcript for
Dr~ Grat Qla?
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fD-.HORTOH: Maybe he can borrow the
Staff's'~.

S aenberg, Qo you have 9666?

{Document handed to the wi;tness.)

BY i~ilk i001<TOil:

How to refresh your memory as to where we frere,

X was asking Dro Hall about the 50 to 80 kilometers, or as it

'f0

is on that map, perhaps as much as 95 kilometers of offset

between Point Sur and San Simeon —Point Sal. X said Point

Sur, Po'nt Sal, ~~ cuse me, and San Simeon. And X said:

-."Nell, Dr. Hall, you still haven't answered

my question. And. that is:
"Z want you to indicate on this map

yhere th land came from that is nero in that

piece of pie which is'part of the Santa Maria

basin Kn the Y of the Lompic-Solvang fault.. ~

ilow do you know whe-e tnat. is'? That's the

17 little piece of pie iiomediately above X'.

Yes, X Understand.

Okay.

20

22

23

"LP.".era did that land come from during the

time that this 80 kilom ters of offset. occurred

on the Hosgri,;rhere did it come from? Physically

sho~r me.

cMSW'rer Some''lhere All here a

'5

Zt indicates that he was ind'cating to the map.



L
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-'f<pb 8
said-'Okay.

"How you'm indicating south of the L'onpoc-

Solvezg fold imlL diately below the S, is that

corroctP

Answer~ mesa

How if you see the S up there on the map, it'
imediately right of Z'her he was indicating south of the

Xol'apoc-Solvang fold, and he said:

"X'rft also rying to mttpress upon you that

ere was +lei~toccne deforltlation he'<e

"Quest'on: Dz Ha3.1, please just. answer
K

111y Qllestions

"You are indicatmg on the map a point

which you described by a P, a letter P,, where

that 1 and 3.8 coHt3.ng frcHl~

iS And he goes to the viewgzaph again

'"Question: flail, now, is tha north o)."

20 south of the Lompoc-Solv~g--

"Answer: Zt's within the bash>, sp it
has to b nozth of the Lorapoc-Solvang pull»apart."

So he has now gone xrottt south of the S, south of

Xs3;itic Solve~ Qg fold to Llor'tho

l said





mpb9 '"I just asked you that question 'two

minutes -"go and you said it was south."

3 It wasn't two minutes ago, it, was about ten

; G seconds ago

"Answer: No, I tried to indicate to

you how it. would have to be illustxated. Since

it.'s in the Santa Maria basin, it. has to be north

ox tne Xompoc-Solvang fault which is th'e bounding

shoulder of that. basin.

10 "Question: So it came —now let me see

if I understand that.
. "Xf it came from north of the Zompoc-Solvang

'I

fault, why didn't it. pull YY 'with it'P Why wasn'.

YY moving''

"Answer: No, no

"Question: I don'0 think that's a yes or

17
no question a I said why was YY not moving?

"Answer: Xt,'s noi moving because it's on
1

the other side of the Santa Maria River-Poxen

20 Canyon-Little Pine fault.
"Question: Okay.

"So you'e shown, then, some land@ a lan'0

mass, rocks, whateve , that ar a little bit
southeast of the S, in fact just southeast of

uell~ton I can't really see wh~re that circle
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'mpbl0 is>, a]here 't. is on 6>is map. 'I'm having

trouble+

"Yes, i~'s just imnediately east of

Buelleton, is that correct?

"Answer: |'hat could be the area. As X

7

8

say, th re is Pleistocene deformation.
C

"Question: So it cacue through Buelleton
I

over toward th coast.

"How ho@ far is that2 Liaybe 30 kilo-

1P meters, 20?

"Ans»er: Seemingly about 30 or 20, "20

to 30.."

How if you look where the P goes, i" goes just

east. of hhe circle oX Buelleton, norM of the Lompoc-Solvang

fault on the map up there, is that corrects

(7

T.'m sorry, say that again.

Xf you look "there the P is, you'l see the

arrow or whatever 't is, the land mass that ended up in the

p'e is that just ea"-t of Bu~lleton no~M of the Xompoc-Solvang

~ault~

2f Okayo

Zs thLY. r~.gh'Ui

Ho<r as = geologist, would you explain to me how

25
that land amss east of Bue'leton nine raillion years ago'got
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mpbll across the Hosgri fault into the pie?

r'Q4. PLHZSCHi~R: I object on ~dec basis that

that really isn't at all related to Dr..Graham's testimony.

He's asking Dr. Graham to. azplain Dr. Hall'

testimony from yesterday to give an interpretation of a

theory support'wg the pull-apart basin. Dr. Graham's

xebuttal was. limited entix'ely to the Granam-Dickinson

thesis. And it's not —I don't believe that in his

rebuttal he addressed this question of the fomnation of the

pull-apart basin.

liR. HORTOi4: Nell, excuse me. Tnis is not the

fo=-mation of the pull-apart. basin,

BY hR isORTON:

You understood, Dx. Go~am, did you not,, that

this movement; this 80 kilometers of offset occurred after
'he offse of the pull-apart basin, isn't that correct?

Wall, my reaction—
liR. PLHISCRBZHR: Wait a second.

20

I have an objection, and it is two-fold.

Pirst of all, he, is asking this witness to

interpret testimony that was given yesterday I think that

23

testimony is in d>e x'. cord, and the findings of facts will
flow 'Zrom .Che tas~aony in the record.

Dad secondly, this witness hasn't testified about,

th's mechanism, the pull-apart basin, and the subsequent
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right-lateral movement on the Hosgzi fauli

&1R. I<OZVOt!: 11rs Bowers, X'm asking:evidentl.y

a very simp3.e geologic question, and that is how you get a

land mass fioia one side'f the fau3.t aczoss the fault to the

ot ler side

Unfortunately none of my geologists can answer

that question for me, and X thought perhaps this geologist

could+

i%8. BON1"HS: fair. Staenberg, does the Staff have

a position on that objection?

HR. STA»"HBLRC: The Staff doesn'8 believe the

objection is well founded. Xf the witness can answer the

question; we would be interested in hearing such an answer.

{The Bo~>d conferring.)

IDS. BOILERS: Ne z cognize that the'slide that

we have on the screen w~ one that Dz Hall used in his

testimony and, that &e zed markings are his markings.

i:":e do Mink ~<at Dr Graham, as a geologist, shou3.d be able

to respond to the auestion even though there hadn't been tne
„I

prior reference to Dz. Hall's testimony and the fact that he

did the mark-up on the slide.

Xf this area is wichin your general knowledge

and trithin your thesis, please respond.

T1Q'' VUTHHBS: A3.1 zigh

i'.y initial reaction to your question was really
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Npbl3 much as ~lr. Pleischaker's, and that is that in all the

things tnat Dickinson and X have written, we have not

discussed at all, not even cited or !notioned liall's pull™

ap't basin theory. Xn fact, we really don't talk about

anything south of Point Sal. So X >rant to make that under-.

stood~

BY HRo NORTON:

X understand that, Dr. Graham. And'my question

is a very simple one.

10 As a geologist, can'ou explain to me how—

and this has nothing --o do with the pul3.-apart basin theory.

12 She pull-ape t basin was formed when the 80 kilometers of

offset occurred. And my query was:

Nel , you know that land moves. Nhere does the

land .Uxat is now in the pie come fromm And the answer was

that it was just east of Buelleton. And my question was a

17

19

2O

22

very simple geological one:

Nou3.d you expla'n to me as a geologist how X
I

can take land and move i across a auld
~%. FXPXSCUAKHR: Can X get a clarification on tha

I

Are we asking for Dr. Graham's understanding of

Dr. ilail's explanation or for Dr. Graham's own opinion as to

23 how that

LLp.. NDRTQH: Hzcusa me.

icy ques ion is very c3.ear of this witness.
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As a geologist. can he explain to me how T. can

move land Rat.'s indicated up there across a fault?

I~>RS. BOlkl".BG: His oisin opinion.

As X said, this whole thing could have been

introduc d vi~Mout. a reference t.o Dr. Hall.

MR. ~IORTOI1: That.'s right. I just read the

transcript, so it. would be very clear as to what we were

Cal3cing about.

THH H'PINESS: 03cay.

0'0'4
Your question actually is noh a simple question

geologically. You indicated i0 was.

I can'. say ezactQ.y what.'s in Dr. Hall's head.

BY IQi l<ORTON t

X don'~ wan% to 3cnow thaC.

I know.

X thin3c X understand wha~~ his problem with @isis

diagram vas, and Axis is jusE an observation or a comuent,—

Excuse rGG~

Hy r~uesti,on is not what his problem vas. My

Quest,ion is

Ce~ you as a geologist explain hov you, move land

acros s a fauld?

?3
X'm going to do that.

03:a,y. 'J.'han3c you

Or a4+emot. o. X'll c~ to clar'ify it; T.'m not.
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sure X'll resolve it.
~'.The problem as Z perceive it is one of graphics.

That is —and. X'll nave to get up here, X guess,
'

D~. Hall .!cept referzing to Pleistocene compression

and. be didn', X think, zea13.y get across what he was trying

to convey, and that is that this mp shows the present
r

distribution of structures. Xt's inadequate, in a sense, to

show what the situation in the Coast Ranges was like prior
to the rather youthful structures in the Tzao,averse Ranges.

i%at he's saying is there has been a good dea3.

of apparent north-south compression that has actually shoztene

"L2 ~re distance, say, from the Santa 3> arbara Channel'p to same

place past YY That is g if p ou were to really look at what

~ things looked. like prior to„ say, the Pleistocene, you would

have to stretch this area out.

17

Aud so what he was having a difficulty with, as X

perceive this problem, is that he could not adequately on

this >rap demonstrate where'hat land had to corae from because

i-"'s been in effect doubled over and crushed by folding and

thrusting, so tha'" he was hard-pzessed and he iiad to put in
E

a"n sort of geographic position where this little pie of

land a«you're tal3 ing ~Mout came from &md that would beg

at lees in present terms of geog aphy, east'f duel3.eton.

Bu. as J". say, because of U~e lack of zestozation

of shorteni"g in this diagram .it's an insufficient display to





mp'6 show how tAat shape really looked witix respect to the faultso

Pad you'ra right, the land could not easily

4

jun>p a fault. I 'don .t. think —and this should..be my impres-

sion —that that vas his intent.. Xt's just that he couldn'.
5" adequately display his interpretable on.

117

9 Mell, he had first put it south of the fault.,
~ ~

as you will recall as I read the testimony,''nd'hen he

realised it couldn'5 jump that fault, so then he put it.
fo'rth of Ae fault. Hut .Men he forgot about the Hosgri ~

10 Xsn't t']at in fact what happened?

I don'. know ~rhy he jumped tha fault I don'

1mov why he put. it north of th= fault. X just, can't say.

I Gon t; knov

l5

You c~~'t answer the question, in other words?

Ro. Only he could.

But X have explained why this display is in-
I

adequate to show where that pie of land should have come from

You crould need a map that had had all of these younger

structural effects removed.

Ve11 g wou1d it. be youx imples sion g 't'ien g that

21

23

.24

the Hosgx'au3.t vas not there at that time'? Is that what

you'e saying, i>at if ve had such a map the Hosgri fault
vouldn't be +3'ere?

I am not at, all clear about Mat. lay expertise
in structure of bi'e Transverse Ranges is e"tremely limited.
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?Ilpbl 7 3."ve indicated that. to you before in deposition

and the 3.ike,

Okay. Thank you.

Yesg sir ~

'Now you also h ard -» your testimony, incidently,

.~ras very clear in the direct, that the 115 kilometers of

offset. Mat you postulate occurred more than five mi3.lion

years ago, it tris very clear about- that.

Xs that a question?

Yes.

3:s that. correct?

Yes, in total hs 3."ve indicated, we can'.

address with our offset pairs recency of movement or any-

.~>irg like Uxat. But certain'he majority of ?aovement

16

happened then.

Q '~fore than f've million years ago?

Yes.

P.O

Okay.

And you also have said there's 3.15 kilometers.

'Zhat's our soxt of ccmmon denominator'f offset
Zxom the pairs; yes, that's our best estimate~

V

3 3.1 zx,ghto

End you in fact heard Dr. Hall testify yes erday

th=" 4=a Point Sal to San Simeon offs t is now not 80 to 95

k lomet "s, but 80 a a mazimu???,- 'sn't that correct?
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what I heard. him say, yes.

All right.
And you also heard him say that all of ~mat

mov~aaent coo!s place within the 'ast five million years, did

you not?

Ho, I d~dnct hear h~~ say that ~

Nell, ezcuse m , I'l find it in the t "anscript

for you if you want to wait.

rine.

Xs it your testimony that he did not say that?

Tha~'s not my recollec"ion.

Do you want to heez.'y recollection?

Mo. I would rather hear what it was. Ne'3.3. find

J1e paper. Xt's in evidenc o

(Pause~)

Excuse me, the pap r oz D-. Hall which he

incorporated e~d said was his testimony says:

"The Pliocene Ca"iaga sandstone at

San Sim~on suggests that, the 80 to 95 kilometers

of r'ht slip along hhe San Simeon-Hosgri fault
occurred du"ing ~Me 3.ast five million'years."

Oday o

ll r*<h

i'>Gw let me ask you

&wZ. PLHXSCHMCEIR: Could we get an identification of
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the document that you'e reading from2

Sl

NR. NORTON: That was SR 3.37, Dr. Hall's paper.

IIR. PLZXSCHAKHR: Nhich page was tnat on? X was

reading the conclusion and it vas stat d' little diffex'ently

<AIR. NORTOII: Excuse me, X closed it X don',

know, X'm sorry.

SR 137, page 28 of Dro Hall'

'1R LHXSCIPJCER: Thank you

NR. NORTON: Okay.

BY VzR~ HOPTOAD:

Now would you agree that there is a difference

1? between your postulated offset and Dr. Hal3.'s postulated

offset2

m sorry what

9 Mould you agree that there is a difference in tne

$ 6 amount of pos u3.a. ed offset. that you have postulated in your

articles and that Dr. Hall has postulated in his articles2

HR. PLI"XSCKQZR: -X'm objecting to an answer

c9 unti3. the witness has an opportunity to review this paragraph~
~I

>md X think he ought to have an opportunity to read this

!

paragraph in ful3. which discusses this.
MR. ICORdOH: 'm sorxy, X'm ta3.king a>out the

23 degx'ee of offset, the. amount of offset. Xt just says 80 to

90 kilame ers. X don't think there's any dispute about. thato

!'R. PLI"XSCKCMR: 3fel3., X think before he asks
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him 'ro compare his opinion to the one thai. >ka3.1 has stated

in hi;s article, he ought to have an-opportunity to read the

full paragraph here.

BY &LSD'ORTOil:

5 Q- — Nell, wait. a 'minute, Dr. Graham. Didn't you

7,

indeed rely on this article-
a t

iso PEL'XSClGGCHR: X have an objection.

9,

MRS. BObVRS: Nell, X'll tell you what we'l do.

Xt!s about time for our mid-morning break. So

during the t~~ minute break perhaps Dr. Grabs will have an

opportunity to l.ook at this.

HR., PLHXSCHA.'KR: Thank you.

{Recess.)

&!EN BOlfdRS Hell.g before Table break Dz Graham

was going to take some time to review the article that. was

'eferred"'o him, Dz. Hall's article.
BY liR NORTON:

Lei: me k'nd of stmt. over so we know where we'e

here —not staM ovez, hut pick up where wa were.

X had asked you if your —
.

'1RS. BOliERS: Could we have quiet in the back of

me room, pleaseP

BY aIR HORTON

-- if your hypothesized offset was 115 kilometers.

You said yes. X asked you if Dr Hall's was 50 to 80
2Q
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kilomet xs, and you said yes.

So let's take care of the offset. first, and then

0

7

.we'-ll go to the t.'.e of the offset.'.

.-Lou would agree, would you.not, that those are

signif'cantly different distances, 50 to 80 and ll5 kilo-'
mei ers P

4

The distances of themselves, yes, they'e differ-''
ent, they'x'e different nuts rs, you'e right, significantly.

Q Okay

And the time is —X thin) I can go through and
/

find a number of places wh re it states that Dz. Hall stated

that the time of the movement of the 50 to 80 ka.lometers

03
~ offset on the Hosgri was within the last five million years.

And I can also find where you'e stated that the time of the

movement was moxa than =ive million years ago, the majority

of the movement.

$ 7

99

20

Axe tho e two statements corrects

Yeso

There's the paragraph, though, that you read to

mea there 6 ce cain ambiguity in it as well~ That s on page

28 ~

I agree

23 The las sentence of tnat paragraph says it took

place certainly after tL~e formation of the basin. But there

aze ozZa~m places —and Z can read. it in the transcript —whez ~
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he has stated that it was within the last five million years.

Okay.

You would agree, wiih that, X take it2
Yes.

Ml right, fine
F

How is what happened that the upper half moved
'

and stretched out like a rubber hand more than five million
4 I

y ars ago, and &at in the last five million years somebody

go of the bo-tom half and it snapped up to catch up with

me upper half2 Xs that now we explain the difference in

tiIQe2

Thai's an interesting idea that. X don't think

anybody's suggested yet.

But, no, that's not what I have in mind. I
think there are two things to cons'der here.

First of all, sort, of a papewlork kind of Ming,

and tha's that the cwo things that —the two major articles
Uiat Dickinson and X have published, one in Science and one

in ~d'ivision of Hines, the Special Report 137, we relied

on Clm~ 'ence Hall's Science paper in which he talks about.

offset 5 ho 13 million years.

I'.is Divisi cn of &Q.nes paper the one Q1at you~ ve

been calking aboui f'gu es from, of course~ was prepared at
'-~e erne time as our s. cond 'paper. Aud we didn't reference it..

've refere ced only ~he Science paper, 5 to 13 million years.
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rapb23 Those are sore of clerical kinds of things, they're*timing

th'ings

'

'7'

t~xink .De 3mportan- Ming, though, the substan-

-tive Kxing is that to our way of thinking the telling features

of Pall's offset pair., that is San Simeon to Point. Sal, are

Hze ophiolite> See disti»nctive Lospe+ and Gate t4onterey.

Now those things, those units are all older .than five million

years. Zwd as far as the —he's constrained to younger than

f've million years for his 80 kilo<aeter offset.because of

'iO these Pliocene units tha he feels are importan5.

Now neither Dickinson nor I have any clear picture

of the —of what the message is in the Pliocene. rockso
\

>Ve feel, ra&sr, tha~ the real distinctive thingsg 'Mle

ti ings tna- are compelling for che offset, are th'ese older
I

tertiary and the op}iio1ite sequence.

I have not seen ti e Pliocene rocks, and Dickinson

has, as 2 recall. X believe he's told me that. And he said

he corm away without. any clear impression of them as well.
So we'v relied primarily on the correlation of> as j: say@

+We Lospe, Ymnterey, and ophiolitas. And in that viewpoint

Me offset is compa":ible in iming with the timing we suggest

l a. B
1.'x f"„Es

22

24

for the esC of &e offsets as well as the larger plate story
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HBB/vrbl
.s Madelon

2

MR. NORTON< Ne have no further cross-examination

, BOtfZHS: Mro Tourmllotte?

..zxzz 4

MR. TOURT~>LOTTE: . Yes.

BY MR. TOURTELLOTTEs

Q Dro Graham, in oxder to get a rate of movement

on a given 'fault isn'4 it more hnportant what happened in
the past 17,000 yeaxs than what happened five million yeaxs

ago?

Xt depends, Mx. Tourtellotte, on a%at-',sort of
rate you'e after. Xf you'e after a current rate, you'e
r'ght. Xf you'ra after an average, obvious3y it. is ovex

the whole of the interval 'you look at> yes, that's'correct

9 But the way the fault is moving today .is more

closely related to what happened in the past 17,000
years'han

what happened five million years ago, or ave'r'a'ging

over nine million yeax's?

Yes, that's certainly correct.

And do you 1m'hat the rate of movement has

been wa the past 17,000 years on the Hosgri'?

20

21

A No, X don'.
~o TOURTELLOTTE: No further questions.

2RSo BORDERS: The 3oard has no questions for
this witnesso —Oh, X have one.
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MPH/wb2 EXAMXNATXON BY THE BOARD

BZ MRS o BOifERS"

3 This doosn't rea3.lytie in with the rebuttal.

' But when we heard the testimony of two witnesses from the

USGS and asked questions concerning gust how much we know

about how much the area has been explored beyond the Hosgri,
\

and they mentioned how much we know, and it was part of

the —there's an exhibit in the applicant,'s testhnony, out
t 'o the Santa Lucia Bankso But one of them'lso. mentioned
t

'

something about how oil"companies are constantly exploring,
t

! and that sort of thingo" -"
'I Now we know that— He learned about,Hosgri

'rom the two Shell Oil geologists, or whatever.'they are,

who discovered it.
Does an oil company have —I know 'ev'ezything is

I

secrecy you know g you don ' want your compet ition '-to learn

about. your exp3orations. Xf you know, would an oil'ompany

Seel a zesponsibi3.ity to disclose a fault. similar to Hosgri

but beyond if, in its exploration, it discovered such a

20
thingP

That's an interesting question. Xt raises

certainly a lot of issues.

9 77eLL I don't want to put you on the spot.

A I'm absolutely in no position whatsoe'ver to

say what any oil company would do, Let alone mine.'ou could
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2

ask the Chairman of the Board, I suppoie.

But in my experience I'd say that, X know that
we have —well, X was not. directly involved in this, but

it'.s my understanding that we shared some information with.
I

-
'" Southern Cali'iornia Edison xegarding their San'nofre plant,

some seismic coverage that we had offshore..

The extensive- deep penetration seismic-surveys

that are run in soxt of a.cooperative fashion by the

companies through a contractor off the coast —and there

are a number of them off .the central coast —in" preparation
1

for OCS Bale 53 which is coming up shortly, those Mings

5.060

0)
15-

can be boughtinto by any utility, that data. Hell, it
t

depends on the way the contract is set up, but usually
'I

aftex-the-fact participation, that is, access to. the data

is availabl'e to anybody who has the money to buy:jato it
basically.

17

21

2c

Southern Califoxnia Edison X know has'one that,

l,

And, as X say, whexe we saw some use'ful'nforma-

in the past for their client dorm there.

Cion, we pointed tht out to them.-
I'

don't have any idea at all whether that is
standaxd practice, no idea at all.

HR. NORTON: . Hzso Bowers, if you have no more

questions, that raises a question X »ould like to ask of
this witness.
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CROSS EZM!XNATXON ON BOARD QUESTIONS

BY MRo NORTON

Q Dcesn't USGS 'in terms of coastal exploration

have a right to go in and look at. that data, any of it?.
I don'tknow, Hr. Norton. X don', know ~

Certainly all well. data they get ahold of. X'm not sure
lg ~

of all seismic surveys. You may well be correct, X'm not

sure +

I%here there is> you know, federal lease?

You'e probably right. X don't know.

biRSo BOWERS: .Well we have nothing further.

Mr. Pleischaker?

MR. FEEXSCHAKER: X just have a series of
i

questions on the last question that Mr. Norton asked.

REDIRECT EXIQ1XNATXON

BY HRo PLEISCHAKER

'ith respect"to the timing of the movement on

the Hosgri-San Gregorio -system, the second'part was he .

asked about the total accumulated offset in the last 13,15

million years.

The figures that, have 'appeared in 'your article

are/ on the average around 3.3.5 kilom ters. The 'tistimony

we heard yesterday from Dr. Hall was a maximum of 80 kilo
zneters, somewhere between 50 and 80 kilometers to define an

area.
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Do you have an opinion as to whether the estimate

of accumulated offset cited in your article and those that

have been cited by Dro Hall most recently ax'e inconsistent?

A Yes< X have an opinion.

$Kat is that opinion?

A Actually X have two opinions. X think there are

probably two ways to look at it.
The first is that indeed his offset pair may be

entirely compatible in 115 -kilometers. And this i's the

tack that we took in the two papers that we wrote. And this

was in our offset pair 7. And X think that would be, say,

in the 137 papex, That would be displayed in Figure 7,

t¹ offset gxaph.

Dr. Hall explained in his testimony his criteria
for arxiving at the'stimate of 80 marZmum. He set up sort

of a window of outcrop that he matched from one side of the

fault to the other that reflected sort of the likely distri-
bution of the units in hi.s way of thinking.

We did sort- of the same thing, or we did the

same thing. Butwe placed slightly, different limits. And

X'm not pxepared at this —right off the top of my head to

say exactly how those differed. But our criteria are

spelled out in the paper here.

Xn genex'al, we were as specific in our ranges

asgossible; that is, ere went, in showing oux 'ranges, right up
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to the very limit of where a different kind of outcrop/ a

diffe"ent kind. of rock occurs. And this part'cular3y is a

probl<~i ~then vie'ra doaling with offshore areas and limited

outcropso So that we felt that the most 3.ike3y range<

window of these two offset pairs rahged from 85 up to in
excess o 11 I;ilometers, as reflected on our graph.

Now that's one way of looking at i.t, and that'

iQ:e tack we took in the paper.

T?;ere's an alPmrnative vie~n as well, and that

~ -10 .~hat it's possiM.e, judging from testimony that has been

entered ¹re by various fo3.ks, that the southern end of the

Hosgri Paul.t splays in horsetai3. fashion in3.and into several

fQQXtGO Ard i.f that's the case and if strike-slip has

b. en tak n up.on several faults rather than one'ingle

d, it's possib3e that offset indicators near .the southe

37

IS
''I '-

ryJ~

20:

end of the fault may show 3esser offset than those up on the
4

nor~&era reaches where there is a single di.sczete 'break,

like along > +e San Qrecorio fau3.t e

Go +&cse are the "wo interpretations X think you
C

cou3= nfl.x to the numbers.

Q How the second part of t3:e question ha'd to do
I

<~ith the timing. ~Ir. 8 rton pointed out in his cross-

e..aminatian that in your article that you had set out a

di. feint time period. frcm Dr. Ha3.l. fox movemm on the

fault; that is, that you had indicated that most of the
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WRB/wb7 l movement that you were 'seeing had occurred in the last.

13 million years; is that correct?

Mell a window, actually, b tweeIn 5 and 15~

9 Okay. - And that Dr. Hall's was a lesser period,

7.'

within the last fLve million years, I think, '

I

A Yes,

Now X believe that. in response to h9.'s".questions

testified. . X'd 19ke to hear some questions
I

NR. rX,ZXSnmZER:- Okay.
4," NRS. BOt&RS: Will you rephrase your. question,,

please?

you indicated thit you had been—
*

NR. NORTON". 'Object, Nrs. Bowers': I -'don't want
l

to hear Nr. Pleischaker.'s belief as to what this 'witness
I

l7',
I

1

f8

Zo.

2l
I

timing of the movement?

NR. FLEXSCHAKER: I'11 withdraw it.
I

BY NRo FMISCHAKHR- .

9 Shat was the, basis for your estimhte''is to the

NR NORTON Object. Asked and answered. That

was exactly the question: X..asked h9sa, and he answered it.
\ , I

Xf counsel wan s the sneer reread X guess we can'"do that.
~ t.'t1

WXIZSS GEMGQI: X sort of felt. X had answered

2/
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3

NR; NORTON: That was the basis of my objection.

21RSo BO't'KBS. Xs it possible, Mr. Pleischaker,

that you Qon't recall2
-I

MR. FTEXSCHAKER! I recall. I didn't understand

that there was— Hhat X'would 3.ike this witness- to address

is the difference inde tend.ng that had been estimated by

the two authors, Dr Hail and Dr. Graham and Dr.Dickinsono

And that's what X'm getting at in this sexies of.'questionso

MR. NORTON: Ne3.1 that was exactly the'.question

l0 I asked. XC was asked and answeredo And that's t'ie basis of
my objection. I don't believe on redirect it's p'ropex to

'f2 ask the same question that was asked on cross

MR. PXZXSCHAKER". bel3. X wou3.d like to see if X

can g t a little more succinct statement of this
".witness'iew

on that matter.

17

MRS BONERS: Nell, xather than to reco'nstruct
I

the cxime, why Qon't you .)u'st go ahead, Mxo Pleiich'aker2

The witness can refresh- youx memory.

MR. PMXSCHARERs X'm sorry2 X missed:that,

20 MRS. BONERS The objection is overruled

Go ahead. ~Te think the txanscxipt will probably

22

24

show the answer of the witness.

MR. PXZXSCHhiMR: X'3.3. withdraw the question

5ecause X've been instxmctedhy Mr. Hubbard that there is an

answer in the record and I should he happy with it.
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Thank you

:iR. NORTON: Even if you don'C understand it,
NR. PLEXSCHAEER: Ze understands it, and that'

enough for meo

6
I

I'3.l withdraw: the cgxesti.on

That's all the redirecto Thank you.

'RS. BOHERSc Hell., let me check.

Are there further cpxestions?

(No response)

NHSo BOHERS:- Before we consider excusing the

witness X'll check with the other parties.

Axe there any objections?

YiR. NORTON: No objection.

16

NESTS

BOHERSc Mr Tourtellotte, any objection?

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: Ho objection.

MRSo BOY""RS: Hell then X assume, Hr.. P3.eischaker>

you'5 like to have Dr. Graham excused.

18

21

23

HRo PLEISCHAKHR: That is correct

HBS .BOHEBS:. Pine.

Well~ Dx Graham is excused JLnd we'e glad that

you cooM he with us. Ho vere interested in your testimony.

WITNESS GBMAN: Thank you.

HBS BOWERS: And we'xe glad you don'. have those

rocks i'Tith youe

PW. PLEXSCF~R: That was part, of oux'psychologi al
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NBBperb10 ] tactics, co keyp everyone thinking thxough the night.

MRS BOHERSs -:Hr Bright and X were on a case

7'n

Hew Jersey, well, six years ago X guess. And part of

the problem was that shipworms had been attracted by the

heated salt water at-» Nell, we were on Pox'ked River, but

this was on Oyster Creek.: So a Ph,D. from Harvax'd,

~zo Ruth-somebody had buckets of shipwozms that she wanted

to give us

NR. HORTOHs Marked?

(Laughter)

17:

18-

MRS. BOVTERSs: You know, as exhibits ~ Qe finally
persuaded hez that. the pictures were adequate

RRo PLEXSCBAKERs X guess undex" thos'e'-circum-

stances we wouMn't have, the problem of enough,'for„ %he .

t

porter and counsel for all the parties.

NBS. BONERS - Nell, Dr. Graham, you aie

excused Thank you.

(Witness excused)

MRS. BONEBSs How what's next? '
';.

~ „

HRo NORTOHi tfell we have rebuttal, to 'dcI next.
'

t.e vrouw, of course, like a couple of minutes. But X think

~. Tourtellotte has some rebuttal he wants to dog X'm not

sure-»

24

CQ

bR TOQRTELLOTTEs Ky understanding was we wex'e

going to put on our rebuttal which was going to be principall
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NRB/wbl1 ! Jim Knight .and Pau-Tsing Kuo. Since then we want to put

on another rebuttal wi ness, and if we could have a few

minutes wa would like to proceed by putting on Jim Devine
t

".-from USGS, and perhaps either when he .is thxough. we can

take an early lunch break and then have Knight.-and Kuo
t

after lunch, or, if Knight and Kuo're here and. if there

is time and you want. to start, why,we could put, th'em on,

NR. NORTOHg It's quarter to eleven now

h

MR. TOURTELLOTTE. X don'tknow how— Ne don'

really have a whole lot. Nr. Devtne doesn'. have'a lot to

say in terms of direct rebuttal. But X made a remark or

two in the record the other day and X wouM like to have

it come from someone else's mouth rather than-'-

MRS, BONERS:.: ~ . A qualified person2

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: One who is more quilified

f7

18

than X in geology and seismology.

Ne do need about, five minutes so,that.:;I can
,1

review, and we'l take five or ten minutes with Nr 'evine
4

MRS. BONERS: The last time we toolc 'a @elute
break we had, to send people after you. So, now> how 1ong2

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: !fell X regret that my office

22. was calling me. And I thought, somebody was out here waiting

for you to start, But, at any rate, it won't be more than

ten minuteso

hGN. BOHERS: All right Pine,
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HPB/vbl21 {Recess)

HBS, BOHERS: Vie'll go on the record And ve'd

like to note that Kr, Tourtellotte is back after the xecess.

And here comes. the late.hid..:Norton.

{Laughter)

Whereupon,

~ J'

„~ ))

7'

$ 0)

I

5,200

JAHBS .P', DEVXNE

was recalled as a w4tness and, having been previously duly
)- ~ ~

svorn, vas e".camined and testified further as Coll'o'vs'

MRS. BOHERSi'.'he record vill shov that the
)g.'itness has been previous3y svorn.

DXRHCT BZAICXNATXON

l3

'Ic3.,

l7"

of days

Gz'aham~ have you notV

aY ma. TOURTZZ,Z.VZm:
~...,:."'.:.,"')„',

EM. Devine, you'e been here tM pa~-".Icouple

and you heard the testimony of Drs.'a13r3aQd

.'~ I+.))'') - z ~ 0 3)',)
~ 'I .)

~ re ~ ) )ta
Yes, X have.

2 nd do you recall also reference being pede to
She UBGS lettex of April 29th, 1976 and statements"of

counsel that that vas "- that the opinionsa3.'r. 'Hall vere

included,.in the consideration of USGSP You he'ax'd'hat, did

you notP

23 Yes, X did.
I

you have a statement about that general

vmtter that you could make at this time'P
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ORB/wbl31 Yes@ X Boo ~ ~

Mould~u make it,
please2'es.

During the conduct of our review of the data

in upport of Chis app3:ication, and in preparing our April

29th, l976 letter 4o the NRC, Dr. Hall's theories were

considered as only one of'everal factors-:used in arriving

at our assesLnt of Che earthquake potential for this

region. Thus, if his theories are later proven to be cox-

rect or incorrect, and Chat may be several y'ears before

Chat's known, it villnot, alter significantly our .)udgment

~ ') 13

14:,
)

15

th'at, we made in l976 and thaC we make today as to the earth-

quake potential of the xegion affecting the. site.. ',
bRo VOQRTBLL'0"TEe X have nothing else ="for this

4

w'tness, and he's ready for cross-examination .

MRS ~ BGf&RS". Mr PleischakerP

~. FXZXSCHAKHR". Mo questions

MHS. BO1mRS: Mr.

morton'TKi~~FiZZ

L9;,

20;,;21'Ro
NORTON." Ho cgzestions

EZi&1XNATXON BY ~~ BOARD

BY MRS o BONHsK!

Q You were in the. room,X think~ when
X"askew'r.

Graham about, the oil, company data, informa'Cion, and

24. a reference ms made to tbe fact. that USGS h'as contracts,
Pg

ox access, or something like Chat Could you te13. us a littl
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bit about that, because "it was your panel that first
raised the gmstion as to non-disclosure by the oil companies

X'll try to answer that., Res, Bower. X'm not

an expert on the Survey total role in offshore data

acquisition and access,

But, as X understand it,, by virtue of .the

responsibilities of the Conservation Division bf the UBGS

wa do have access to the proprietary information of oil
companies in arriving at our assessment for o'ffshore oil
lease sales Geologic Diviahn personnel assist the

Conservation Dividm in evaluating that data.

Xn addition,'e have frequently informally

arrangement's with oil companies to exchange data.

So X think 'in general X could say that we see~, /
virtually all the oil company data in one form or'another'

~ ',I

certainly data of major significance.

Q Hell as X understand it, PGaE learned:about

Hosgri following the publication of the articLe by,'.the two

ge'ologists. Did you know about it prior to the publication

of the article%'s

X recall '-the instance of the Hoskin's and

Griffiths fault, we were not aware of that data prior to
the pM> lication of their report in '71 '.

X can state with authority X personally was not,

aware of that data when X testified in this room here in
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1970 concerning this same site. And X had talked with our

Marine people prior to 'that testimcmy. So X'm reasonably

confident that we ve e not aware of Chat data bef'ore it
was published.

X think the reason for that is —or the reason

for Chat answer, compared to the one X gust gave you about

access today,'s Chat the =os of the Survey in offshore

leasing has expanded greatly since l970 ~ At that time ve

did not, have the access to the data that we have today.

MRS ~ SOMERSET The Board has no further questions,

Hro Tourtellotte, of this vritness.

bQt. TOURTELIOTTE: Nay'e be excused2 .

HHS. BOWERS.",, Nay he be excused~'Mr,F1eischaker?

le. PLEXSAiAKER: X have m objection','
c ,I

hGtSo BONBRG: Hro Norton?

lK. NORTONi', Ho.

MRS. BONERS".'-.The question, Nay. he be,,excused'

lR. NORPOH:.- Oh, certainly. Xem sorry. I thought

yo'u vere asking vere there any more questions.

MRS. BOHERSs You'e excused, then. .Th'ank you,

(Witness excused)

HR TQURTZLLGTTE: Mrs o Bowers, at this time

for rebuttal ve'6 3.eke to .recall to the stand 'Zi'm Knight

a-..d Pau-Taming Kuo, and the rebuttal presentation vQl be

handled by my colleague, the Honorable Edward Ketchen. Ed
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honorable because he's from Tennessee, among other thingso

(Laughter)

MS. BOHHRS: Xn Tennessee recently anybody

who's a murderer and in the 'slammer all got paidonedo

Xs that why we have faro Ketchen here with us;
today't

a

, MR. TOURTELLOTTE: X hope not.

(Laughter)

NR..PLEXSAQZER: Are you gust going 'to sit.

tllere, HQ2

MR. KETCKRl: Like Mr. Bxight, I wouldn't touch

that with an 11-foot pole,

(Laughter)

Rhereupon,

J24MS F~ KHXGHT

1"

'\
A

j

PAUMSXHG KUO

were recalled as witnesses and, having been previously duly

swo'rn, were escamined and-:testifSi.ed further as fo3.1'ows!

MRS. BQERS: Both witnesses have be'en previ-

ously sworn's that correct'P

MRo KETCHBN: "TBat's correct, Mrs. Sewers.

BY MRo KBTCHEHc

Q Gentlemen, X'll ask you - X'm S.n a 'funny positio
here physically in the xoom, and there might be a tendency
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you to Kook at me; but-, if you vill, try to direct your

ansve s to my questions to the Board

I'l ast- both panel members if they were present

during the testimony of Drs. Trifunac and Luco during this
'roceeding2'I

'(Witness Knight) Yes, I was,.

(Witness Kuo) Yes, X was,A

Q And cbse~ng and listening to that. testimony
I

did you hear anything in that testimony that was new or

pre~jiously unknown to youP

A (Hitness Knight) Ho, X did not,

A (Witness Kuo} No, X did not.
t

9 Xn accordance"with the usual practice that.

ve've bain 'following here, X might indicate again .to you
A

* that you might choose;.eho,vill answer the questionso

Nov did the"Staff consider the comme'nts made

hy Drs. Trifunac and Luco during the course of tkm ACRS
' ~ i q'

meetings2

(Nitness Knight) Yes, ve dick.

0 And when you respond to my question, ",Did the

St'aff," would you please describe what you mean by the "Staff
in this instanceV

A bell for the nmtters before us, the operating

elenmnts of the Staff would be the Structural Engineering

Branch, the Mechanical Engineering Branch, and there would
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3

7.

8

cQ

,be some assistance from the Materials Engineering Branch

All of these"groups are under my direct superyd:sion as

Assistant Dimctorfor Zngineeringo Xn total they consist.

of over fiftyengineers, the great majority of whom have

'dvanced degrees, and approximatel~ ha3.f o'f whom have

doctorates in their field of specia3.ty,

Xn addition 'a'great majority of these individual

are registered professi'onal engineers in one or'ox'e states.

And the senior members of-'the staff X have gust described

$

2'3,:

1G.

17:,

$

8'0

".

23 I

have individually between ten and fifCeen yeaxs,'xperience
I C, ~ r

r
.".'. in the ¹sign of nucleax',.power plants.-

t,wrdqa
C rr

„On any gian'case, ten to twelve - su@'s
i ri,

twelve engineers would 'be. "rect3.y
I

inclnde tha engineers "pa'tgiht ing the

areas and their immedfaCQ"'., rvisorse
: i:~.:j) 'i

uch as values or materia3 '.Ngh is

Diablo Canyon, hen to
;",'nvolved. That would

I

„review in the various
r

On'roader questions s
r '

Pnrh15.chad in ragnlatory gnrdear or what we cadi1; ~ Standard
I'( k

r'e'view Plans, there is a''onsensus-procedure that:.;.involves
r

h ~

all the engineers in the't- p'articular specialty"..
i

Q Now durincr th'e course of Dxs. Iuco an'd
. Trifunac'
r

~ I

eramination there was a se'zies of questions:as'ked'"and

an'riwered with xespect. to soil-structure interaction, sometim
'r

defined by the term "SSXo" Xs that a correct explanation of
this subject mattex; or vous it be more correct, to'sk if
thoy testified about 3D soil-structure interactionP
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're/wbl9Witness Kuo) Yes. X think that they testified
that they liked to see a 3D soil-structure interaction

analysis

Okay,

Was the Staff aware of the opinions of Drs

Trifunac and Luco prior to their testimony in this proceed-

ing2

Yes, we are. They expressed their opinions

throughout the ACRS meetings.

9 And were their opinions considered in 'the course

of the Staff review of the Diablo Canyon faci3ity2

r-
Yes, we did.

And would you state whether or not you thenf

or do you-now, consider an analysis such as the 3D soil-
structure interaction analysis either necessary or desirable2

le. PX,EXSCEQMER~ X'm going to object to that

17 question on the basis that it's not clear that this witness

has the expertise to respond to that question unless it can

20

23

be demonstrated through foundation that he has experience

in soil-structure interaction. Xf you can lay the foundation

then X w'll withdraw my objection

RRSo BOHBRS: Mro Ketchen, it would be helpful
to the Board—He don't have in front of us right now the

qualification resume'f the witnesses So if you would do

a little foundation, please,
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2

MR. KETCHEN: Tat me ask a couple of questions

BY MRo KETCHEN

Dro Kuo, have you published papers in the area

of soilmtructure interaction2

6

7'

A (Witness Kuo)'o, I have not published any
I i

papers, so to speak, in the area of soil-structure inter-
I ~ C

action. But I vas on'e of We authors for the Bechtel

topical report BCTOP-4A which has sections on'oi'l';structure

interaction.
I ~t, c

MR. PLEISCHAKER: Could I get the'ast part of
r

the answer read back2 .-X.didn t quite understan8-;.it.

{Hhereupon the Reporter read from th&,~cord

as requested.)

MRS BONERS:: I think the witness "needs to pull
the microphone a little- closex.

MRo PLEXSCJGQCERc Can X also note on'e 'thing as

the basis for this objection2

20

It seems to me from the testimony'hus far that

the person vho was relied upon for the question as,to

whether soil-structure i'riteraction analyses were required

vas Dz, Nevmarls. X think he's testified on that. And that

22 Butoo ~ ~

X'd U.ke

is an additional x'eason for the oh)ection.

HR, NORTON< Ercuse me, Mrs Bowexs.

to respond to that

The question has to do with the Staff analysis,
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0
3

and the questions about soil-structure interaction analysis
- and the Staff's analysis're propex'ly addressed to a Staff

member if indeed he has expertise in that arear'hich X think
~

> r

.Ni o Eetchen is trying ". to lay a foundation for, or may
w

already, in my opinion already has laid foundation for.
I

The fact that kM. Newmark could have testified
n

really doesn't have anything to do with it.
J

MRSo HOHHRS': Hro Pleischaker, the objection is
overruledo30'o you want to xespond, Mr. Eetchen?

MR. KETCHEN: I anticipatedyour ruling, so I
willnot respond.

59LS. BOFORS:. You not only anticipate4'it, you

heard ito

(haughter)

The objection is overruledo

MR. PLElXSCMEER: I would like to speqk. to that

20 ~

23.

for. )ust a second.
i

This witness 'said he had participated in the
r

writing of a report, a section of which dealt with soil-
structure interactiono. There has been no demonstration yet

that he has had the trainin'g - Hell, fixst of all,, that he

participated in the wxiting of that particulax'ection and

2 at he has the skills and the professional training neces-

cary to permit him to either participate in the writing or
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'!
MPH/wb22'! the review of that particular section. And if that founda-

t'on is made X'llwithdraw the obgect9on. X Con't think

it has been niade yet. "
I

HR. FNTCHEN: Let me ask this questions

5 BY NR KETCHEN

10

!

C

l4

P5 I

9 Dr. Kuo, viould you describe for us, for, this

proceeding, your qualifications and experience that, would
I

permit you to analyze the opinions of Dr Trifunac and

Dr'euco on 3D soil-stimotuze interact.9.on analysis?

A (Witness Kuoj'ure p X ll try'
~

~

'eforeX -joined MRC X was with Bechtei Power

Corporation for four ana. a half years, and during-jthat
L ~ '

period X was responsible~for seismic analysis, an@-I have
f

personally performed many-seismic. analyses,". Scliidi'ng soil-
str'uctuze interaction 'analysis.

HRo PLZXSCBAKERc X'll withdraw.'my ob'coaction.

MRS. BomRS: pine.

BY MRo KETCHEH.

The ques ion was — Do you remember the question?

(Nitness Kuo) Nould you repeat
it?'2

25

Okay

Re had gotten to the point where X was asking

you whether or not you then —and "then" was referring to

the opinions ex~ressed by Dzs. Luco and Trifunac in ACRS

~'etings, whether or not you then, or do you now, consider
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such an analysis - again, a 39 soil-structure analysis

„'f'.:,A~loom 4
, 8&~don mls

'/

either necessary or desi'rahle?

A No, X don't believe soo

~ It

14

17

18

20

21

23

24
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Could you explain your basis. for that answer,

pl ase?

Yesg I ll
Nell, in the first place, the fixed-base 'analysis

that was performed for Diablo Canyon we consider is conserva-

tive and adequate for the Diablo Canyon plant. Professor's

Seed and Lysmer have performed a comparit3.v'e study which

12

consists of a soil-structure interaction analysis and a

fized-base analysis. ihnd they have been able to show that
the fiz d-base analysis gives approximately the same or

higher response than a soil-structure interaction analysis.

In the second place, the Staff has been reviewing

many available soil-structure interaction analysis methods

over the past several years, and we'ound that such analyses

15 require a broad range of assumptions and judgments that can

18

20

lead.to varying results, depend'ng on &e assumptions and

the judgment employed by the analyst.

Q During the course of their i:estimony did Drs.

T ifunac and Xuco specify what they believed to be an

acceptable method for performing a 3-D SSX analysis?

A Yes, 'they did.

They cited'the CLASSX code.

Dr; Zuo, in your ezperience and work for the

~~nuclear Begul tory Ccrrwission, do you know whether any

applicant has to date referenced the CIWSSX code as a
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justification for the analysis performed on a nuclear power

plant?

Ho, not to my knowledge.

Q gas any applicant asked you to review the CLASSX

code on a generic basis?

6.'' A, Mo.7're you familiar with the so-called CLASSX, code?

f0

A favell, we have not reviewed the CLASSX code in the

depth to which we have reviewed the many other soil-structure
i

interaction codes. But I think we have looked into it enough

to understand the underlying theory of this code.

Would you describe for us what your understanding

and analyzation o- the CXASSX code is, as far as you'e gone

3.nto it,?

Well, to put it briefly, we find that this code

requires the sar)>e broad range of assumptions and judgment

as the other soil-structure interaction codes now in use.

Q Would you, describe some of those assumptions and

QudgmentSP

Yes. First, the code is based on the assumptions

that the soil is homogeneous material. Xt is not.

24

Second, the code assumes the soil is linear elastic
or linear viscoelastic materia" Xt is not.

And then the third, the code assumes strain
ind pendent damping. It is not.

)
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Fourth, the code —let me rephrase that.

Fourth, judgment must be exercised in use of this

cade as to the source mechanism, the type of waves, and the -=

incident angles of the waves.

Fifth, the locations and the characteristics of

the waves are arbitrarily defined.

Let me go back gust a moment to—
NR. FLEXSCHAICBR: X'm sorx~, could X have the

fifth again? ' didn't understand that.

|0 NXYNHSS KUO: The locations and the chaxacteristics

of the earthquake motion are arbitrarily defined.

BY MR. EPTCHZN:

et me go back to the fifth point again. The

first time you said wave motions. The second time you said

earthquake motions. Axe you using those terms in an

equivalent sense?.

(7'li.tness Kuo) Yes.

22

Q , Xn response to that question you also answered and

gave a term in association with the term linear elastic, X

believe. X just. want to make sure that the record clearly
caught. that defin:.tion. Hould you state diat description of
the mater'l and spell i t for me?

Lin ar ela"tic, l-i-n-

av Hot that one. The one after that.
Linear viscoelastic?
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Yes. Visco is what you'e sayingP

Visco: v-i-s-c-o-e-1-a-s-t;i-c.

All'ight. Thank you,. Dr. Kuo.

I'rould like to shift subject areas just a little
bit and ask the panel to respond to rebuttal questions with

respect to Drs. Luco and. Trifunac's testimony -in the area of

inelastic analysis.

Now, in the course of the testimony Dr. Luco

indicated that although he had no personal expertise in

10 inelastic analysis, it. was his belief that such analysis

should, be performed, for structures at the Diablo Canyon

12 facility.
Hould you state your opinion on his testimony in

that regards

NH. PLEZSCHiKLR: X have the same objection X

I 'I

had previously, which is I don't believe a foundation has

been laid to indicat that this witness has the ezpert3.se

to respond. Xf foundation is la'd, X'll withdraw my

Sg objection.

20 51RG. BO'rlBRS: As X mentioned earlier, we don'

. have the professional qualifications-in front of us, so--
5!R. KETCHBN: Mrs. Bowers, we'e got. maybe a

23 one-hour presentation here. X think if we'e going to

continue to go through this on every sv3ject X take up,

think it would be helpful if we stopped right now and picked
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out the professional qualifications. i> might save time

in the "o..g run. -And if that doesn'0 help, we can still
ask Dr. Kuo about his experience.

May we have a moment?

MR. NORTON: Y~~s. Bowers, X'm also a little
bit'erplezed

by "the-strategy that's going on, of a counsel

saying, "Object; insufficient foundationr when the foundation

is laid, X'll withdraw my objection."

He's making his objection and he's uling on it.
The question is whether or not there is a

sufficient foundation, and if there is a sufficient foundation

his objection is overruled,.

This business of him ruling on his ourn objection

I don't think. is proper at all.
MR. KETCHEN: I agree, and it sort. oS wastes time.

But if ia s helpfQl we can stop and

VQK. 'BONERS: 5Tell, we'l talce a few minutes and

see if we can locate the qualifications.

Roar, X hope X can, because as ome witn'esses'ere

roar'pletoly done X didn't arrays hang on to —well, it'
in .he transcrip~. Could you identify

where'iR.

TOURTZL3'QTTZ: Key not early lunch P lt's

MR. PIZXSCHKCER: I don't mind that, and. X'll .go

and are'3l look and find the qualifications, and I can get
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together with tw~. i(etchen and perhaps we can reach:an

9811

agreement as .to this, and perhaps it'l save everybody a

lot of time.
5.

MRS. BONZRS: Hell, it.'11 give us..a chance, too,

to .read those qualifica"ions again. You see, we don't know

7

exactly which witnesses will be coming back on rebuttal

testimony.

'Hell, we'l recess, then, for early lunch and

hopefully locate in the transcript the qualifications.
Ãe'd like to have you back by 12.:30, .if possible.

(7'hereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the hearing was

recessed, to reconvene at 12:30 p.m., this same day.)

$ 4

37

fQ
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Nher upon,

'APTl"RiCOOiN SESS XOIu

(12~45 peQL ~ )

IG4S BOL&:RS: Are we ready t.o resume?

JAMHS Ki~JXGHT

M.U TSZiM KUO

resembled the stand as wi'enesses on behalf of the Regula ory
) )

Commission Staff, and, having been previously duly sworn,

wer examined and hest'fied further as followsc

MRS. BONE"RS: Nell,- we were having a little
problem before .We luncheon break because we didn4 ~ have in
front of us <h qualifications of the two witness. s. =And

''1e now have copies of Mose qualifica'Lions ~

So maybe cre can go back and reconstruct where we

~~ere.

llR. PLHZSCDiYMHR: l don'0 think that vill be

ne essary, I'Era. Bocrers, because T. have reviewed &e quali-
l

fica~iono and h"-d discussion with counsel, and X willwith«

20. draw that object.on.

ITS ~ BOL'MRS t Pineo

22 A e you ready: iir. Ze*tchen?

g~F'
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mpb2 DXBHCT'I"KBIXÃATXO14 (Continued)

2, -13I >IR kTTCHHH

3 Xt may not be clear from your introductory

remarks, but X want to make sure that. in this rebuttal

the responsibility of the panel is clear. X 'think it.'s

7-

probably clear in the'previous part of the record where this

panel test'fied, but. X just want to direct the question to

'fo

Mx.- I~ight again, and. ask him what his position with the

Staff entails with respect to —his position with the Staff

as the Assistant Director for Engineering, and what that

position entails with .respect to the x'eview of information

such as Drs. Luco and Tzifunac have presented in this proceed-

ing, ask him just very bxiefly o describe that r'esponsibility

lc3 (Nitness Knight) X believe it. can'e stated

quite simply tAat under the rules of the Commission all
informa ion submitted by the Applicant and all information

that d velops in the course ox the review of that. information

including'eetings with the Applicant, Meetings with his

consultants, meetings within oux Advisory Committee all must

be reviewed by the Staff. And in this instance, as X

mentioned arliex this moxning, for these matters, the

matters Silat axe attest ed to by Drs ~ Txifunac and Lucof

we axe Me Staff; mare specifically for matters in the area

of structural -» civil ~~zgineering, structural dynznics and

subspecialties such as soil-structure interact'ion< inelastic
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mpb3 analyois of structures: Dr. Kuo in this case is 'the

particular Staff mern/ver =who did perfoan that zeview as

reef uirGd o

Thanlc you.

Now I would like to direct the panel's attention

from one subject matter that we were discussing prior to

7'unch to, the subject of inelastic analysis, and again in

zebu tal, wc'xe di ecting questions with xespect to the

tes~ony of Dzs. Luco and Tzifunac.

20 'Zhe question that was posed —Z'll rephrase.

Dr. Luco indicated that. although he had no

personal expertise in inelastic analysis, it. was his feeling

or belief that such analysis should be perfoxmed for
tructuzes at the Diablo Canyon Plant.

26

Mould you indicate your opinion on this testimonyP

(Witness Kuo) No, X do not agree. with his

27 opinion

And would you please erplain why notP

Nell, in my opin'on it is unwarranted because

2Q
fox seismic input as defined foz the Hosgzi reevaluation

the tructuzes largely remain in the inelastic xange, with

. ~e ezceation of the niers in the intake structure and the

end vents in the tuxbine building when ~De tuxbine building

24 crane is parlced nearby. And for these two particular cases

the „'Xpplicant has already performed an inelastic analysis for
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local y eld'ng of the piers and the end venm and showed

-nab o .ly small ductility was required to maintain the

structural integr» 5y.

, this point X would also like "o point ouh
that'he

three dimensional soil-s'rzucture interaction analysis

us'ng the CLZSSX code as recommended by Dz Luco and Dr..

Trifunac is itself' li»neer'lastic'nalysis for a. material

that.'i's largely operating in the inelastic regime

Their recommendations of an inelastic analysis

and a three disnensional soi3.-structure ini:e'raction analysis

using the CLiXSSX code are in my opinion inconsistent. at.

bes c.

i~LRS. BO1HRS: X'm going to interrupt. a minute

X don'< know what's happening here, but. let'
find out. X think we*re being shelled.

(iaughter.)

{Pause.)

IDS. BONHRSs Do you want, to proceed, Mz. Ketchen2

NR. KETCHHN: Mrs. Bowers, you'e a lady foz all
seasons today.

(Lallghtezi )

aZ MR. mZCZ;N:

Dr. Kuo, have you evar 'perfox~aed an inelastic
a3.ysis?

(>litness Euo) Xes, X have.
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Q And have you performed, thah inelastic analysis

with 'espect, to the design of nuclear power plants?
W

'Yes, I have.
'

Could vou chaxaci:crise or describe the inelastic

analysis that. you have performed?

A Nell, I'e been involved in Me analysis of

7f'issile impact,, pipe whip restraint. design, fuel transfer,

cask drop analysis, and aixcxaft impach analysis.

The analyses performed were for local damage of

a si:ructure element. ox elements, but not. fox tne design of

a complete structural system. 'L'he analyses'~~ere performed

to assess the collapse potential of a structure wall/ a floor,
or a xestxainv..

The models and the methods used we;.e simple. Sub

we consider they were reasonably adequate for <his purpose.

'.6 However, for inelastic analysis of a complete structural

20

21

system and for assessing structure integriCy, we do -not

consider the arne methods adequate.

Q Do you have an opinion on whether or not there

are currently well tested and approved techniques used for
in lastic analysis fox design of major structural systems?

tlell, there are several techniques ™
Let me ask a response to the question fixsC.

I
Z believe X asked you if you had an opinion.

Yeso X do~
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Could you give us Mat. opinion'

Nell, there are s'everal techniques cm~zently

available. iIo<reve each of d.ese -echniques requires a

" number of judgments and assumptions.

Q, ~ Mould you. please go ahead and describe tnosejudgments

and assumptions'P

l'4~3.1, Ale folio iong ass umptI ons and 3 uc1glABnts

are necessary

i'irst,, the stress-s~ain relationship. for

structural materia3.s, the time intervals and the nuMez of

nodal points involved in analytical corapumtions, ductility
r ~io to be used, and some others, depending on the model

and the methods used.

Q Nould you describe ho+ those judgments or

a su~"..ptions nay or mav no'c affect, the outcome of the
analysis'es

Depending on '-he assumptions for stress-stzain

relationship, fox instance, e3.astoplastic relationshi p

by linear relation hip or a hysCeretic zelat" onship>

result. vould vary considerably, even for analyses performed

by the save individual. Ard depending on the time intervals

and M'u-~er o" nodes invo3.ver in the analysis, the numerical

solution m".y be unstable, >which could lead to to~a3.3.y un-

re~~onable resu3..hs.

Okay.
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mpb7 Could you spel the srord 'hystezetic."7 Did X

pzonounce th'at right'P

f5-y-s-t-e«r-e-t-i-c, I believe.
L

'AQQ also Nodes?
\

1g» o» d» e» s

How T. would like the panel to direct their

attention and memory to another subject area that ~ras
I

discussed by Dzs. Tzifunac and Luco.

X Qould asia the paneL if they were in the zoom

wh~ Dzs. Loco and Tz' unac testified with respect to damp-
r

1 ng?

Please indicatea

~; '(Nitness Knight) Yes, X was.

(NiLness I<uo3 .Ycs, X <ras.

The record z fleets, Z believe, that both Dr.

Xuco and Dr. Tzifunac have recommended the use of five

percent stzuctura1 damping as opposed. ho the seven percent

s'muctuzal damping empployed for th reanalysis of he

fa Diablo Canyon Plant.

I crould like you to indicate whether or not the

Staff was a~raze of their recommendation prior to the testimony

g .v~ in 'cois proce-d3 Rg

(<Jitness Kaight) Yes, <re were.

And would you please 'ndicate whether oz not De

Staff took account or considered their recommendation in
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performing i4H review?

Yes@ we d3do

Q And would you give us any conclusions that you

arrived at in performing your review of their recommendation?

Ne13., the bottom line, as it. were, was that we

concluded th t the seven percent. structural damping as

published in Regulatory Guide 1.6D was appropriate for the

re~~ alysis of the Diablo Canyon Plant.

Regulatory Guide damping values were developed

aftez review of all of the data known to us and known to

our consultants. These data were ob ained from forced

vibrat9.on tests of structures, including reactor buildings.

and commercial buildings, and from actual earthquake data

where available, and were supported by laboratory tests of

what X would call structural elements, Mat is a beam or a

ction of a wall

While 't is true, as Dr. T.uco pointe'd out, that
it's currently impossible to separate what, is called soil
damping and radiation damping fzom true structural damping

the tesQs of actual buiMings, all of the data taken fzom

actual building tests, be they natural earthquake or

fo -ced. vibration tests, showed an uncguestionaule trend toward

higher damping as the strain rates increased.

hat is, if you test. at very low levels< you

would f'nd very low d~~mping, and as you went on and caused
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'reaterstrains in .both the oil and the bui3.ding, you

would s e higher and higher damping. had in order to put

M'at in per pective, X Mink perhaps X ought to make a point
I

he-e.

Ali'nough Dz. Luco is certainly" aware of it, in

the record X don't think it comes out clearly that his

cxiticisms of the fact that all the data is tainted, if you

'i3.1:with. soil damping doesn"c mean that the test informa-

9. tion ~ e get just indicates some'd.ing like seven pezcent

$ 0 damping, and so a lot of tha/: has to be due to soil and

+herefore your damping is som what lower.

Xn reality what we find is that the damping

measured in the total bui3.ding-soil system is much higher

seven percent. A li&le 'over a.year ago X had occasion

to visit with the Japanese and discuss what X think is

perhaps o.e of the. best forced vibration tests run on a

reactor st.'-ucture to dat at &e Tokai 2 reactor. And in

'ruat instance damping in the order of 20 percent or more

20

was seen, 'still at relatively low levels compared to earth

quakes, but at. somewhat higher forced. Vibration levels than

anyone els ha. used to date.

So siobhan we'ze 3.ooking for that fzaction of the

damping that is actua3.ly present due to 4&a structural

24 de~>ping, we start off with a base consida ably higher than

seven percent 'i~ad ncw the question is how much of that
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high z d~~~~ping value can we really attribute to the

structures. Xt's at -'d at point that we turn. toward the

labozatory t sts ve've seen; one of which Dr. Luco referenced

was put into the record by the Applicant was a shear wall. A

reinforced concrete shear wa3,1 was tested in the laboratory

and at strain levels in t~ie vicinity of the yield leve3,

and that's what. we'e ta3Jcing about for tne "dosgzi event

., and Diablo Cwyon.

ice see pure structural dwaping in the range of

. oz maybe a li'tl n;ore percent. So putting 'all of this
evidence ogethe-, we believe it becomes evident that the

seven percent structural damping foz reinforced concrete is
an appropriai e and conservative value a

Drs. Lucn and Tr"funac were critical of this
damping value cons istent3.y, but to our 1snovledge they have

never produced any specific info~w)a ion or ana3.yses to

support their criticism. Their only reference has been to

some test d=ta at the M.liken Library and.some preliminary

test data nn reinforced masonry.

X'm not sure X understand your answer completely

w'th respect tn the seven percent s~~ctural damping.

Mould you relate that again with respect to the

ac'=l bi ilding "ests and 1&~oratory tests7

'hell, in an attempt to s~-runarize what I saia,
when'e measure damping in actual buildings, 3.ike a structure
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mpbll or a, building founded on soil or rock or some other sub-

~ s~ce, we have to measure a combined damping. The question

3 t»en becomes, well, how much of that combined damping can .

we attribute to the structur and how much can .we attribute

to t'ne soil, or how much must we attribute to the soil.

„7

-.Ks X believe T. then 'ndica"ed, we find that very

large amounts of damping are measured when we measure the

otal system, making the laboratory tests of individual

struc ural, elements which show a fraction of that total

damping very credible a

I believe it shows a consisi:ent pattern: large

damping for the total system a fraction of thatg on the

order of seven to ten perc=nt, at the yield range, yield

strength f for the structural damping where we'e speaking of

x'ei11xozced concreteo

0 You mentioned Dry Luco's and Tx'ifunac's critique

Do you recall in their testimony their reference to test
d-ta taken at ~e Ldiliken Library and preliminary data on

tmt.~ of reinforced
masonry'0

('Piness Kuo) Yes.

Xiet me respond to this one.

Do you veca ll that reference

Yes g 4 dor

twould you give us your assessraent of the ililiken
te~ ~ dat? t pleaseP
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lfQpb1 ~ )

I Q

The iiiliken Library tests were forced vibration

t-sts 5t verv lair amg3.itudes.. Drs. Tzifunac and Xuco< as

X understand it, sacra to feel that they can extrapolate

this ona segment of data to .a systemmatic method fox sepa'rat-

ing the.s ~ctural damping fxom the combined st ucture and

soil draping measured in the tests. X do not believe that

these limited results obtained to data aza useful in our

ssessmant of the Diablo Canyon'lant, the reasons being in
th'e fizst glace the tests wax'e totally unrepresentative of

-.. condi'ions Mat would exist in 'Che "nuclear powex'lants

.23

subject to strong ear&quake motions. The strains caused

in the La~',liker Library building by the refexenced tests were

vary ve~q low compaxed to those that'. would ba exp'erianced

under stx'ong earthquake motions.

Tna amount of damping observed is known to depend

2l on tha level of strain and tNe relationship ga~ticularly of

tne higher strain level is nonlinear. Therefore making the

mtvagolation from low level .tests is very difficult.
Secondly, ~ha results and tha conclusions

x'a erenced by Dzs. T -ifunac and Luco are a'et unpublished

:..d so have not be n subje t to the gaez review and tha

critigues by the engineering community

0 Similarlv, Dx'. Euo~ would you give us
youx'ssessmentof tha reinforced masonry test referenced by



it.
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Epbl3 Drs ~ Tzifunac and 3~uco?

Yes.

The zeinforced masonry tests appeax at. this time

at least to have little rel'evance to damping in -reinforced

concrete structures used at. any nuclear power plants. Again,

„6", the pzeliminaxy 'test. results 'referenced by Dzs. Luco and

Tzi unac a:"e as yet unpublished, and so again have not. been

subject to any review or any czitigues.by the engineering

col&Aunxty~

Okayo

O.
"z

Ic3

would like the appzopr3.ate person on We panel

ho give us his comment on Drs. Tzifunac and tuco's statement

that only local regions of the structures would experience

strains appx'oaching yield stre gths.

(Plitness Knight) 3."d like to answer that because

X feel X can fall back on a good deal of personal experience

as wel3. as the knorrledge we'e gained from the . work of

oH Grs ~

20

21

The'r arguaent tJxat only local areas of the

si"-uctures would exp zience stains sufficient to produce

seven percm'z ze3.atively high damping is in fact quite

consis-~~t wiD our em. The fact is, however, Pat it is

only required —v~d 3: believe if we lool back we'l find «-

well@ I should zinxsh MLe sente 1cee

The fact is that. only local areas.'of relatively



I
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mobil

O.
h'gh strain are required to see damp'ng in the range'f

seven to ten pere'eat in reinforced concrete structures. And

X beli ve that's a consistent there.Xf we'go back and look

at ti..e words of Dz. l<ewmazk and look at the words of Dr.

Blume we sill find th't all of the work that we'e done, fox

6- instance, in blast. resistent structures and work done

under nuc3.eaz tests has shown this to be virtually beyond

question+

And X mentioned ray own experience in a somewhat

different vein, but quite similar, spending a number of

torturous hours attempting to build structural steel frames

which generally have lower damping than xeinforced concrete

~o absorb —to t-aasmit, zather, enaxgies to simulate

missile launchings for testing components and finding

enormous ~amounts of energy absorbed with only very very

local regions, so local thaQ. they were difficult to find

even under nondestructive testing, that had experienced any

yi63.ding at a 'a
Go i:o sum up, we agree and we think it's tota3.1y

consistent wiUx our experience and with our findings

Okay

Hou3.d you answer the quest'n, an additional

cjuestion, if you wi3.1, with respect to how the 3oca3. —would

P.5

you e:>plain sour opinion or describe foz us the relationship

between '-".e local regions o+ damping —X'm sorry high s~main
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and.relate those to ii.e overall damping situation2

Okav a

I guess we ought to hake one step back, perhaps>

and appreciate that when we assign a number like seven

perce t damping for the sake of analyses, this is in a way

a firA:itious numbe . Xt's a grand average, if you want to

look at it that way. Xt's a number that we can use in the

analyses to get zesul'cs that are consistent with ouz

physical observations and, our experience.

',fhat's actually happening is that there are points

:ri.2~in t'ie structu-"e, and as i said they can. be quits local,

but there are points in the structure whe e a good deal of

g eater damping or energy absorptionI if you will@ is going

on 2Jl a random process'QQ when we of course test or

measuz we only see the average result and would be hazd-

pressed to go back and chase down each and every one of the

places where energy absorption was going on. There is an

enormous number of phenomena actually occurring.

So t'ie whole point really is that w have this

damping phmomma occuzzing ac local zegions throughout the

st uctu"e, and when;re look at or measure tJxe overall perfozm-

~~ce of the structure we find out that Vze average effect

is i3~at which would be simulated by assigning a value such

o= reinforced conc ete structures in the region around

yield st ange, seven percmt damping.
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All right. Thank you, Hr. Knight.

i~ox X would like to switch the .subject matter

nature of my qw~stions just a little bit, and ask about the

review oz the equipment s. ction, design and analysis.

But befoxe X get into specific guestionsg X Elould

like you to explain'ae bridge that you deal'r3th, the

bridge being between she input analysis from the ground

motion and, how that is tied into the equipment de ign and

analysis in gross tenno, if you si~ou3.c?.

Z Mink in order to do this it"s best. to start
uitA a description oX some terra that Me've heard a number

of time . But perhaps gust describe them bxie=3y again for

e
Q

Aelon
NRBloom

{1 J3)

purposes of cozltezto

18
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13 ]t «WEB/wbl
- fls 2~~de18

An earChquake, as a stzuctuza3. engineer/ a

mechanical engineer looks at it, is a time-history of motion

Xf X put my finger on a spot on the ground and an earthquake

occurzed my finger would"oscillate on both sides of its
original position~ And;if X sta~ed the timer ox' clock

10

at, the moment the earthquake started X could genexate a
P '

C9$ile history of motion Chat is g X could trace a path, it
wou3.d be a squigg3y Dne,'unning, as X said~.'on both sides

of the original, or sero position of my finger..that would

descxibe with respect to -time Che motion that had".:taken

J2.

p3.'ace

That's the„first e3ement. That~s esse'ntially

~ '8 what we get out, of som of our seismicinstrunientat'ion.

Each time-history has associated with it a

$ 6

un9.que spectra, and the spectx'a is a convenient way'f
character.zing the earthquake for structural de'sign purposes

But X think it's important. because, as X say/ we have the

time-history of motion associated with, we have its unique

1h

20 Shen we publish, .fox instance in the Regulatory

Guido 1.61 —1,60, X guess, Regulatory Guide 1o60 ~ o X

may stop at this point: When we were talk'ng 'about damping

X referred to Regulatory Guide 1.60. Xt should have been

Regulatory Guide L.61o

Going back Co the subjects Regulatory Guide 1 60
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NRB/wb2 j contains a design spectra. And if you look at it 9.C's not

that squiggly line that's characterized by natural events,

but it is clearly manmade. XC's a curve, if you will,
plotted. with straight 3.ines. That spectra is developed by

Caking a whole series of earthquake time records, time-

histories, developing their unique spectra, overlaying all

S;

9"

f0;

ff,
I

jZ

f6;

of those spectxa and drawing through Chat mass of informa
I

Cion a single spectra that we feel adequately characterizes

.all of the earthquake data that we have to date.
. r

That speotxa,is then put into the Regulatory

"."-- Guide,and used in the design specification and Qub1'ished.

Now in order. to be useful to the structural
'

designer we have to reverse the process. Ne now, have a
E

spectra, the published spectra. Ne no+ hasta develop a

time-history that woul'd be consistent. with that 's'pe'ctra,
0

p>"'

he'cause X need that time-history to do my analy'si'i;,

Xn the old days we sometimes took the time-

js -'

20

Rl „

22:

history from a given natural earthquake and said, That4s
iall we have so we'l use ito But as we learned store we

sa'id~ That single ea~~ quake may or may not, he indicative

of what we could expect f so we ' rather look at a3.1'arth-

quakes of a given type, or for a given location pexhapso

Aid we therefore get inCa this mode where we have 'Co txack

from the time-history to the spectra, and then as soon as we

start our analysis, staxt going backwardso
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NBB/wb3 2 We now develop a time-history and synthesize—

The spectra contained in Reg. Guide 1.61 is a synthetic

spectxa, if you w9.1X, ~ Xt, has been developed from a whole

bevy of recordso

So we now synthesize the time-history, and it'
our requirement, She Staff's requirement that'he spectra

'associated with this new time-history must be above, equal

to or above the spectra published in the regulatory guide.

HR. PLEXSCK~R: Cauld X have that sentence

22

(Whereupon'he Reporter read frcm the record

as requestec4,)

WITNESS KNIGHT: And X gueSs X might adds —the

regulatory guide or some other spectra that is specified for
a given plant.

The process of developing a time-history, which

in tuxn yields a spectra similar to, equal to, or,abovet or

any way you want to put it< than the required spectra, is
a somewhat arduous task'. Xt'sa very complicated task,, and

20 it's virtually impossible to find the time history which
I

wouM give you an exact match.

Xt's a little bit—Xf you will allow me the

23 analogy~ it's a little bit like being told to appx'oach a

wall but never move moxa than half the distance'ach time

Theoretically you never get there..And, as a matter of fact,
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as you get relatively close you rapidly. reach the point. of

diminishing returns, because each step doesn't do much

31
I

5,

i

8;
I

7 f

SI

9I,'0"

12';

13';

14 .

I

17 ..

19'0

'or

you, each incremental stepo
~I'~ ~ =

Xt'.s that-'type of thing that happens. You

develop the toms-history and it may be well above 'the
\

V

spectra that you war:t to match. Other spectra from that
„:,,'n

time-history may be weil above what you want, you.<1ower it
II ~ P

~ 4

and you keep on 3.owering.,it, but you rapidly reiQ+the
po'int of dhninishing returns attempting to ge'C'.Ch+ time-

d 'IW

hi'story to have such charactexist9.cs that it gives',you an
I yL *

,e:wct match. So you always wind up above, "and.'s'igni@.cantly
~ I

ab'ove, it turns out, - ~ .,',
r

So now we have this time«history;: Al'X', we'e
~ c,',

managed to do so far ia- to reverse the first 'step"of the.
IA

'process Ne now have 'a'. time-history we can use for
~ analysis Ne excite the model of the structure with that

tlute-history, and through relatively straightfoxward
I analytical procedures at each location where the" eZuipment

is mounted we can calcu3ate a new time-history.

Ne put the ground motion time-h3.story, into the

'structural model, we shake Che model, and at, the various

locations where equipment is mounted we get out a'new time

23 '.

24"

history,
1

How these axe all uniqueo Each 'of these time
\

hi'stories is ~~ique. P~cause we have now the effect of the
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MRS/wb5 structure influencing the time-histories.

So we now have a whole bevy of new thm-

C'

histories, each one unique, However, they all have that
4

basic conservatism that -'started off because we had a somewhat

higher tima-history tham we really needed in at the base.

}

7 }

ly* ~

Q'A

\

~"

So we havs all these new time-histories. Prom
~I

those tim -histories we can develop their own un',que spectra,

and these are what we harm been refezzing to as fXoor

response spsctraa
" The floor response spectra in thei'r 'iar4 state

az'e also very squiggly lines, and irregulax"," beChgse they
~ ( ~

have come out of the duplication of a natural proc'ess.

To'a useful in the design room these spectra are'moothed.

Qe'nerally there are areas that, have a goocL deal of". 'energy

below the peak values of the specCxa, and we wash that out,
Ce move the whole spectrao And then because of uncertaintie

20

in the design we require that, the 'spectra-.- These floor
zesponse spectra, by the way, tend to have very pronounced

peiirs, and these peaks correspond to the fundamental modes

of +Me structure itself,
We require that these peaks he broadened to

account fox uncertainties in the structural'moCe'1,
't

this point X might as well go on.

These xlaor response spectra, then,. they now have

the conservatism built'n by trying to get the orig'inal time-



e
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history to match the required spectra. Me couldn't quite

do it, but we took something a little moreo Ãa now get up

to the time-history at the floor level, and we developed

= its spectra and smoothed it and broadened it with':a little
h

more conservatismo

>0 '.,

Me now supply these floor response 'spectra

for equipment qualification and test. And'the:process~ in

essence, has to be reversed once again, Xnorder to'et the

shake table to move in a'otion that is reasonabl'e 'and

- "appropriate for the test we, in essence,.have to; p'ut, a
I

time-history signal into the shake table, And in'this day
4

~ .',i ('nd age this can be done"through the instruments,'pemselveso

X must develop a time-history that .g$ y'e's me a.zj'i
sp'ectra which envelopes the floor response spectra<. and

'

the same process X mentioned occurs again. X can hever quite

get down to that required, gust exactly that requir'ed level,

so X end up taking something above it,"over 9t. At'east
if X get one or Gwo points that are right. on the. button the

rest of it is almost always above it. Them may be a fee

po'ints that-™ Ne do all,ow a very few points that.may fall
somewhat helms it, but. in terms of the total energy put

into the system they are insignificant

And then+ final ly, when that process is complete

X now have She motion of the shake table necessary to

qualify my piece of equipment. Xt may seem somewhat arduous
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but that's the process. that has to take place And at

5,

each of the steps of the process, as I'e tried to point

out, you have to make a compromise. And we make that com-

promise on the side of conservatism,

As we Improve our techniques- we may be able to

balance that process a little better. But for some time+ at

least for the foreseeable future I think this is the process8'e'l use, and it's certainly the one that was used in
DIablo Canyon,

MR KETCHENs 'hank youo

BY MR+ KETC~

.- = concern

de'signo

xe'view2

Now both Drs. Trifunac and Xuco expressed a

about. the seismic'nput employed for the'quipment

Has the staff aware of their concern In I4s
'

(Nitness Knight) Yes, we were

20

2f

0 And at what sort of time period did you become

awaxe of these concerns of Drs Trifunac'and Xuco2'

Oh~ I feel, 3.t's safe to say ove'r the'ist year

and a half, perhaps even two years, In numerous'iscussions

with ACRS subcommittees and full committees

And did the Staff consider Drs Tr9.furiac and

Tuco's comments in the process of performing their review

in this subject area2

A Yes, we did.



I '
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NRB/wb81 {} Bnd would you describe and characterize the

0

2 concerns of Drs Trifunac and Xuco as you understand them2
4

Wll X feel they'e been quite vague and,

undoubtedlyg as they state themse ives, because thfs Iies

outside their field of experience ox expert'Lse.

'l3;

f4

$ 5"

36;

20.-'.

Xn the fiel'd of equipment, mechanical and

electrical equipment and system qualificathn and design.

Basically; .however, X understand their'oncerns —.
S

&md as X said, we'e been dealing with them for 'some extended

period now. —as relating to their concexn that'. 'eismic
I

input they perceive to be beloM that that they would recom-

mend or prefer, and that since that basic seis'mic~input

is less conservative than they MouM desire,:.that",!there may

be deficiencies in equipmant
qualification.'mplicit

in their e3pressed concern''ipphars to
~

'e',the assmnption that .that seismic, that in9.tial-,s'eismic
/

input to the structure is a key parametero —'or perhaps X
I

sh'ouM rephrase thats is the key parameter in the;equipment

qualification, when, in fact, it's only one step as X have

just tried to point out in my previous testimony; ".o'e step

in a process that's replete with conservatisms.

HR. HOBXOHa Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers,:X'm not

sure, but X believe this witness just testified to something

Chat he believes their concern was. Xf memory serves me
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NRB/wb9 correctly, there vas a debate about whether Dr. Luco—

X don't Chink Dr Trifunac got into its perhaps it was

~ )

'12

13

14".

15'-'.

,I

16 l.

C

i7 ')

jt

18"

~ 1

20-'g,

Trifunac, too..', Qut',, in any event, there was adabate

about whether they cotQ,d tesCify about instrunimCs and

what would happon to the &sacraments. They did not so testif
' t

X don't be3:ieve there is anything in their

written materials Chat were submitted into 'eviden'ce along

Ch'ose lines.
l...

And X would ask Chat Chat portion of'Me response
t 4

which stated - and X believe it was gust a'enteii'c'e —that

! he believed Che witnesses Trifunac and Luco4s concern was-

-an'd Chen he said something about what vouM happen .to the
I

instrumants. be stricken from the record. Scca'use X don'

think Chere is any evidence in the record Chat"Chitindeed
II

their 'cestimony or opinion.
, .C!w!!

And, fu'rthermore, if Chat is no@ Che'-:qase, if I
am correct in Chat presumption, Chen it is spe'cul&ion on

';: Che part of the witneds without some further'ounda'Mn Chat

they specifically Cold him Chat, or whatever'

But I do recall the discussion that Velhad about.

Chat, Chat they couldn4t testify about what vouM happen to

22-': the instruments, and s'o ono And I believe that, obg'ection

was sustained. And X don4C Chink there's anything in the

24,'5

record Co support what his conclusion was.

NRB. BOHBRSe Mr, KetchenP



l
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MRB/wb3.0 I NR. PXBXSCHBZERs Could X respond befoxe

~ Hr, Zetchen2

RRB BOWERS s All right,
m. maXScanZSRs X think Chat nr. Znight~s

$ 2

I3.r

1,4„.'l.

15'

)6'7;.

~
L

39
I

2q)

~ "estatement of the opinions of Drs. Trifunac and'uco was a

';qorxect one. But, mare"importantly, X believe ...X don'C

Ihelieveg X liow —Jlat Nx Norton has misstated the evidence
I

;and what happened on the: ruling on that obgection.-,

J

What happened was that X asked i 'quesCi'on about
I.
)'quipmsnt response, ana mt that point, there was'n''oh)ection

)
and a debate. The Board. ruled, X think in both caes-» well,

I

tpp
t

With z'espect .Co Dr~ Trifllnac or'r Xsucog that a .question
I

about input, seismic input into the equipment te's@hg was

appropriate. And both Dr, Trifunac and Dr.'uco 't'e'stified
I

that they were concerned that the seismic input''neo the

ecj'uipmant qualification was not, adequate. becau's~"af the

damping and tnu effect and whatever And X 'bali'e'iteI that
'

Chi's witness'esponse was directed to the quest@'on'f

seismic input,, not what happens to theequipmerit bug whether

the initial first step,. the seismic input, was'.ccIl.xeot

This Board p)9rmitted questions on that to

Txifunac and Luco. There is testimony in the record on that

23 'l
~ Cter. And this witness has just given an answer'n terms

of, the seismic input~
MB, NORTGNs Mrs, Bowers, X have no 'problem with
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the seismic input portion of i'nd X w9.sh Hr Pleischaker

~could not represent that. X've misrepresented to the Boardo

Because X snM X vasn't clear on my memory of exactly what

that exchange ~as. And X don't think X can then he accused

of misrepresenting

Xn any even@, X'm not exactly sure what this

viness said. X thought he said something about how the

equip~t reacts And X don't believe they expressed opinion

on that, They did express opinions on the seismic 'input,

and X have no objection,to his testifying about that,

X %alas concerned abouto

in terms of how the equipment responds —and X thought he
r

said something to that e'ffect And it was that portion that

C

I

HR, PLZXSCHAEERc Maybe a may to clarify this
is to get the record rend backo Because X'm amast sure

t cat it ~as seismic input.

NRo NORTCRt s. ~ Sureo
~1

I

KRS. BCRERSe Nr. Ketchent Before we:have the

record read, do you wish to comments

BR KBTCHENe Let me take them on'e at'a time
S

X agree with Nro Ple9.schaker that +hat the

vritness said in resporise to my question reflects -»'' X believe

M'ou go back and checlc the record it v9.ll reflect what

the cr'tness said it said X don'0 think it's necessary to

do that,

howevers'ecause

in qualifying these witnesses X
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NRB/wb12l asked if they vere in the room, and if in preparing their

testimony they went back and reviewed the record~

However the lawyers chaxeoterime it, I think it remains the

witness'esponsibility 'in the testimony here to state what

hi.s observation of the testimony vas, and it's his 'under-

8

$ 0

standing of the testimony, and that's why he's on rebuttal.

So X vill take his answer over .those of her Fl'eischaker's

and Mr. Norton's, But X believe 1'pro Pleischaker;correctly

states in summary what the nature and intent of the cpxestion

was The nature and .ir.tent was to ask what. vere M~

Trifunac's and Luco's concerns about the seisinic input, and

the 7 pexcent. damping. That,'s what Mr Knight answered.
t

The problem X think is, Mr Knight vent.'n

after that and then went into his analysis of what that

means, without waiting for another question And'that's X

believe where Mr Norton got to a problem. He went, on and

said what they saidg arA then he went into it and said, We3.1

this is what this means'"to me. And that's where X 'think

Mt'. Morton's objection comes in,

20 MR. NORTOHc That's right And I vould like to

have that psrt of the response xereado And X'm not at all
:..-.sure that my objection wil1 stand at all. X may withdraw it,
but I would like to hear. that part of the response read

Because X thought he saiC something about Txifunac and Luco

said something about how the equipment would react. That'
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0/RB/vbl3 'f the part. X would like. - X may be wrong, because X'm not,

sure of what: X heard

4

MRS. BOHERSs Hell, without reviewing the

transcript, X recall Or. Trifunac making 9.t clear, when

questions vere asked about the turbine building and.the

equip nt, that that was beyond his area of expertise

~4 Bloom/ could you xead back 'fxom Nra Knight s

answers

(Nhereupon the Reporter read from the -record

as follovse

Bas9.ca12.y, however, X understand their
concerns And as X said, ve've been dealing vith
them for some extended period nov. —as xel'ating to

their concern that the seismic input they perceive

to be below tht that they would recommend or

16 "

17

.'refer, and that since that basic seismic input
I

is less conservator.va than they vould des'.re~ that

there may he deficiencies in equipment qua3.fi3.ca-
C

tiono

20 'Xmplici in their expressed cone'em

appears to be the'ass~~ tion that that sef.miCc,
I

that in'itial seimu.c input to the structure is a

24.

key parameter -or perhaps X should rephrase

that! is the Rey parameter in the equipment

qualification, when, Pn fact< it~s on1y 'one step
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maa/vb141 as X have gust trie6 to point out in my previous
l

testimony, one step in a process. that's replete

~ith conservatiismso")

Bn 'RBX6om ~!

adon H,s
5

12-

]5

17
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liR. NORTON: Okay. I withdraw the objection.

That's allzight, the way i 's read.

BY NR KITCHEN:

Q Mr. Knight, would you describe how the Staff

consid red the concerns expx'esseQ by Drs. Txifunac and Xucot

A (Nitness Knight) Ne first xeexamined our

conclusions xegarding the seismic inputs and our conclusions
i

vere well characterized by Dr. Necnnark in his rebuttal

estxFilony e

That is, that. the seismic inputs in the damping

v re adequately and, inde d, conservatively confined.

However, me then focused special attention on the

details of equ pment qualizication and testing, as implemented

at the Diablo Canyon plant. Re did this. to assure ourselves

that any doubt that may still persist would be resolved on

hhe side of conse vatism. And X believe particularly the

discussions before ACRO and the audits which we pexformed

a"e indicative oz this unusual and extensive 'examination of

equipment qualizication techniques and criteria.
9 Hould you describe fox's the results of your

detailed review of the equipment qualification and testing,.

p lease?

Ne Bound that in the great majoxity of instances

there:<as seismic capacity over and above that required to
mee". the stablisheQ design criteria. There's sufficient
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capacity, in fact, so that we would judge that one c'ould

adopt die methodologies preferred hy Drs. Trifunac and Luco

to develop seismic input, and use 5 percent damping, and

still expect that the vital systems and equipment would

perform the necessary safety functions, given the Hosgri

even t o

Mould you explain why this excess seismic capacity

is av'ail&le2

A Nell, the conservatisms in system and equipment

$ 0 qual'ications stem from three principal sources.

The first, the methods used to develOp the floor
response spectra that was the subject of that litany that Z

w'ent thxough 'just a little while ago yield in some cases in
the order of, oh, we have studies now underway that show

15 to 20 percent, and perhaps even more, conservatism.

Second is the r latively low damping employed

in the analysis of piping systems and components, and Z'll
come bact to that in a moment, because it's another"part of

'hat bridge b tween the structural and the equipment

qualification analyses .

The third is a second part of, again, that litany
that Z employed, the fact that we cannot test —cannot

practically '~est just to the level required, so we inevitably
test above tha level. There's actually another factor there,

too. or much of the equipment that you have in a nuclear
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plant, pumps and valves, large mechanical equipment, the

seismic loads, the loads that occux'zom seis'mic testing/

aze miniscule compared to the capacity of theeguipme'nt, and

it's simply impzact cal to test at the actual level.

,So very often tests are perfozmed a good deal

above &e xequired level, just so that a single test on a

particular piece o equipment, will serve for any location in

the plant, and in the future for qualification of that
'I =

particular piece of equipment at some other plant, presumably,

.in a higher seismic area, or some other plant where, for

reasons of soil-foundation interaction, or for stxuctural

design, you could see '.~ighez seismic levels.

Let me just go back.

There are three principal sources. The methods

$ 5 used to develop the floor response spectra; xelatively low

damping used in piping and equipment design; and the

practicalities of seismic testing.

To go back for just a moment to-what X said about,

'. relatively low damping, X just, want, to put that inta, again/

2P contezt ~

2J, This 5 to 7 percent damping we'e spoken about is

structural dmnping, enexgy absoxbed into the structure itself
'richen 3.t s excl.ted a

Xn addition, if one onsiders a component,
whethex't

be the reactor vessel or a pump and the pip s that connect
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~ ~

these systems, when those systems are excited by the earth-

aua3ce and they vibrate and shake and slide in their mountings

and h~~gars, additional energy is absorbed.

)Shen you do the analysis for this equipment you

must design damping to that analysis also.
— Perhaps l could just move on. Typically —not

only typ'cally, but as a matter of fact, iri the analysis of

piping and systems in Diablo Canyon we used 3 percent

damping foz -'Hosgzi-3.evel excitation, with the exception 'of

the reactor coolan system, where a 4-percent damping was

used. And that 4-percent damping was based on a series of
actual tests performed by Nestinghouse.

Now, in order to support the choice of damping for
t¹ piping systems at Diablo Canyon, a number of 'in-situ

~ tests were run —a highly unusual practice, but one that was

felt necessary and desirable in this instance.

By in situ tests, X mean the mounting of vibration
devices on piping systems and also 3nCeumentation to measure

the response::- shaking the system, measuring the response,

and calculating or estimating the damping.

ihlthough these tests were made at very low levels,
as is typical of course of vibration tests, we saw

1

demonstrated> ev n at the very low levels, damping that was

already consistent with what we had used in the analysis.
Re know full well that under th higher level '
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0'zcitations much as we would see in the Hosgri event you'd

see sign'ficantly higher damping.

Q You indicated eaxlier some tests that wexe done--

X don't think you mentioned it, but did those tests include

the shaker table tests'

Xt might help to briefly run down the tests that
- were performed for Diablo Canyon.

Thexe were, as X just mentioned, in-situ tests'.on
'

piping, for actual piping systems —and by piping system X

mean the pipe and its attached valves, it's attached to p'umps

that are anchored to the floor, w'h all its hangers and

f2 supports. ~ So there vere in-situ tests run on actual piping

systems ~

There were also in-situ tests run on major pieces

of equipment, large heat ezchangers, pumps. Xn some cases

equipment, —electrical anct control equipment cabinets.

Xn addition, a number of'pieces of equipment were
h

physically removed, taken to a test laboratory, put on a

2Q

shake tabLe, and put through a test program which, again,
I

just because of the practicality of doing testing probably

amounted to going through several earthquakes, very large

2P.'azthquakes.

23 Knight, there's a little bit of confusion in

25

'y own mind hera in voux answer before X asked you about. the

shaker table test. There was a rathex lengthy answer in
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which you mentioned, X believe, some in-sita 'tests,.and you

mentioned the figures 4 percent and 3 percent dampQig.

X'm not sure, and X want. to make sure this record

is .clear, but Z wish you wou d continue in that and relate

those damping values to the testimony that we'e heard in

this case relative to 5 percent and 7 percent structural

dampingo

t1R. PLEXSCHM(EP,: X think that's been answered,

but . . . no objection.

MZTNESS KHXGHT: The 5 and the 7 percent structura

we'e heard two numbers.

One, Dxs. Tzifunac and Luco have said, well, 5,

and as Z ~>auld characterize their testimony —and X think

their words are quite consist nt with this ™5 is more

consex rative than 7, and they'd just as soon see 5 pexcent

used, for reasons apparently of their own.

Again, X speak of the 5 percent damping or th'

7 percent damping as damping associated with the structure
Iitself. And this is energy absorbed by local defozmations

and energy absorbing phenomena in the stx'ucture.

Nhen Z move into the piping system, or the

equipment, and Z e..ci'-e —one may think of the piping

system and eauipment as another structuxe, a structure within

a structure. Xt has its own capacity to absozb energy, and

c~hen we do ~~is analysis of this second structure of
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the piping system: we must also assign damping 'there. And

in this case ~re assign 3 percent; damping. We measured in

mast cases consider. bly higher damping.

Xn fact, in the great majority of instances-
in actually every one that X can think of —the difference

'etweep the assigned damping for the piping system and the

actual damping that's present would wash out. any difference

between the 5" and 7 percent.

So you really come pretty much to a -- X don'

know what. word to use —if, indeed, that's youx concern,

you'e already compensated for it.
Thank you, Iiz. Imight.

How, there's been testimony in this proceeding

with respect to the shaker table tests. Would you descxih'e

whether or not thexe is any evidence, or would you state

whether there's any evidence or not with respect to whether

sh~Rez table tests, as used in the review or in the analysis

of Di&~lo Canyon, were conservative?

~ges. I mentioned earlier that all of our

experience with thi.s typ of t:eating shows us that i,t's
~ ~

~ ~

virtually impossibl to simpLy test right at the level you'.d

li',e, that you invar9.ab y overtest.

To be certain that this pattexn held true at
Diablo Canyon we reviewed a large numb r of the test records

for the ecjuipment;
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Xn some cases we observed the tests, and we found

Mis typical result. That is, test levels well in excess of

the required levels has held true at Diablo.

9
'' Ãr. Knight, in light of Drs., Luco and Tr'ifunac's

5* comments, why didn't the Staff take the most conservative

imaginable .approach and require that vital equipment be

qualified to floor response spectra that are developed based

on th ir recommended se'smic input and employing 5-percent-

dchllp«ng2

Nell, we considered that. approach. Xt was

conceivable to view it as perhaps the path of least resistance,

an approach on the ide of conservatism and, therefore, not

0;
on its face objec'cionab3e;

However, after giving it. very due considerationg

in our opinion in this case such an approach would simply not

be consis"ent with reasonable engineering practice,, or with

17 reasonable application of the Comnd.ssion criteria.
Perhaps even more importantly, we felt it would

be bureaucratic irresponsibility at its worst. P~y arbitrarily

27

'assigning excessive conservatism in the seismic design ofi

many componencs and equipment in the plant we would, in fact,
1

cau e a degrading of the margins of safety available for
. normal operation.

25

This occurs because the requirements for minimum

wall thickness and ma:cimum fle::ibilityin systems to lirrit or
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keep as low as possible chermal stresses and expansion

stresses usually conflict directly with the higher reinforce-

ment, thicker walls and higher restraint of these systems

that are necessary o balance seismic forces..

So we have a 'situation like many in life where

you just. can't have it all. It's got to be engineered.

And the essence of engineering is balance.

Nell, I think that responds to the question.

All rignt.
Nr. Knight or Dr. E<uo, or whoever, I would like to

sort of reconstruct the testimony as best I can, hopefully

without testifying.

3ut I would like to call your attention back to

the record without heing specific about pages or inything

like that, hut to that point in time —I believe it was at

the beginning of Drs. Luco and Trifunac's testimony, in

17 which they were talking genexally about the previous analysis

of the Diablo Canyon facility based on a .,4 to .5 g accelera-

tion level, I believe.

And I would like to ask you if you, just from

23

25

listening to that particular segment of testimony, and maybe

out of context, gleaned an inference that they were making?

MR. PLSISCHRMR: Can I have that question hack?

(Nhereupon, th Reporter read from the record,

as requested. )
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MR. FLEXSCHMER: X'd like to object to that

question, because it's ambiguous.

MRS. BONER8: Hz. Ketchen, do you want, to respond

to the objection. Ne agree with Mr. Pleischakez.

(Laughter.)

MR. ZETCEKN: Let me try to rephxase it.
MRS. BOi&RS: Xt, was so vague.

HR. KETCHEH: Xt was very long. Let me try to

rephrase it.
f0 BY MR KETCIKN:

Do you recall the point in time where Drs. Trifunac

and Luco wexe testifying about the .4 g and the 5 percent

j3 ',damping for structures'

(Mz. Knight) X believe X recall —X certainly

f5 recall reference to the original design of .4 g and 5 percent

damping, yes.

17

2l

23

Okay. And do you recall the part. in the testimony

where —or the part of the record -- yes,. the part of the

testimony where the ne".t step in their logi.c proces's was that-
let me back off that.

M thai: point in the testimony do you recall the

testimony about —X believe it was by Dr. Luco —generally

about inelastic BilalysisP

A Yes. Nhat X recall is his statement that the

25
plant was originally designed for .4 g, and that assuming
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that the designer had just met. that level in= the interest

of economy,'ny higher acceleration would have to result in-
'I

F

some,.or perhaps much -- I'm not, sure about the qualifier—
inelastic action.

The pr sumption appeared to be that the plant

had remained unmodified, or essentially unmodified,
essentiall's

is, and that, .therefore, one could extrapolate fxom what

it must have been designed to, or what he thought it was

designed to originally, to how it would respond under a

larger earthquake.

Xs the plant now as is —as it was, X'm sorry.

Far from it~

l~culd you just very briefly describe how it is
notP

Of course chere have been —there has been an

enormous amount of, modifications, an enormou. amount of

reanalysis, an enormous amounc of retesting performed. It
may not appear at first glance that steps taken, aside from

thy e:rt™nsive modifications of the tuxbine building which

I believe we all 1cnow, 'che building has practically been

rebuilt, it may seem at first glance that steps such as

'"eanalysis. and ouch as further "e ting, both in-situ testing

and labozatary t~sting, do not co~astitute modifica~ions ox

changes'ut I believe that they do, in fact.

So we have an extensively modified plant,
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extensively enhanced seismic capacity in thi's,plant„ Xn

addition to the physical structural changes made< pr'incipally

in the Curbin building, we have an enormous 'amount of work

that has been done cn piping systems, rehanging and .resupport«

ing, adding addit'onal snubbers.

X strongly suspect just from the sampling that we

have done that if you collected all of the, drawings and all

22

of the engineering change orders, and all of the specifica«

tions that had to be prepared to modify this plant, that you

may well filla large part of this room. Although X have no

real concept in terms of time and money, it was enormous.

So the plant certainly isn't aq it was. „.Xt is

greatly modified.

X'd like to go back to one other point, and Chat's

the fact that it may b. difficult at. first to view testing

or reanalysis in the same mode as a physical modification,

but X think it really has to be.

Xt should come as no surprise to anybody-who has

followed this field that we can go back into "an existing

structure, look at existing equipment and existing systems,

and find capacity far greater .&a~ tDiat we ascribed to it
originally, speaking of seismic capacity.

Drs. Me~mark and 83.ume have, in many publications

over the years, stated and demonstrated that typically in.

commerc'al structures designed by very simple methods we .see
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seismic capacity from 6 to 20, and in some cases perhaps

close to 100.times greater than that which we put in:through oc

analytical me'thods anQ approaches.

3azybody who Qoesn't really believe that,.any

practicing qualified engineer who Qoe n t really believe that

6 that .rind of capacity is achieved, ought. to be out on the

7l sreets right now demanding that every school and hospital in

a high seismic area of the country be vacated, because if
9 you really Qidn't believe that that capacity was there, then

)0. the prospect fo. tragedy given a large iaarth~ake is such that,

iC would make an accident a~ a nuclear plant. pale in signif-
icance ~

So although'ome people may say all you did was

15

sharp n your pencil, we did a very real thing, the Applicant,

Qid a very real thing, by going back and digging out that

capacity, that everyon knew was there. But to dig it out

and to quantify it and put it on the record is every bit as

meaningful and every bit as much a modificaH.on as pouring

concrete or putting in steel.

Q Dr. Kuo, originally today in part of your testimony

you men~ioned a study hy Dr. Seed. Xs that referred to by

nuncbez. DTB.-33?

(Witness Euo) That is correct.

X would like the peel to indicate, gust for the

25 'urposes of the rebut 'al testimony, the scope of their
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rebuttal testimony, and do it by asking maybe Hx'. Knight to

indicate to the Board —let me withdraw that.

I1r. Knight, Goes your testimony here today in

rebuttal indicate the totality of your consideration of the

points raised in part here by Drs. Loco and,Trifunac —by

here, meaning this proceeding?

{Witness Knight) No, I think we'e only been able

to express the highlights.

Throughout the entire review process, at —it
seems, at least —an almost infinite number of junctions,

both with respect to Diablo Canyon itself., with respect to

whatever generic implications may be true, with respect to

what other considerations may be necessary for specific high

seismic —other plants in high seismic areas, the impact and

influence of comments and communications particularly coming

frcm the Advisory Committee, is pervasive and has to be

considered, and colors our entire review process.

i8 What we'e done here is just been able to set

forth the essence of our considerations 'n the context of

Diablo Canyon.

11R. ZETCHEM: Thank you, Dr. Euo and bfr. Knight.

At this time X'd like to pass 'the panel for
crossi

I1P.. PLEXSCED>RFR: X'd like to request a break.

X don't think that my cross-m:amination will be unduly long,
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but there's an enormous amount of information here/ and I
haven't seen a lot of this.,before.

This is ezceptional, but I,'d like to request a

30-minute break, and I think, just as l moved along pretty

rapidly witn Dr. Mewaark, once we get. organized I think. we

can do the same thing with this panel.

But I'd like to get organized. X recall with Drs.

Trifunac and Luco testified, the Applicant and the STaff

had overnight to prepare, and I think that, under the circum-

stances 30 minutes isn'0 an unreasonable request'.

MRS. BOHZRS: Ne'll take 30 minutes, but before

you leave we'd like to have a brief bench conference, please.

0;
'madelon

f/'Recess. }

$ 6

20

22
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4 Madelon . ~

.0 mpbl
&PS. BOL&'HS: Rze we ready to resumeP

CROSS-HXMXERTXON
8'~ JiRo PLEXSCM'KR:

; G

Q '8'asically X'want to follow the Line of,'your-

*presentation, and so =X guess t|xe first; series of,cjuestions

wiZX be to Mr. Kuo —Dr. Kuo< X4m soxxy.

Dz. Kuo, you began your rebuttal testimony by

indicating that.<essen'-ially that —oz as X took your testi-
mony, that you had developed a consensus among a large number

ox engineers with re pact. to the adequacy of the whole xe«-

analysis procedure, is .«hat. correct? The engineers at the

HRCP

$ 2 (Nitness Knight) X thinlc the testimony you'ze

referring to was essentially mine

Okay e

X was asked to characterize Qxe S'caff, and after

going through the numbers and axe general qua3.ifications X

i7 stat.ed thaG foz mai;ters such as material that.'s to.be publish

ed'n regulatory gaMes or standard review plans there is a

4g consensus procedure, a consensus process, X should says

Okay.

Xn response :to same of the first. lines of gues-

?0

tions you ~dicat~d that there were a large nuxaber of

advanced degrees amongst the engineers, and that a certain

piercc "tiagep large percentage ox something, had doctorates f

<~Ad t>xat individUa3.1y tkiev had ten to if~en year~ 0f
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mQb2 experience in analysis.

Let me ask you:

Aze the branches —well, is U>ere a cU;vision

among the bureaus at dxe MRC between the stxuctuzal, the

mechanical, and the electxical components of a facility, a

nuclear facili y?

Yes, there is

Okay.

So there is one g oup of people who look

primarily at, the adequacy of the structure, is that correct?

That's correct

Okay.

Zwd Man there is another group that looks

pzimarily at the adeouacy of the mechanical input?

l7

<8

Corzect.

And the same would hold txue foz the electxical?

What is correct»

Do the people in the stxuctural branch judge the

adequacy of tea work of Me people who aze in the mechanical

20 branch?

There is an int rraca .very similar to the interfac
~ - wall, let me backup a step.

I think the best answer for youx question is only

Okay
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mpb 3 Now within the structural branch, how many do

vou know —if you know, hcw many of the people within that

branch nave advanced degrees in earthquake
engineering'X'm

just limiting my question now to advanced

degrees in earthquake engineering.

Mell,. one of my problems is some people have two
\

masters but not a doctorate. The percentage X gave'arlier

p atty well holds, aad it holds for a good reason: because

we shoot for it. That's about half.

IO Okay'o

Let me narrow cne question, then.

Eow many of the people have Ph.D s in earthquake

enginee"ing in the structural branchy

rm. NORTON: excuse me.

I7

May X ask the relevance of this question as to

how many people have Pn.D.s in ca~quake engineering'? X'm

not. sure chat 'chere has been anybody at these hearings with

a Ph.D. in —quote —"earthquake engineering" - end quote

X would object to 'che question on the basis of
relevancye

MR. PLHXSCHMER: We3.1, we had some testimony by

th se wi.messes tha'c. there were a large nurser of people with

advar:ced degrees> and X'm Mying to determine the relevance

of that myself. There may be a lot of people who have

advanced degrees in structural engineexing generally.
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But what. X'm t~yi»ng 'to find out. is how ~y
of those people also have had, advanced degrees and specialized

' or concentrated on the, questions of earthquake engineering
r

MR. MORTON: Ne3.l, excuse me, Kzs. Bowers.

X Con'5 believe Dzo Lu~ o= Dz Tzifunac, either

one, have a Ph.D. in cari:hauake engineering. X think their
degrees are in stzuctural engineering, et. ceter'a, et. cetera.

X don'h think Vxey have earthquake engineering degreeso

MRS o BOHHRS: Xs there such a Mi'ng?

IK. NOPZON».Tha~'s a good question. '

think Dr. Blum considers hixL"elf an earthquake

.engineer, and he certainly doesn'" have a degree in earthquake

engineering. Dz. Newark doesn'8 have a degree in earthquake

engineering.

X don'+ understand th= relevance of &is question

a~ all
I'IR FLEXSCIDER Okay. Let me backup and restate

7 "lan

BY iE'o PLPiXSCHAKER

How many of 0+e people in the s'czuctura3. engineer-

ing branch have Ph.D.s in swuc».ural engineering?

(Piness Kn»ght) Piv..

Okay'~ow

waong t'scse five people, how many in addition
h»-'-ve advanced degrees in seiMlology?
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mpb5 Hone.

Okay

A3'Q low many of those people p do you know, have

done concentrated studies at the graduate level in the wave

propagation
theory'Ãoi

two RnQ possibly a
third+'kay.

30

And who are tho e
two'et

me doub"e check on my pronunciation.

Okay.

Dr. Kuo and Dr. Sai Chan.

And how many people of the five have done

advanced studies in
geophysical'one.

Q Mow moving .to the mechanical branch,,of the

paople who ar in th mechanical branch, do you know —well,

17
correcc me if X m wrong

Zs tee advanced degree that you get to qualify
you as a mechanical engineer, would that be something in Me

20
mecl" anical eng neexing7

A docto "ate in mechanical engineering< yes.

Okay

How does that course of stud'es require that you,

loo!c i;~to —typically does it require that you study such

things as wa ve propagation theory'
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~
'pb6 Wave propagation theory in the, appl'ed sense,

2

yes. The people with the doctor"te degrees at that level

look into stress waves and propagation of stress waves. Xt's

not wave propagation 'I heory as would be related to seismic

ox geolog cal aspectsa

8

Xf X may, at. some point X restricted my remarks

to the areas i&at directlv apply to structures and mechanical

systwFis and components'ut if one is to gather a true

picture one must Men go to our colleagues in the geosciences

branch, where you will find a large number of people witii
advanc' degrees in geophysics and a large ntzobex of people

that have. studied wave propagation theories who are also

directly invo'ved .'az the reviaw of the seismic input for
Diablo Canyon.

Xn fact, oux breakdown of responsibilities such

chat Ne aspects of geology, seismology, and all o. De

applied di ciplines come under the geosciences branch.

Hell, noir, those people ti)at you'e talking about„

'~~ese a e the people who would be talking about., aze they not/
4'>e geology and fault raechanisms and describing ground motion

in &e fr e fi ld isn'. tnat co" rect?

They'e also the people who would be talking aaou

?M
seismology cad the development of ground response spectra for
-: w~u+

25
Th. development of ground response spectra?
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~ mpb7 Yes ~

And would that be buiMing response also?

No

Xn our sys em hhe divid'ng line of zespoasibility
—there vera naturally interfaces and there vere

naturally'nterrelated'iscussions

necessary. But in our system tne

geoscieuces and geophysics people take respoasibility for tne

review in detail up to the point of tne definition of the

ground response spectra.

Okay. X unders and that. That's what X 'undezstoo

it. to be.

12 And Dr. Stepp in fact vas the head of that branch,

isn'. that correct?

That is correct

Okay

And he's been here and testified and we'e gone

through his curriculum vitae.

While X'm on this, to whom did Dr. NevlQark reports

if anyone?

Dr. Hemaark zepozted to my organisation contract-

ually. Xn other 'ords, administratively, we held the

con Laze ct 4 N administrated the contract Xn his day to day g

if you vill, or his normal relationships vith the Staff he

24
would cori~".abdicate d'rectly with those people responsible for
-'!ae particular area in which he vas dealing at tae Sir&.
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So if he was talc'ng —just to characterize it,
X might say he probably split his time close to half., and ha3.f.

between ourselves and the'geosciences branch.
t

Okay i

X was moving through the. three branches,

~ structura3., m chanical, and=we were down to the'last one@

electricale

End X guess there that the advanced degree there

wou3.d be electrical engineering. LYould. that be tl-.e easel

The three branches that are unde- my direct

supervision a="e structural, mechanical, and material.

Q 0~cay e

Go does any of your testimony apply to the

el'ectrical branchy

Ho, it Goes not apply directly to the e3.ectzical

branch

To avoid a point of confusion,'there is an inter
face between ourselves and the electrical branch. He, one.

mechanical eng~> earing branch~ is responsible for seismic

testing of everything, ba it mechanical or electrical equip-

ment. The electrical branch picks up the respons'ibility at

the fQnc ~icn or the perfozmance of that equipment under

C'iN»
C'»SLM ~

Xn other words, the mechanical branch is res-

po..sib2.e for saying 213. zight, this piece of equipment, this
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3.

part'cular "test of this nature at those freauencies< this

type of test is an appropriate test which adequately

charact rizes the earthquake input into tLiat piece of eguig-

ERlt~

7 I

'j.'he electrical branch then 3.ooks at the results

of that and says Okay, the relays shattered oz they didn'.

shatter or the wave for~a out of the solid state device was

appropriate, this type of thing.

So there is again another type of interface

And we talk about electric 1 equipment, when we talk about

it we talk about the test reguireaents for it.
Okay.

Let iaa trave to the material branch, then.

Typically what kind of advanced degree does a

person have who is in the material—
Principally m tallurgy

lleta3.1urgy, okay

And X ~;e it that the cormaants that you ~de
about the mechanical branch>that is the peop3,e with advanced

20

2l

degrees in those areas would not have done significant studies

0f wave propagation through t he earth g seismic response @would

apply equally to the people in the aiaterial bran'cho

That's true.

Okay

Dr. Zuo, moving on to your discussion of the
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~upbl0 soi3.-structure 'nteraction analysis and in particular» the

three Qim~msional soil«s ructure interaction analysis, X take

it. that your test.imony is that a brae dimensional soil-
t

s.wucture interaction analysis is no'. necessary or warranted

in th2.$ Case»

{Nitness I(uo) That is correct

Okay»

10

Aud one of the reasons that. you gave-is that
hhere was one analysis which was given which is a fixed
base analysis per -orm d by Dr. Seed.

That is correct.

That is only one of the reasons.

Okay i
And that fi:cad base analysis was indeed compared

by Dr. Seed to a soil-structure interaction analysis in the

Applicant's Z ppendix DM~-3B?

'l7

i9

70

2'.

That is correct»

Okay»

ii&1 ..818 fiÃed base analysis that was uti3.iceci

~Mat comparison did not include a factor for scattering anct

c1iffract ion Qf high freguencv waves associated with
horizon ally propagating waves, did it2

That is correct.

Okay»

So ii. did=not include the tau reduction, did it2
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mobil llo g 3.t d3.d not o

Okay.

The second. reason that you mentioned, iv'a's that

you had an objection —that the three dimensional soil-
structure interaction analysis requires judgments and assenp-

tions, and chat depending on one's selection of 'the assump-

tions you can lead to varying results, is that a fair state-

ment P

I

That is cozzect.

Can you name for me a soil«structure interaction

analysis that does not require judgment and assumptions2'

A X said all the soil-structure interaction methods

l3 zeauire judgment in the assumptions.

Q Okay

15 Oellg do I take it —is your testimny g then/

that a three dimensional soil»structure interaction analysis

is somewhat inherently —excuse me, strike that.

That your testipony is that a three'din~sional
so'-struc uze interaction analysis is less reliable than

I

other soil-structu "e interaction analyses?

21.

22

T. did not say tnat

Okay.

Nl>at X said is that all these methods require

a broad z&~ge 0f as su'-Qptions and judgmsnts o

How the thre dimensional soil-structure interacti a





analysis is a relatively new analytical method.g isn ~ t it2
X'rn.not too clear what you mean by "zelatively

new ~

Olcay.

Let me aslc that question a different way.,
I

Are you familiar with whether industry nas been

using three dimensional soil-stx'ucture interaction analyses

in analysis of stxuctures2

)lell, that dept~.ds on how you define this three

dim~sional soil-structure interaction analysis.

Xf you would like to take the definition given

by Dzs. Luco wd Trifunac, as far as T. know, there hasn'

been any of such analysis Gone in the industry.
J

Did you hear Dx'. Luco indicate he was conducting

such an analysis as a consultant to the Bechtel Corporation?

A 3'le hav~~'t seen it. They have not sghruitted it—

-0 ale HBC for review

But you don'4 ma@a that it hasn't occurred, then2

You n™an you oersonally haven't reviewed it7
. ACR. NOR'EON: llrs. Bowers, excvae rae.

X rR going to have to ob)ect on the basis of tlM

tesM.rL.ony o Dr. Luco. Dr. Luco testified that Wey are in
&e pxocess n doing it. He in fact said they are worl.ing

o-. it as ".hey go. T foxget the exact words.

The mapression was Mat it=had not been concluded,
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mpb13 but was in pzocess. 11z. Pleischaker's question presumes

that it has been completed.

VS FLEXSC1K~&R No.

MRS. BOMHRS: Mell, do you want to 'respond to tne

objec-ion, ~L-". Pleiscnaker7

MR. FLEXSC1hXKER: I don'. think"that I said that

it. had been concluded. But I don't understand the objection.

NR.NORTON: ' believe Mr. Pleischakez said—
used the word that very clearly indicated tnat it. had been

done, had been completed was the obvious isaplication of the

Question ~

i'LPXSCHAKHR: Okay

17

!4y zecollection of Dz. Luco's testimony is tnat
theze were two i'nst~ces in which three dimensional soil-
Stzuctuze interacmon analyses were performed, one in
connection with the Japanese plant and one in connection with

a nuclear power plant hez in the United States.

Mith respect to that last, casa, X think he

~ testified that that ':<as ongoing and had not been completed.

Du X'm noi sure where we'e getting

So let me zesta"e the question

? '0
BY i~1R PLEXSCHAKHR

Xs it your testimony, then, that you personally

24
haven't revie'd a three dimensiona> soil-structure inter-
action analy 's performed on some stzuctureV

1
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(Nitness L(uo) ldo, X have not.

vou have not ~

No

Q And you don',t know whether such have been

complet„d in industry by various corporations like Bechtel

and oMmr architect engineer's?

Mo. X'don't know if this analysis has been

'completed or noto

((itness Knight} Xf X may add anoth r point2

The Staff is in a relatively unique position

Until such time as are see such an analysis and approve it
-- and by the Staff X'll 'nclude the ACRS and all others

it's somewhat of a non-ent'ty. There are a lot of things

going on in industry. People are trying a lot. of things.

Some work and some don', some ax'e good and some aren'.
L'ut until it stands +We test of coming before

the Staff in the review pxocess it amounts to a technical

curiosity in our view.

Q Xn how many cases have the nucleax power plants

been designed by utilizing the response spectra in trhich the

upper frequencies o" the high frequency range was reduced for

a so-ca3.led tau effect?

(Hipness duo} lJ ll~ Diablo Canyon P1ant is the

first one.

Xn your testimony g Dr Euo p you I think listed
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some of t'I3e assumptions —and if Z can.use,the vord—
simplifying assumptions that are -« let me restate that.

Just assuIi3ptions "diat are iI3 V3e three dimen

sional sail-structure interaction analysis, .and those

include IIIodeling the. soil as inhomogeneous mediuIn «- a

homog~ous medium —that hhe response of the soil is linear
If

elastic that stresses independent of damping~

Let me ask you s

Xsn't it true that o63er soil-structure inter-
action analyses 3rould have assumpt ons which varied from

reality, the T'Jcy de i'Tould e:(pect soil to respond, et. cetera.

Nell, if you'e talking about the three assump-

tions that you jus'entioned, they are techniques for soil-
structure interaction analysis vhich can take account of~ for
instance> the inhomogeneous nature of the soil and taking

account of the stress-strain dependent nature of damping

va3 ues ~

Q Pall, as an enginec~, do you have, particular
probl& cs 5'lith utilizing so»called simplifying assuIc3ptions

like %3is in soil-structure interaction analyses?

~'(Qll q as vre a13 JQ10Ãg in doing ellgineering

analysis ce>~ain ass~~p ions have to be made.

3ut one thing that me h ve to keep in nIind is that
these ona3.yses are based on certain assumptions and after
I;e g -" om results ~re vrill have to apply our engineering
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judgment.. Ãe just cannot. take those results blindly.

Okay.

Nell, let me ask you.about a couple of other

kinds of analyses.

Let's look at the fixed base model. Doesn't that

employ the ssumption that the base of the facility and

e sox.3. respond as one unit?

That is correct.

Okay.

And is that a true representation,qf 'what we

would Gxpect to happen in nature?

A Nell, that is certainly close to,Me true nature

in Diablo Canyon Plant.. Xt is rock, it is very rigid.
Okay. X think we agree with that..

Bow about the soil-stzucture inmraction analyses

that are two dimensional„ isn't Chere a simp3.ifying assump-

tion theze that doesn't account. foz all of the phenomena

we would e:cpect to see?

That is correcte

Okay.

Let me move on now to the question of the in-
elastic response, th question of whether an inelastic

analysis would be necessary. Bad X believe your testimony

was 'ihat it was your opinion that. in >is case an inelastic-
an walysis of inelastic response of the facility was
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mpbl7 unwarranted and unnecessa~.

51R. MORTOll: -Hzcuse me, llrs. Bowers.

That's the second cime llr. Fleischaker has used

the word "necessary" in terr~a of an inelastic a'nalysis.

He said let's raove on to the question of the necessity or

of whether a linear analysis is necessary. And then his

question was your testimony about it being unnecessary.
C

X'm not sure Were's any basis. in the zecoxd

where anybody has ever discussed it. in temas of necessary

1p and unnecessary, nor is that a question before this Hoard

as to whether it is necessary or unnecessary.

IIR. PLHXSC1IWCER: X do'n't understand the objec-

L; 'iona
There has been X think an articulate, well founded

17

substantiated expert opinion given to dais Board that an

analysis of the inelastic response of the facility would be

useful, and a zeconanandation to that effect—
HR. HOHTON: L'zcuse me.

X have no Problem with the word "useful". The

"erm you used, however, was "necessary". X think there's 'a

big distinction b tween "useful" and "necessary", and that
was my only point, that no t stimony fzom this witness was

in terms oz necessary or unnecessary Xt was in terIos of the

use -ulness of such an ana3;ysis.

«Md X have no pxoblem with that. word.
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mpblS 'DiS. BOlMRS: he11, T. recall the useful zecommenda

tion, but no the necessary.

So ob3ection sustained a

fi'H.ll you rephrase itP

NR. PLEZSCHAKER: X'd like to respond to that so

10

12

i5

Z can get my view of Vxe record in.

I believe if >re're taM~ing about Dr. leuco's testi-
mony, irhat we'e talking about Dz. Luco's opinion is that he

is unable ~o come to a conclusion as to the response of this

facility because he believes that if the SSll, postulated SSH

occurs that "chere w'ill be an inelastic response> and there-

=ore it is necessary from his point of view to have an

analysis of tlute inelastic zesponse of the facility for him

to reach conclusions with confidence.

That's my vie~r of the testimony. And X think that

und r those circumstances the question X asked was perfectly

pemaissible.

But za.tner than waste any more time, let me

rephrase

ACR. NO320N". lws. Bo~rezs,. X'm not azguing about,

2'I

22

ZB

?p

Dz. Luco's Lestimony. X was arguing about your describing

h's ~estival as saying it was unnecessary as opposed to—
I don't believe the .words "necessazy" were used or

unneceGGBLy L'lere Used })y this witness e A11Q ™
i~R. l"LEZSCHhKHR: T et's not, azgue.



0
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mphil g BY 8&; PLPXSCIRMR:

() 4hat is your ooi'n'on with resp ct to the

recoumiendation Chat an inelastic analysis he .performed? .

~ 'r

A - (Witness "
'Cuo) Mell, 'X think X stated it

before, and X'll 'state it again:

Xn my opinion it is unwarranted.

Good selection of words ~

Okay

And X believe one of the bases for that conclu-

40 'sion was that. from the analysis performed to date that only

certain parts of the facili y would re pond in the inelastic

range, something in the turbine building and in the intake

structure: is 'that correct?.

A That is corr ct.
How that assu~aes, however, a response specified

by Dr. Newmark, doesn't it?
That is correct .

0!cay

20

Now what if you have a response greater than

that specified by Dr. Newmark? Can you testify that the

response in all other stru'ctures will be in the linear

elastic range?

23

24

NR. NORTON: iJrs. Bowers, that lacks sufficient
foundation. Phat do you mean "greater"2 1/1000th of one

porcent greater? 500 times greater?
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mpb20

2

Obviously if it. ware a million times greater

X >0'rw wa would a13. agree't would go into tha.inelastic,
And X assume something lass than that would go into the in-

.Glastic»

But 'when you just say "greater", X don't know how

that question can be answaxado

HR» PLHXSCIKKHR: Okay»
t

CRIBS. I3ONHRS: Can you restate it?
t4Ro PLHXSCHRWR: Yes

'B7 MR, PLEXSCHAKHR:

Ta}:e my question with "greater": let',s usa a

03
nuke@~ ar of tan percent greater within the frequency range of
interest~ that is 2 to 25 hertzo And the question —let ma

restate it.:

Can you testify that tha response in all the

other structures, assuming a response ten percent. greater

in the frequency range of interest, 2 to 25 hertz>: that the

<8 response will be in tha linear elastic rangeV

(Nitness ICuo) X believe for the majority parts

20

2J

of the structures, y'es, X would say it would sti13. remain

Glas'L~ c»

0?hat do you maa.". "majority"'P

pitm C

roast portions.

<That a %options do you have in mind2

Nel3., when X ay "majority" that's just to try to
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mpb21 be cautious.

Xf you really want me to identify what are the

portions in mind, X cannot give it. to you right nowo
'I

don 't knowo

Okay

Have you done any analysis

Hut if X may, X might add that during my SRS

meet'ng, presentat'on, X have presented a few tables which

give V e margins of di ferent structural elements. Aud that

showed that for all those critical elements included M those

]5 tables, most of them are well below the elastic limits.
That assmnes, however, a Newark response, correct

~: Correct.

Okay

{0

Qnd i~adelon ~0
NRB flws

Let me ask the question this way:

Have you done or are you aware of an analysis

which assumes a response, say, 10 to 20 percent greatex'han

the Hewmark response in the frequency range of interest to

determine whether the response of structures is w'ithin the

linear elastic range?

2~i.
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1C
NBB/wbl

-Cls Y~delon
2

The question is, as X understand it@ Do X knew

is there any analysis done assuming l0 or 20 percent
greater'esponse'P

Am I corrects

9 To determine whethex the response of a structure

-is within Che linear elastic range.

Ho< not that X know of.

Okay o

Do you have 'a copv of the Applicant4s testimony

handy, and in pa,rticular''m Chinking about the testimony

of Vincent J. Guyot; and Lincoln Edgar Halek, "The Hosgri
\

Analysis and Evaluation of the Contaimrmt Structure," is

~,
12 s the title of that testimony.

A Mo, I don't have a copy,

8R, PLEXSCHAEZRs Vie only have one "copy'. And

what X mould like to do is Co give it—Xt's aiar&4 up.j4f e

I„

BR, KETCHENs CouM we ask for an "e~gahation

of where you'e going with that kind of testimeny2.) I'm
, I

no't sure I asked any questions on rebuttal refe'rring to
that testimony. It's restricted to Dr. Luco's

'and"'r.

Trif~~ ac's comments.

Could you gust lay some-

PER.'LBISCHAMRs Where I'm going is,''m trying
to— There was testimony giv~~ by tMs witness that he

felt that an analysis of the inelastic response of the

structure was not necessary because only two of the structure
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went inelastic That assumes a certain level of response,

the Hevmark response spectrum. My question is, If you had

a.greatex response in a building does he know —or a greater

response< if you used 'a different response spectra, which

response spectra wae ¹<gher, 10 to 26- percent in'he

frecg:ency xange of interest, does he%now that the response

of the structures would be elastic2

?4R. HORTOVs Excuse me, Hrs Bowers. Hith that

explanation I would 'object strenuously to this';ine of

cross ezastMhtion as to .relevancy, X think ev'erybody in

x'corn would stipulate that at some point 'in t'hqe as you

increase the response 'spectra with a given analysis', as you

increase one number you'e going to appxoach Line'ar, or

non-linear xanges

X just don't undexstand what the purpose of all
. that is.

HR. PMXSCHAKHRc Me'll move on. X've got the

information X need

BY NR PXZXSCHRKER

Finally, Dr Kuo, you testified that you felt
the reconmendations toledo a three-dimensional soil-structure

interaction analy.is was inconsistent with the recommendation

to do an analysis of'the ~~ elastic response of the structures

what is the purpose of a soil structuxe inter

action ana3.ys isa
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(Hitness Kuo) Held. the soil-structure interacti

analysis is to determine the response of a complete soil«

Structure system~

Could ve shy that it is to determine the

re~sponse ah We leve3,'" of the foundation?
I

A Not necessarily. VTe could also get responses

at various levsls in the structure,
~ (;

9 Okay,

what's the purpose of an inelasti'c —,'analysis?
';; i

A The inelastic analysis is to determihe "the

res'ponse of a structure, a complete structux'e 'syste'm in the

inelastic rangeo

9 And is it your view that those two kin'ds of

analytical rmthods have the same goal?

Yes They have the same goal,

Ho+ mould you define that goal?

Okay. The goal is to compute, or to determine

the responses of a complete structure system

9 Thrill a soil-structure interaction analysis permit

you to ermine the response of a structure in the inelastic

That's the- point X'm trying to make TIith the

recommendation by Drs Tzif~~c and Tuco, with the use of
the CLPDSX coda, you cannot determine the structure responses

in She Inelastic range
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I don't understando

X'm sorry.:

X understand that the soil-structure interaction

analysi's, the CXASSX code, is inelasticg the method oZ

analysis is inelastic.

EGt KRTCEKN: I'm going to have to object to
P

~

HR HORZOM: So am Io

lR. FPTCK.Ã~ Xt's not «hat he testigie4 to
gP

s

NR. PXZXSCKPZZR: Okayo

BY NRo FXBXS(2KKEZRt

Q Aren't you conparing apples and'ranges here?

Aren'5 you looking at'i2'2erent asperges of. the problem @hen

you do a so9.3.-structure interaction analysis?

RPo KM~CHKii: I'm going to object 'again,
lt

24xs, Bmrars.
t

lK. FXZXSCHiQRRs Eat me get the question out.

NR, NORTON: Hmo Boawrs, this is riBKculous.

Counsel is sitting here saying, Aren'. you compI'~g apples
'~,l

~~'6 or~ag~s'P And counsel is Me one that aside'd hM to make

the comparison,

>~%So BO~Q~BB: Do you mant the ansi''er read

back that said Shen you said you «ere confused? 'Xf you

heard the answer again-

NRo PXZXSCHAKBRe Let me have the question and
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the answer back

fbhezeepon Che Peporter read from t¹ record

as recgIestedo
)'Ro

PLEXSCH'QPR: X understand. Olney.

BV NRo PXZXSCHAKHH

Q 'ou testified X think earl's.er today Chat the

staff had utilized an analysis of the inelastic 'response of

certain structural elements; is that corxect2

(Hotness Euo) 'That~ s correct

What were. Chose elements2
S

Tb~ structural tmlls, floors, restra'ants.

And X thinJ that you stated that X'm
sorry'ave

you comploted yom'nswers

~es~ ~l™ I m sorry'ould I clarify the previous .

question that you jest. asked2

9 Surely.-

A Could you repeat the question, please2

9 Km question ~as'asn't it your testimony

that the staM, ox the.appH.cant had conducted a response—

an analysis of the inelastic response of certain structural

elements of the facility?
A 'That is correct The piers M the intake struc-

tume and the end its in the turbine building.

HRo RETEST'xcuse me a second, for a

point of clarificationo
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RRB/orb 6 The cyxestion vas: Did the staff or the applicant

Bnd Che guescion vas answered. X vould like Che record to

reflect aC this point, without going hacj Co recross, if
Nr. Pleischaker villpermit, which it vas that conducted

6,

Che inelastic analysiso
k

1%to PMXSCMKERt X have no problems with that,

BY KRo FXEXSCKtMR.

Rxo conducted We analysis2

(Witness Kuo) The applicant,

And you reviewed it'P

Yes'Rayo

C

Then X also understood your testimony.to be that
the methods that vere utiH,zed there would not he appropri«

f6

ate for —to analyze the response of. an entiie system in
the inelastic range, .

A X believe you have confused my testimony.

0 Okay Straighten me ouC,

A «-between mr em previous experience and the

applicant's analysis, inelastic analysis X said previously

that X had perfonmd inelastic analyses for missile'mpact,

for pipe tfhip restraint design, and so forth. Md X said

that the m Chod and Che models used there vere very simple,

and X vouM not consider &Dose methods to be adecpmte for a

complete sys+65l analysis o
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Was/wb? Okay. That'swhat X was Crying Co get, to And

X wasn'C Crying to confuse the ecord. X4m glad you broughC

that out there.

Does that mean, however, that methods are Or

is it your testimony that Chere are not presently methods

available to analyze the inelastic response of a structure

such as Diablo Canyon'P

There are methods available to perform an

inelastic analysis for structural. systems. But it depends

on the degree of complexity of the structure systemo These

mefAops couM ba'inadequate, couM be adequate or inadequate.

Xt s entirely model«dependent.

Okay, hut-do you know whether you could—
1

Nell.~ your testimony'as that when you were doing a simple

system that that particular model wouMn't be applicable
t

to DiaMo Canyon

A That~s corzecto

Ofay.

20:

But aren'C &ere models - or do y'ou 1m'hether
~W'ere are models that would he sufficient. Co'analyse Che

inelastic response of the structures of M,abloom

Yeso Xt can be. done But, a lot of judgment

has to be applied.

X understand that That's Che one thing X've
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Let mo move on to damping

He taXRed about damping, and 1~61 .specified

7 percent and Dz's. Trixunac and Luco hack some problems with

that numher. And X believe that— And, Hr, Knight, you

testified on the damping, Qidn't you?

(Hitness znight) Za part, yes. Re both had

01cayo

And X third S.t, was your testSznony that there

a-e sevexa3. ways to arrive at some estimation o the damping

values tha" have bean set for& in Reg. Guide';Glo'ne
of Yne wayi is forced vibration tests had you agreed, X

believe, with Dry Trifunao and Dx. Luco that one of the

pz'oblems of forced vibration tests on existing structures

S.s that you have some contam9~sation o8 the figure by

structural damping —ezcuse me," by soi3. Camping-o= .Ts that

correct?

That s coirecto

Okra o

One ox the, examples that you gave to support the

selection of the 7 percent damping mere some tests that were

done in Zepang correct?

Yes.

—forced Cbration?

Yes,
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vPBgvb Those were.. forced vibration tests on nuclear

po%fer plants''

That's correct.

Have you compared Che soil conditions at, that

site with those at Diablo Canyon2

Moq not 'directlyo

I
Qs

g I

$ 0

Have you compared them
indirectly%'es

X mould say- X would have Coanswex
yes'n

this ways

The Japanese plant is on soil, if you,will, that

is less rigid than Diabko Canyon So one would expect to

see higher total system damping. And, in fact, as I saidg

even at very Xow levels, we see 20 percent and perhaps even

Box'e o

The point. of Che testhnony was not that there was

a piece of data that was specifically applicable to Diablo

17
'anyon, but, rather, that there was a field of data which

shcri'od cLamping, total system damping —and by that I include

soil and structure exch, much higher than a number Xiks

7 percent. Se Chat it .was entirely reasonable an'd feasible

to unders~~ d, based on laboratoxy tests, that." we'ould,

or could ex~eat to see. levels in the order of 7 to 10 percent

damp~~g at high strain levels strictly from the structure

g Could you please identify one single pi'ece of

cllata involving a forced vibration tesC of 'an end;sting
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structure where the soils are of comparable rigidity to

Chose at Diab3o Canyon?

2L X can'0 And to make Che argument that X have
II

made X don'C need too

9 . You got a copy, did you notr of Dr 'rifunac
and Tuco's yet-to-be-published, but completed manuscript

concerning forced vibration tests at the HilQ3cen:Library

a4 82m deposition, did you
not%'Hitness

Euo) No, X don't believe
so.'Nitness'Knight)There was a copy, about, and

S

X know Chere was the intent for us Co get it. . Ne don'C have

it in ou" hands, and ve hamn'C-

You haven'C reviewed
iCV'le

haven't reviewed ito

NR. NORTON: X have.

(daughter)

HR. PlZXSCRREERs Could ve put two Noiton under

MR EETCKQIe Nr Norton is not a Staff witness.

(Laughter)

BY hR, PLEXSCHMBRc

9 Okay, -- Go you haven'C reviewed that at all;
is Chat carxecCP

(Nitness Kuo) Ho, X haven'
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Okaj'. I have no questions about that then.

Vowel1, hold on. As X read my notes here X find

that you'e at least zevievad it to the extent to )mod that

the forced vibration tests vere at vexy Low 1evens g is that

corx8cL'P

MeXX, X 1eaxneck that during the deposition,

Q And you had . some problems vith extrapo 1ations

fxon those Ice- 1eve 1s to higher leve 1s g corxect2

A That is 'corxect

All right e

You'e got a lot of pipes over there, and as I

0

He13., let xm ask you soma questions about these

ih situ tests, damping tests that wese appl9.ed to 'the

equipment over at Diablo Canyon .

understand your testimony you tested the levels of damping

to be aecpected in the'- piping and some of the equ ipment

by vugh rat ion tests at the site g coxxect2

A (Nitness Kn9.ght) That,' correct,'

'X%. rights.

What vore the leveXs of vibration that you ueed2

~ere they high or vary Xov> or vhat2

They Mere re 1atively 1~e

What does that ms an2 Can you give us an example,

Oh/ let' say if I were ChhQcing through a
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NiU3/a'bL? > relatively large amount of data, if a.requirement- Xat's

say they were Casts at maybe 10 percent oZ the g level.

Pmd 3.et ma try to put that «Xet me just check for a moment

here

(The panel. conferring)

Excuse me, X was just checking to try to put.

it in perspectiveo

Typically 'for a buiM&g you have a much Iarger

15"

36.„'7'

rr

'f8:

fg .h

i'\

20'

Rl
'?—

structure and you have trouble getting enough energy into
it~ You test it, maybe a couple of percent.

h

9 X'm not,':sure I got an anmmr- to my 'que'stion.
t

~
' w'as asI:ing about Che equipment> the pipingo

Ny direct answer to your question, which was
t~.

Kyat levels would you Nest at.'P X said around 10'.percent

of what one would e~cpect to see under the actua1"Hosgri,

event

9 ok''

A Nell< no.!.Tt's difficult to say. 's you go

ap in the building, for equipment qualification,,''+though
*

you may have a fraction o8 a g at the founda'io'n-.„yiou may

we3.1 have several g's .requi~d Sar the equipment, dependiyg

on its elevationo

Quay o

And if X understand your testimony, yo'u extra
r

polated fmm those test zesu3.ts to arrive at some.conclusf.on
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about the validity of the damping you would expect to
see'n

the event of an SSEg is that corrects'

A Re did not extrapolate dizectly fzom tham, 'e

~ H
6'

looked at this data, and the data showed, even at- very low
U

levels, damping in the order of 2 oz 3 percent that we had

useR, or that the applicant had used in the analysis for the

Hosgri evento Xt. follows directly from all.'expezi'ence and

Jaaowledge, b ginning from erst principles, that the higher

.We excitation the higher the dms~~ g. So Xf I'm seeing

$ 0

f9,1

20;

"damping comparable 'ho what I used at these low levels,

what I used in the analysis, X know if I'm going-to

hiaher levels it's going to be higher..

Q 'id you- personally review that dada%'

A he Staff under my supervisim'rpvi&ie& it, yes.

And to a certain extent I rev9.avad quite a bit; of--.i't~

Q Let me see if X understand your, testQiianyg that
's, that Ln the testing of the equipnmnt, the piping and

A

the ecyipment at. these .Xov levels that you indicated that
II

were obtained thxough the vibration tests, you observed damp-
t

ing in the range oK 2 o 3 percent?

A Xn a number of instances, yes - A,X'arge number

0 instances i

Q 'He).X, a number of instances. Are we talking
about lO percent or 50 percent oz 9D percent? '

Row about 85 percent?
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85 percent'kay,
Thatss my best gudgms

4 Xn explaining Camping, N™~ Knight, you indicated

that Chio fictitious number that represehts cLissipation o|!

energy throughout the structure, that the number 7 percent

7'),

10

12

is an average n R%Rlsr. that is assiglle6?

A X think that4s a goon character aticin> yes,

9 I believe it was your further testimony

hh'at at some parto of the structure you expact to.'iee higher

, values than,V percento
'I

A That's right,

9 Ance would you also expect to see lewer values

16:

A I certainly wrouM.
t

't

PH4 PZZXSCKQKB! Nay I have just a fee< moments

to rev9.ev my notes?

~ 9

MRS~ RONESSz Sfeso

HRo PXZXBCKGCBRa Thank you

(Pause)

BRe PLHX8CEQNZRc

Q Nri Knightq X +ant to Collar on to something

else Chat you were talking about, the recommendations that
me~ made by Des. Trifunac and Xuco with respect to the

response spectra you night utilize in the re-analysis o8 the
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design of chis faci).Sty, the structures, the components and

the systems. And you gave three reasons One of them was

that you fe3. that ~™ and stop ma if I'm wrong, Xou fe3.t

that their zecormaendat$ .on was an unreasonable reccmmemdation,

Xs that corrects

12".

Q

34 «!

15 i,

ZQ

(<fitness Might) X don't zemembe= using- Xem

not. really with you yet, I don'. remember using the word
I

"unreasonable<" a2.tho'ugh X ndght possibly adopt it.
9 You couM adopt

it2'eXX

X want',:to be more certain X have in my
1 I

ad:nQ situations that'X'-,consider to be totally unreasonable,

But Z'm not on your same wavelength yet.

9 Hell Let~a see ifwe can get on the same wave»

.: . length

X understood you to be address&ig th4'.,;question@
'-Yi, -:,, ''Ji„'

why didn't we adopt -a response spectra such ad TWfunac

and Xuco waul have us> And you gave soma reasonai'I And one

of tlat reasons that X ~n:ote down here was that':it"Wiould be

'DreasonaMG Xs that your testxmonyP
P

'

A Hell, as best X can reconstruct it,, t)ie question
1 g

de'alt with why didn~t we tak the most conserv'at9ve approach

24.

in the qualiH.cation oK equipment and systems, and regal.xe

Mat hhey be qualiHed to floor response spectra that would

resM>t f'rom adoption of Drs, Trifunac's and Luco's.reccm-

nsndations. And 2 answered, as X remember, that it was,
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and Coamission practiceo And,secondly, X overed my

personal opinion that, it would he irresponsiMe,

Okay, bet.'sept to the first one: it's inconsiste t
with engineering principles.

9

Yes.

Nhat px incipples2

A Xt stems —Xt goes all the way back to all the

discussions we'e had;; -from the definition oC the earthqaake,

fxom the definition o8 input motion to the structures,

Clearly, in order to adopt such a practice ve would have top

in our own minds, feeX that there was some basis,.some

shortcccLLng. Or soi68 fault in. the original seismic~isk~ if

17

you wilX,~ premiseg that; is, the characterization of the
~ ~-

~ earthquake and the ground motion, And we feel that there

was noto'o that to proceed arbitrarily to cr~k in these
1

conservatisms would,.: in my opinion< and in the opinion of

20'he
Staff in general'~'e incons9.extent with what we consider

to he good engineex'inq;

9 Hell, wait a second. X'm not sure X'm following

you here, so correct me if X'm wrong,

Are you telling me that you made some )udgment,

or thexe was some )udgment that the earthquake, the design,

the safe shutdown earthquake was pex'haps too cons'drvativeZ

A Well X think there was that, too But, no,
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X'm saying that ve felt that vhat vas ultimately defined

2, as the requirements for Diablo Canyon vas adecpxate and,in

'.=,fact, conservativoo And therefore, to go beyond that vouM

"be in violation of ou —of vhat X vould consider to be

5 'sound engineeringo

g what vas defined? Xs Chat the Newmark spectrum

that you'xe Chinking about?

To charactorise iC by a single tenn, yes.

'l2

9 Nell let me get hack to the original cgxestion

Assume that ve vere to adopt instead, as you

postulated here> a TriXunac and Luco spectrum Kyat

mgineering principles vould be violated hy Che adoption of
I

that spectrum in the re-analysis of the design of. this

facility?
Xn the x'esponse that X gave X vas not making

$ 7

$ 8

j
P

i

that assumption X vas looking upon it as,'f in fact—
4

X tens looking upon th'e adoption, or rather, X Ã~s looking

upon the cpxalification of the ecpxipment to something higher

than vould be yielded directly fromthe use of the Hewmark-

20 'lume approach as a possible hedge, You knov'~ this vas

a considerationx vould that be useful as a possible'edge

22 against some uncertainties? And the determination ve made

vas, No, it vous not, it vas un)ustified So X vas not

making the presumption that ve had somehcm moved to a higher

seisTilxc inputs
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Let ma move on, Nro Knight, to this bridge

2 between the input, the seismic input to the equipment

analysisi and see if,I.can follow your argument theret

which I guess basically is that-
MR. NORTONe Excuse me, Has.'earers, may I

"I
ncAfg given the hour ~

'
~

I
II~

II
~ C

We'e been going since twelve»thirty th8.s

Ne had planned to put our geologists m today

,
Xt,'s now four o'clocJ:i... Mr. Fleischaker obviously isn'

going to finish in the next ten seconds,

X would Lihe to Rncnc'f we could;tell;.'our people

to relax and go back to the room and do whatemr they want
,r'o

do. They'e been sitting here waiting all de',. AndI''
I *

I "don't think ve're going to put them on until the "morning

afternoon, and I'm afraid everyone's sensasmay be plumbed

to the point they don'4 want to heax the start of, a new

presentation which wiLL undoubtedly tahe more than an hour

$ 9

20

'?

.

Can we do that'P

HPS BO&RSe Hr~ Fleischaker, can yc'u estimate

how much additional cross»examinaCen you'e gott '' '

HR. FLBISCHLKBRe Can X have one secoridV I
think I can do that

MR, HORTONs Xn addithm, Yirs, Sawer'sc there are
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mm/:rb191

2

oWer gealogical people from the area and community and

so an'ho have been sitting here all day, too, And~ you

know, i~'s pretty obvious we'e-not going to do it today,

and X gush feel there's na sense in their sitting here, if

6

7

they want to go ham or do other things.

MR, PLEXSCHAKBRe X wauM estimate fifteen

or thirty minutes, between fifteen and thiity minutes of

crosso

ZRBo SOAKERS> Excuse me. There may be some

redirect. And t1mn the Board also wants to raise and discuss

the qaestian of generic safety issues, which would hake a

little whUe. So it appears appropriate for the geologists
I

to start the attitude. adjustment haur.

(Laughte )

M4 FMXSCKQKRc Hay X have gust one secondP

(Pause)

End HRBlea~
NELandan fls

18

f9

20

23

M
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BY NR FLEXSCPDKER:

Q Ne frere on the developinent of the spectra and

the time histories that were uti'ized in the test. of the

equipment, and you had noted that there was concern expressed

bv Trifunac and Luco that the input excitation —the input

seismic excitation, that the first step was noc adequate.

X think that, if X'm not misstating it, even though

it may not be what they wanted it to be, that chere were,

adequate conserva'cisms along .the way, that chere were so

many steps, ard that at each step there was an additional

conservatism, so that you felt chat Shat'washed out any

deficiency, if any, that may have resulted from the first
ste'p.

Xs that a fair characterization?

(Witness i(night) That's a fair characterization,

yes ~

Q Okay, X'd like to go through this step by step,

to the development of the time history that is actually used

in the excitation of a piece of equipment.

You started out by describing the deve3opment of
a shape, of a Reg. Guide lGO shape, which is the Newmark

spectra, which reflects, X think, time histories from 30-some

odd 'earthquake:es.

However, it's a little different in th's plant,
"'sn'c it,- we have a shape that is essentially an average
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:)
between me tvo components of &e Pacoima Dam spectra, isn'

that. cox rect2

I'm not... it is as Dr. Nevmark described it.
I'm not really qua3ified to comment on hov he got to that

point ~

~7/hat vas the time history —nov, the next step,

as I understand it, is to find a time history that approxi-

mates that shape, is that correct2

Yes. Rather than "find," I think it would be

10 more appropriate to say synthesize, make one up.

9 Have you examined the time history that vas

u ilized chat signifies ar correlates to the Nevmark spectrum2

(Witness Kuo) Hay I respond2

Res.

Yes, we did.

Bow vas that developed?

17 Nell, it vas developed by using a mathematical

procedure in the computer code, tatcing an actual earthquake
I

record and modifying it at c rtain frequencies; so that the

resulting response spectrum envelopes this Nevmark response

spectrum+

2'ou me.-n the response spectrum that's used at. the

floor, the floor response spectra%'

No, I don't mean the floor response spectrum. I
mean the Qe83.g31 spectrum ~
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Okay, let's back up.

? Ne start off with the Newmark response spectra,
~ *

right? Ãe generate a time his+ory.

That,'s correct..

Okay .

Now, did X understand the testimony to be that

this time history will result —that typically this time

history that is generated results in a response spectrum that

is substantially above the basic spectrum?

The comparison of the resulting spectrum and the

design spectrum is given in Amendment 50, X believe.

Og

Do you recall what that comparison is?

The comparison is that for the most part of the

response spectrum it is above the design spectrum; but there

are a few points that are close to or a little below the

16 design spectrum.

37 Nithin the frequency range of interest, 2 to 25

hertz, what is the comparison between the -amplitudes of the

des'gn spectrum and the one that's generated from the time

history?

Xf X recall correctly, the response spectrum

associated with this synthetic tinLe.history is above the

Necm~ark design spectrum.

How much above?

Thai X can't tell.
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(Witness I<night) X should make a point here, that

one. cannot simply look at that diffexence on a piece- of paper

and say, ah, that's the conservatism, that's the differench.

One must take, as we have had done for us by some

of our national laboratory contractozs -= in order to really

look at this process, one has to take a number of time

histories and go through Che entire analysis, end up with

r sponse spectra, go back and txy another time history that'

closer to that design spectra, go through it, try one that'

below it and go thxough it, and thereby get a measure. of

the conservatism that arises as a result of being slightly

above it.
XC's Coo comple:c to do simply by looking at i't.

Q %hat units do you measure that conservatism inP

A, They would be measur d in terms of the ultimate-
the best way, or the simplest way, X think, would be

measured in Cex'as of the ultimate floor xesponse spectra

that you get for qualifica ion of ecgxipment through this

proc ss, as opposed to what you'd need, is the best way I
can put it. So you'd now have a piece of paper+ poll d

overlay two curves, and you'd find one which was greater than

the other. By greater X mean'it was'eparated from it and

above ita

One is higher than the other, is that what you

mean'
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'kay.

And in this case the one that's generated—

the spectx'um that's generated f"om the syntha ic time history

is, according to your testimony, higher than the design

response spectrum, the Mewmark spectrum?

That's correct.

All right.
Xn simplest terms, greater than a floor response

spectrum that would come from a time history which exactly

matched the Me'demark spectrum.

0 " Xs this typically the way -- would this be the

12'ypical result., or is this typical procedure that is applied

. to nuclear power plants?

Yes, it is. Xt s been an element of great

15

17

discussion. Xt was d'scussed, as a matter of fact, during

our presentations at. the ACRS meeting dire'ctly applicable

to Diablo; but it's also been in discussion at a number of

professional conferences, and generally, in the community.

You said this was discussed at ACRS. meetings. Did

20;,

21

you have an opportunity to discuss this with Drs. Trifunac

and Luco at any time'?

Although X did discuss the general subject with

23',

24

Drs. Trifunac and Luco from time to time, X couldn'0 -™ X'd

be hard pxessed to point to a specific occasion in which we

di ectly discussed th's subject matter.

Okay. Now: you tme this other response spectra
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that you'e got, the floor response spectra which, you'e

got, and you again generate a time history from i.t to use

in the equipment testing, is that coxrect2

X'm sorry, i dropped a word there in the middle.

I lost the thread of it.
He'ze at the point where we started off with the

Newmark response spectra, we generate a time history to

appzoc;imate that> and we got from that another response "

$ 0

spect.~a, which is our floor response spectra.

We got that floor response spectra hy inputting

12

the time history into the structural model, and getting out

at various .locations over in the building a new time hi.story.

Okay. Now, is that typical—
A Thai time history we then generated a spectra,

and that's what we call the floor esponse spectra.

And is that typical procedure that is used

$ 7 typically in nuclear power plants2

Okay. ?low, is that the —now we have= a floor

20 .

r«spnnse spectxmn, correct2

2l A That s correct ~

Okay. How, we go rom the e to another time

24 history, coxrect2

:L'hat's what we input to the equipment, into the

sh=J.er table.
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Okay. And you indicated thai there were some

conservatism in the generation of that time history, because

of the broadening of the peaks, is that correct'

That's correct.

Q liow, with respect to Diablo Canyon did you

broaden the peaks in that time history as much as

you'roadened

them for other facilitiesP

Ho, r e did not. And X feel that X must expand

on J at.

20 I think in order to give a full answer to your

question we have to expand on my response, but Dr. Kuo is

2Z Hie hest, one to do that.

(Nitn ss duo) l4ay X respond'P Por the Diablo

Canyon plant s~e widened the peaks on the low-frequency side

25 by l5 pere nt, and on the high-frequency side by 5 percent.

The reason fox us to do that, is that we have

already used the actual material str.ngth', and there's less

than certainty in that sense. And the actual material strengtl

is highez than the minimum specified strength that is usually

used'3. Sc,- in ierms of frequency of the structure, the

a~'~certainty is less on the high-fxequency side than on the

low-frequency side.

NR. iNORTGL?= biz. Pleischaker, your cross is
dragg nga l1". Hiebe~ gez fe."l asl; ep again.
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HR. PJMXSCKCC;R: I just asked Dick to throw

something at Carl, because I thought I was really doing gxeat;

(Laughter ~ )

BZ YiR. PLEXSCMQKR:

Your testimony is that. because you used in your

alculationo actual avezage —excuse me —you used average

actual material strengths, didn"c you?

(Nitness Kuo} That is correct.

And with that corx'ection, you used —because you

used average actual material strengths, that leads you to

the conclusion that there i.s less uncertainty with respect

to the range of response in the high-frequency end, is that

cozrect7

No, the range of the fxequency of the structure

that we detexmined.

~~nd you broadened that peak to take into account

the uncertainty with respect to the range of frequencies,

corrects

That is correct.

Out don't you also broa'den that peak because as

the structure begins ta vibrate it changes its natural

period of zesponse7

Hell, I'm sory~, I have to admit that I don'.

knoiz of that phenomenon.

Okay
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if.y'ou are talking about the change of frequency

3

due to damping, y s, there is a so-called damped natural

frequency, o}cay?

The damped natural frequency is different from

the natural fr quency that we are familiar with .

'0 How about as the structure begins to go terard

the inelastic —excuse me —tmrard yield? Xsn't there a

shift in the modes?

Oh, yes. As the structure goes beyond the elastic

30 range —in other words, the stiffness of the structure

changes, then your frequency of the structure changes.

9 How, is Mat peak in the time history broadened

in order to take account of that change, possible change?

~r7ell, you have to be specific, what change'?

'35 .he change in modes as vou go beyond the elastic

response?

Ho.

Let me as3: you: Along the way hers you'e
generated some tiza histories, haven't you? You generated

one time history after you got the basic response spectrum.

All "ight. That describes a kind of motion, correct? Motion

over a period of time?

(Witness Y~aigh .) All right. Yes.

EIo-;z Qo you know that that is going to be the

motion that is going to be associated with that particular
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response spectra? Could''0 you have a whole lot of different

kinds of time histories that result in a response spectrum

in the shape and generally with the amplitudes? ~ ~

A Yes, you certainly —there are a large number

of time histories tha~ w'll give you the same spectra.

0 And you use one time history, however, you select

one out? Xn the end there is one time history that you use

as the input to your equipment testing?

Because the time history —yes, the answer is

15

yes. And the reason i" because it is a time history that

represents an entire ensemble of earthquakes.

X have 'wo choices, basically:

X could take a time history that occurred from

in earthquake; or X can look at all my earthquakes, and X

can assemble an ensemble of all those earthquakes and

generate a time history which is —let's call it a super

quake, that covers the aspects of all of them.

JS Xn this case —that's usually- the case, but in

21

this case were an ensemble of earthquakes considered?

A Xn Wis case we have to go back, again, to Dr.

Newmark's testimony, and nothing X would say would contravene

~rat testimony, because X'm not qualified to change it.
But X believe we have. seen —have heard hen a

number oz times say that he developed a spectra which

enveloped the Pacoima Dam record.
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But I think I'd also have to say that that was

about the most consezvacive thing, given the information

avail=hie to us, that one could do.

9 Zwd isn't one of the reasons that the time

histories that. you generate, that you prefer to have them

above Ne response spectra, is because you'e utilizing a

single time history, and, thexefore, that gives you some

added confidence that that, tim histozy is going to encompass

the mo"ion tha could cone with one of several earthquakes?

rp A 'o. No, if one could develop a time history which-

22

25

e spectra from which would fall, point by point, on our

required Spectra, Rat would be acceptable.

There is no conscious effort to move above that

spectra, or to put in additional margin. The margin is put

into the oziginal.spectra.

Q Okay." 'You indicated that. you had an opinion, that

27 even if the Tz3.funac and Luco -™ that you had used response

spectra to co"respond to this Tzifunac and Luco recommendations,

that the equipment would still pass musters

That's corzect. X'd like to be cautious as to

22 how my z sponse is characterized.

pet

My exact words were that vital systems and

equipment would still perform the necessary safety functions.

That.'s differ~~ t thmx saying, item for item, piece by piece,

every single piece of equipm nt would be'ualified in our
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sense g with thQ usual practice ~

C

Let me enla"ge upon that. What X'm saying is,
we look through the plant, we look through the systems and

equipment that's necessary to achieve safe shutdown, and

,define safe shutdown of the plant in the event of a Hosgri

event as the necessaxy sa"ety function. And we look at

7 that equipment, we look at its qualifications, we look at

the consezvatisms in achieving that qualification, and would

judge that the increment of increase that's being discussed

10 by Drs. Trifunac and leuco is not so gxeat. that we would

expect to see any of these systeins fail.
Did you do this in a systematic zashion2

Ho, this was not done in a —it, was done in a—
f4 it was not done-in a systematic fashion. Xt was unnecessary.

Prom our normal xeview procedure, it was part of this

pervasive consideration., as X mentioned before, of the

comments of Drs. Xrifunac and Luco.

Xs this your opinion, or is this an opinion that

21

22

24

@as reached through discussion with your colleagues, and

after some procedures were adopted to select out structures,

syste"..~s and components Rat were vital to safety, and then,

with xesp ct to each, ma!ce some guesstimate as to the

additional excitation drat they would experience under a

Trifunac and Luco response spectra'P

X rouMn't have said it better myself.
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I can't repeat it word for word, but in fact, we sa down

with the mechanical ngineers who were looking at the

equipment. 're discussed &e qualification procedures. He

looked at-the data that we had available from the in-situ
tests. Ne looked at We qualification curves where we saw

,qualification that w'as actually employed, versus that

which was calculated to be necessa~, and came to the

Madelon
fls

'onclusion that we could make this statement as a considered
«

statement, not just off Lhe top of our head.
«

A

-14

$ 5

17

21
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S:madelon'is nZL
hlpbl

: Q

Okay

Let.'me-el@>orate a 3.iti.le bit on those procedures

Did you do this ~iith respect, to all of the so-

called cat=egory one structures, syszemsp rand components',
e

t

A'o» HLO p *He concentrated on 'Bl'6 egui pHLent anc

the sys erne necessa"y +o 'shut down the plant in the event'of

,'the Hosgri ear~auake.

How did you define
those'fe

defined those by going to our systems people

and saying haat. do you need to shut. down this plant. ~ And they

gave us a list of systems and eguipment. and ere we'nt. back and

looked at thos 8 o

OJr.ay.

Was this a cold shu'-down or hot standby @nay you

analyzed forP

17

This was cold shutdown

What was the Trifunac and Luco response spectra

that you uti3 ized in your

Ne didn'. produce a spectrum. He gust looked and

20 said i'll, let's consider that we had considerably higher
I

se'smic input and that we h-d, say, only five percent,

C) 23

2 r$

dame.'ng. And, in round. numbers, let.'s say we had a 20 or
."-.0 percent grea~~er ~put,; where would we be. That,'s the way

xe Q udciAen Q was made ~

JE. PMISCHAY-'P.: Li v I have a 'moment7
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mpi>2 'Pause.)

BY EiR PLHXSCHiQCER:

'So,.iz X understand your t stimony, what'ou

G-

Bid was you took an "excitation that was 20 to 30 percent

higher, and you took a look at structures, systems, and

components that you reached some agreement on that were

necessary to reach cold shutdown, and made some judgvant

as to whether they could operate in the event of 'the IIosgriP

9

tacitness

Knight) hat's correct,

'EIR. NORTON: *Hxcuse me.

X'be3.iev he stated he also reduced the dmoping

to five percent+

EK,. PLHXSCEDEER: No, X t'~ink he said 20 to 30

pere ~+t.

'iXTHHSS ICNXGHT: X said generally wiM.everything

considered, 20 to 30 percent highex'.

EIR. 'NORTON: That was a highex'nput But they

also reduced the damping.

?I

r'7XTI'IHSS IQlXGHT No p no a

f'IRa 'NORTON e I'late X liiLsunderstood the testimony a

BY EIRo PLHXSCkhXICHR:

.Mould you mcplain WatP Nasn't it. your testimony

tl'."-t af"er Marrowing out all the factors you ended up with an

azci-ation i Oat was 20 to 30 p rcent higher'

j<PJituc's's IQ>ight) That's correct
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mpb 3 ~ '1R. NORTON: Okay

BY HD PLBXSCIVDHR:

'That mould apply, for the containment and the

auxi3.iazy building and the turbine building?

(IH.tness Knight) 'Ne mere looking at equipment

There mas Qo

9,

,10

Nherever it mas located?

Nherevez it. mas locate, yes

MR. PLI'.XSCP&.IU.'R: X have no further questions.

IlRS. BOH1:RS: Ilz. IIozton?

ICR. NORTON: X don't have any cpxestions.

IIR. 1(ETCHHII: May X take one moment?

{Pause.)

MR. KETCHHN: The StaM has no further questions<

Mrs. Boxcars.

IBS ~ 30(fsBS> Hell, X have one question X think

17=
that the record should reflect.

BIGS.1XHATXOIO BY TU~~ BOARD

BY MRS BONERS:

0 Ae heazd testimony izom someone —and at. this
stage in .Jxe eigh h meek, X'm not. sure who, X believe it
vM, Dr NBNixky but anpf ay. in talking about the elastic

d inelas hic.

Nom X believe the mitness said it vr'ould cost,

coy:revere 2'zom l00 to l000 times raora to do the inelastic and
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mpb4 '1 used tAe figure of millions. Nas that. Dr. iHewmark?

(Hitness .insight) Yes. XC was certainly. one of

61e+g and. certainly the most recent person to maffle 'Mat state-

0 mene e
A

Yes o

7'

10

N'e3.1, X've been hearing from Staff witnesses for

a number of years that. when i4 comes to a. question of health

and, safety, money is not, considered. And he i'ave lef'c

"'he impression that ihe financial consideration had a weight.

And T. wish you would speak to thar..

%fell, let. me dispell that right. away.

Our first concern is the public health and

safety in the d'scharge o our responsibilities under the law,

17

18

and we do that .without, regard Go —we'e sure we meet,

.dxat, mmdat:e and &ah mission without regard to 'the financial
hardsh'p that. might. be invoked by an Applicant, or may be

placed on an Applicant., rather. You do reach a point where

—and it's noh uncommon, X tL>ink, in all practice —you

20

do reach a point, where 'f something's easy to do and cheap

and settles a po'"- of con~moversy, you might. go ahead and

do 2.'c ~

?

And Mere axe many applicants that complain that.

we go ove board in tha~ respect. And X wan~~ to pub a real
caveat. on 'ciao, and that's if it's re3.actively cheap and easy

<o Qo and it answers the point of controversy, you uu.'ght do it



L
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unless —as is the point Z wanted to make with the further

stiffening of equip:nent —unless you are thzough that.

3 action actually degrading the suety of- the plato At that

point it becomes irresponsible.

And we certainly would neither condone, nor would

we participate, i'n such an activity,
.le. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, X'm awfully disappointed

that you wezen't paying attention co my cross-ezamination of

Dr. Newmark, because X specifically asked him the question:

if you assume the cost were negligible and the

time were no greater, and X believe Dr. Newmazk specifically

a swered the question, you know, and X tween asked would it.
be advisable, and. I believe he specifically answered that

question in the negative

MRS BONERS: i know he gave various reasons why

he wouldn't zecomnand it, but. —oh, and X hang on your every

word, 2lr. Hozton.

giaughtez ~ )

2]

2'7

1DS HO"'KRS: But. i wanted to hear from the Staff

witnesses since there were, X think, a number of questions

wh'ere +2is money thing came up, to make sure that. my under-

standing of -'>o Staff posit.'on was correct.

Any further cuestions "rom any paly following
lI 5~at za )ez dy a-".ic Hoard question'2

A r

25 (Ho response )



ih
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\

mpb6 V lS. aomRS: apparen-Wy not.

1IR. KETCELHH: Mrs. Bowers, X have no furr
Quest.3.ops ~

Subject. to objection by any paxody., we would

recIuest that these witnesae be excused.6'IBS ~ ..BO<'JGBS: ADy objection to the witnesses

.7 being G ccused2

II'. MORTON: Ho objection.

MR. PLLXSCHAEG'R: Ho objection.,

10 EIRS. BOWERS: t'Jell, the witnesses are excused.

And WaaR you.

22 (The wiMess panel excused.)

BIER. BOtCQRS: Aud we do want to have an on the

record discussion of generic safety issues.

Shall we go ahead now'?

NR~ NORTON: Yes~ ma

'17

28

20

Mr. To~>.llotte is not going to be here for this
MRS. BOhZRS: Z wa's in another proceeding a

coupl 8 0f wee17s ago g az d it s b Bn mentioned it was Perkx&8

—but anyway, two weeks prior to when the session was

scheduled for alternate sites, i4 was a reopened record on

22

24

2-3

25

wl='em~:ee sites and generic safety 'ssues, ~4m Board and the

parties receivecl a ben inch stack of materials from the Staff
"-o cover 2e gener'c safety issues consisting primarily of

j:IUPJiGS ~
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But anyway, we had a full two weeks before that
1

evidenm~~ hearing started to review .and consider the Staff's

prepared testimony in the generic safety issues

- Now we were handed a small stack of documents

yesterday. bud - well, 'it's like three inches~ four inches,

something like that —and. we were also told that the Staff

shill had additional testimony in preparation And so perhaps

Hx. Bright can be"ter express the Hoard situation here. X'll
star

<0 There is just no way that we can -» we don'

have all of it yet ™but there's just no way that we could

give that the kind of consideration that it needs in order

to be prepared for any questions that might arise,

So our thinking is that we would have no problem

in having the package come in by affidavit, keeping the record

open for the possibility of questions.

He also had in mind+ considering the location of
Ws parties and Xntervenors XRTrgferp that if it was determined

~ 0

at a 3.aver date that there would have to be an evidentiary

hearing on these issues, that it might be appropriate to have

in Bethesda

pgrI

~r3

'};

C

«0 r

~ ~'»

HR. KETCHt:.8. Mrs Bowers, may I be heard on this

EtBS, BORFHS: Maybe Hr Bright should more fully
mplain Ma probLems of review.
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mpb8 MR. BRXGHT- 97ell, X thin3c itos pretty ful1y

e"plained.

Bu , gen'c1amn, there is no way X am goihg to
I

go through all of that stuff and try to do anything while

we'e out he"e. That's just beyond xeason.

had we also still have no resolution of RS-3

Aud, as Mr Tourtellotte pointed out, we have the ATNS

$3 document which X assume is intended to be put into this

eco

~-
tNe, yL

Xs that true?

lA~ rKTCHENs The ATNS document?

MR. BRXGHTs Res

MR. KETCHEN: That's the intent right at, this

MR GEHR: You understand that the ATWS is
addressed in Supplement 6 to the SHR

MR; BRXGHT: My information is Mr Tourtellotke

said yesterday when we got. this —how was it? —it,'was

dumpad on his head or something %ace that? —that they were

I)
cP~

r,SI~)
lg
~ l
I

3

S

1

c-'

I3
I3
II
„'3

pzepari«ng a document on iMWS for Diablo Canyon, but. it wasn'

ready yet How that's all X. have, Hr+ Geere

MR. GBER: X appx'eciate that~

But X don 4 want you to lose sight of
and X've gone Kmough these doc~~tsi Fortunately X had

RJRHG.-0371 a~a the other one, NUREG-0471, sevexal months ago<
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;because these are not new documents. They axe generic.
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documanm, generic tasIc action plans So X w~ familiar
I

with those, and X would suspect. Chat, Xntexvenors and the

Staff is too. So that my review was Lhnites solely to the

affidavit itself, which is not, all that great

And then X went through the decision in'Che

r2

r3

North Anna case which in a way it was a peculiar decision

The case came up as a contested matter. Xt was heaxd before

Che ASTB as a contested matter with. active participation by

a group of Xn'cervenors, such as we have here Those

Xntexvenoxs declined to participate in an appea3., so Che

app~a3. hoard than proceeded Co treat the matter as an un-

contested case+

And when they resolved that. the Rivexbend deci-.
I

s'on should also apply Co an. operating license proceeding<

such as North Anna, Chey proceeded to require the submission

of an affidavf.t, having previously gone through'the record,

I'.. ',18

p w

the SER, and dacwed thaC in almost all but one or Cwo instanc

as -- radon being one of them —Chat the SER had addressed

Hem. But Wey seam Co ~:ant an affidavit Chat would specific«

ally b ing together all the different parts of the SER where

~Q 'I
I

n„y $

those particular Cask action plans were addressed in Che SER

I

They wanted Co have a compendium, an affidavit of that sort+

They accepted that affidavit gust as iC was

Xt heing an uncontested case, ~mere was no opportunity given
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03
mpb10 to anybody fox questioning, neither the Applicant nor the

Xnt~~ors from down below. They did not send, the case

'

back dcwn to U>e 2tSLB for hearing. They treated i.t as an

uncontested matters

X would sub'.t to you~. to the Baard< that this,
in connection w3.th" these generic issues, that this is an

unco'ted matter that is before this Board. And the
'I

affidav:t is a fully adecpmte method of presentation of the

matters to you

MR. BRXGETc Hell, are you saying that we
should'ust

accept 9.t and put it in the record2

HR. GEERi That's what the appeal board in its
Solomon-like gudguent decided to do fox itself, and apparently

that was adequc.m fax the appeal board in all its great

rm'sterful wisdom to accept the affidavit as it, wis

iG HR BRXGHT Nell> this is the first time this
has coma up in a case with which X have been connected

HR. PLEXSCHAKER: Can X respond2

"0
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!>81 l 1KS. BO&PRS: Pu. Pleischaker, .let me mention one

other thing—
NR. GEAR: I d9.dn't mean Co say that after you

~ C

have Che opportunity to look at the affidavit, whether 9.t's

at this sess9.on of the hearings or after the record closes,

that you cannot ask add9.tional cpmstions or reopen the

hearing for that purpose.

But. after Z have gone through iC, I would Cake

I7

the. positicn for the Applicant that. we have no questions to

ask Mout this affidavit.
) MRS BOREPS: Nellg I'd Lilce to ment9.on something

in the technical field that 9.s above and beyond this, but,

what X don'C understand —and X mentioned this to Hr.

Allison when he handed this stack of three oz four inches;

and said, since Chere 9.s a Cask force in NRC that is

especially set up for handling the gener9.c safety issues,

why is your submittal so'ifferent from what came 9n in

Perkin82

Mow, two or three of those w9.tnesses from the

23

?i I

(4

~)~ ~

a

task force were there, and then the HRC project manager, or

~a!eleven We official title is, and Dr. Halter Jordan, who

had had the pile for several weeks —maybe 3 or 4 —had

about telo hours of cross-examination, oz guestions.

at X would think you would he submitting

essentially the same thing in each case, ezcept —now, you
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ma
wel 1

2

see, X caa't reca11 with Perkins, it may he an entirely

different kind of plant, hut—
3 MR. PLEXSCHM(BR: Black Pox is another case that

we are'ersonally aware of where it's come in in an entirely

different form, it's come in as testimony.

MR. EETCHHN: Y~s. Bowers, may X he heard on

this subjects

I know a 3itt1e hit about these generic items,

because X filed the first package with the Board on Yellow

Creek last summer, and worked with the two other witnesses,

Hr. haycock, and 2fr. Crocker.

>3

MBS. BONHRS: They were both at Perkins.-

HR. KETCHHN: .And the format that we undertook,

we had those two witnesses as part of the task force, and

you'l find them showing up every time. The difference ~<

., each case wi11 be the project manager. In this case, it'
17!

4

k

0

1

1$
~ i

I
I

0 ~

'ennis 2Q.3.ison.

Not unlike this. case —that was a construction

permit, Yellow Creek i5 a TVA plant. of Combustion. Engineering

.Resign, BSSS. Ma filed those documents, that package of
gr
~ ~

docamants, with We findings. Xt was that type of thing.
Xt took a very long time .to generate this information.'o

C v ~ ~

~ t
4

~-e filed those documents with the proposed findings

I might mention that that Has an uncontested

CP hearing. That was the first step.

ci
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S9nce that time the Staff has built on that,

infozmation. Xn Black Pox a similar affidavit was filed.
X can't say that 9.t, was exactly the same.

Xn bIcGu9.re, which is an operating 19.cense, again,

a simila package of mater'.al was filed, following the same

fozmat„- the task a~on plans, and so on and so forth.,

Diablo Canyon, again X don't see any particular

significance that we va9.t until this particul'ar time to file
the docmrants. X agree that as a matter of reading the

material', 9.t's lengthy, and so forth and so on, but it'
in the nature of getting 9.t Gone.

MiW~ these types of things thexe have been some

ite'tions as ~ze go along, and to get the information written

down with those two other generic witnesses, or witnesses on

a genex9.c case, with lots of infozmation,that they have to

develop the9r timing They'e got, a schedule, and it's just
the timing, of when they can sit down and write 9.t.

X might just inform you Chat on parallel XMas

these same two witnesses, as opposed to the project.meager,

have had to make extensive reports to Congxess on these same

items.

So, any inconvenience as a result of that —ve

didn't just s9.t on these documents and wa9.t until the last
minute to file them. He actually received the documents

yesterday by Pederal I~ress, md it took —Me. AXLison and
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~}

X and the generic witnesses were working on the generic

aPfidavic or this case right up until X cime. out here before

. teak.s pzoceeding a

Cg I might indicate another basis —the way we

developed the documents, you take the generic information,

and We project manager takes that information, and applies

it specifically to the particular. reac'". , to make sure to

bridge that gap between the generic information and answer

the Appeal Board's considerations set forth in River Bend,

AXE-444, and in North Anna, about the responsibility of
~i 9
~ ~ Boards to consider these matters.

To do that g generic items have to he app 1ied to

a particular plant. That takes the pxoject manager.

Mow, with respect to each of these 'plants, if

$ '3

you read Yellow Creek, Perkins, and, North Anna, the position

of the Staff on how the Board treats this information once

it comes into the record, is similar to what Me. Gear

ra ~

v ~

r.".

iI

I
~1
L(

ehpresses ~

Xn an operating license proceeding, the Board, of

course, has the inherent responsibility to assure that all
significant makers axe considered with the qualification
that it. is to use that power respons'ibly in the operating

license case.

This tells m , or it. means to me that gust. because

ve axe developing this information< there is no reason for
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this Board to explore into anc} c}ea1 with eve~ item in this

generic presentation, just. as it would b not the responsibil-

ity or the duty of th9.s Board to explore into and exanine

every sect9on of the Safety Evaluation, Report 9n an operating

license proceeding.

X think what X'm getting to is that in an

operating-license proceeding the significance parameter can

be judged basec} on the content9ons in issue. And on these

generic 9.tems that deal wi& all sorts and different types

of nuclear power plants and the nuclear industry and

business in g neral, that 4>era would he no cause for this

Board to sonmhow take testimony on any of M~e items,, or in

any way have a hearing, unless you wanted to exercise that

t5
)

t

)6',

~ V
I

inherent responsibility.

X think wh ah our position would be, as we submit

the affidavit we would move their admission into ev9dence

in compliance with the directions of'he Appeal Board in
KXP&-444, to meet that. requireraent that the L9.censing Boards

consider these matters, as adjusted hy the North Anna

Appeal Board, which dealt w9.th an operating 19.cense and

~V

~ ~

Ia

~n
I g J j

I

I'k

~,

s)

indicated a sua sponti, type review.

Ne would do that. And than X think we would

fall back on the Rules and say -- just, like with any other

infornmtion we give to the Board under the NcGuire rule<

ALL'S-123 -- that the 8ecman 2.714 rule would be appl9.cable.
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Xf at some point someone indicates 'good cause or

meets the four factors set forth in the Rules, ox somehow

persuades '-his Board that there ought to be a hear3.ng. on any

of hase itm, and if the Boaxd agrees with that persuasion,

then we Qo so.

But X woulan't -™ Staff position would be that
we wouldn't anticipate that there would be a necessity for
a h-aring on these matters. Yet, the Board should consider

them in their ultimate initial decision.

TKS. BOHERS: Nell, but. Mr. Tourtellotte said

to us'esterday, "lihip thxough these things tonight, and let
me Rnow if you want witnesses brought out for cross-ezamina-

MR. EETCHEH." Nell - --
NR. QEER: X can't spea8c to what Mr. Tourte3Xotte

had 3n mind, but X do know what the Appeal Board said,. in the

next to the last paragxaph of the North Anna decision. Xt

was g and X Quote ~

3 f ~

!

II

t"
,It

~ ~

i ~

j J

fl

jj't
~

'4'e should liRe the Staff to provide us, in
I

affidavit form, a full and detailed explanation of
why it is acceptable to pexmit the Morth Anna units
to opezate in the face of the safety issues under

stuci~~ e

JLx:d they go on to outline what ~~y expect to be

included in the affidavit. And that was sufficient for the

ll
~ ~
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YiPB
'gQQ 7 3 great, auspicious Appea3. Board.

51RS. BO~lEHS: Nr. Geer, you might he intexested

some day in reading the Perkins t-anscript,. and readirig the

questions that Dr. Jordan asked in order for him to he

satisfied. Xt was a couple houxs or more of questions.

HR. GEER: Xs Perkins a construction permit2

MR. KETe~r. -. Mrs. Bowers, my only answer to that

is X think —or gust a cozuunt on it is that X think

0'

OQ

LQ
I

4$

~ 'J

k7

|Q lg

I3

!0 I"

()

pq
~ I

different Licensing Hoards having difforent members exercise

their Licensing Board )udgment —and X don't waist to get

into engineering judgment -- of how they individually

exercise theix respo sibilities, and X can point. to a number

of cases where we'e done the same thing in the Lf.censing

Board «- well, not a number of cases, because there haven'

been that many, but. at least in the Yellow ~eek case, and

th'e NcGuire case, to date there haven'. been any questions

or any e~tensive questions on these matters.

So it's an application before each court of how

the court wi11 —or in this case, the Boards —will treat
'he

presentation. Just because Nr. Jordan asked questions

in that regard —he was also the individual who brought out

the Radon-222 matter, too, but nobody else did.

So X don'4 think that, should carry much, weight;

X think this Board's got to —well, this Board, of course,

has got their inherent responsibility and power to exercise
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APB/mpbl
f3NG

~ >>z s/»»z v

t 3

! its responsibility and its own judgment, and ih 'may see fih
to ask a loh of qu'ashions aud 'it may'ot, But X'm noh saying

mit any odor Board is necessarily —hoes they conduct their

'G business is Mah weighty in this proceeding

BOggRS: Nel2.~ we appreciate that~

He're gush saying ih was handed to us yesterday

and told that it was incomplete, that. something else was

still to coma in

14R. KETCHEH: She only Ching Chat is not there is

just V.a —we intend this week, and X hope it wil3. be worked

,out, ~re in~d to present an additional piece of testimony

~,
on the,MRS section as it. applies to Diablo Canyon And

it's a matter of you ?mod~ Juris is one of those things

where we were wx'i~~g a generic itera right up to the last. day

And ih has just noh gotten through the process yet

Me hope Co present Chat by tomorrow. XC may not

ma?ce it ~&en, buh that's the only part that's rot complete '

far as the generic items are concerned . Everything else

is — we'e 1iean before in cases on the generic itemszbuh, as

hhey apply to Diablo Canyon we haven'C seen them+.,so . ~

BOLD"RS: f» Pleischaker, are haven'h given

you a chancee

HR. PLEXSCKQ&R X donut thin~ X have any comman

a.t this Cia?a

MR+ CEER .I didn~h want to be misunderstood that
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X was M~ing to foreclose anyone on the Board from asking

gtxestions now ox at a later .. date about this submittal That

obviously is something that you may want to consider now or

MR. DRXGHT: Nell, as X said, Hr Geert this is a

new procedure to me because this is the first case that X've
f

been in wh9.ch has involved &is And X frankly didn't know

just to what extent the Board has the responsibility to plow

~&rough everything.

r ~ Q

Red< weU., one tries to do one's gob as best one

can. But all X can say is that there is no way this week

that X can make a statement —X can't speak for the other

m~ezs of the Boazd —but X'annot make a statement as to
whether we will need further elucidation along ~e line

HR. iMTCHEN: Xf X may, one comment to the Boards

X mmt into my 1;ong dissertation because X

wanted the Board to understand the whole thing, the background

of this thing But X would tend to agree with the Board's

suggestion about any oppoWunity to ask further questions~

7

fl
r>~ ta~' ]

But X think after we complete the testimony in
his case that the record can close.azcept for that limited

point, hold it open subject 'o any Board questions at a later
tim a~~ the Board reviews the documenta~Aon

But X would also like to do that after ~e material

c~b.,')
I)
I]

is admitt~& into ev"'dance as a Staff affidavit
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mpb3

a
MR.. HORTOHc Hrs .Bowers, I think what's critical

from the App3.icant's standpoint'is that this not hold us up

in.terms of findings cf fact schedule and submittal and so on

That i~e hold the record open for this one ibam for three mon

o~ whatever leng~& of time is an absurd situation after these

years 0f hearings ~

I

And,we wang to start the bell tolling or'the

t..oiling an the submittal of findings of fact That s our

criti.cal interest, of course, Any need that this may give

rise m< we can have a day back in Nashington, ox wherever,

to have ezmCixiation on those generic items But I don't think

that should hold up the closing of the record as to seismic

hearings and so ona

HR. ZETCHEH: And this is close to what we cU.d in
Yel2.ow Cree1c Ne didn't even submit the the record was

closed except for that one submittal of infoanatioa by

affidavit along with the findings~

So we'ra agreeing with the Board's proposa1 here~

41

I think.
MRS BOWERS: In Yellcnr Creak I'm sure if the

~%

~1

c'J

(f

)l

I ~

]I
Jg
~ \
II
I I
~ )

II
lI

licensing board had had a problem With what ~y'd received

Way would >mve reopened the record
f

HR~ KBTCHENc I agree weal youo

&AS. BOklHHSl Now we'e got one other matter~ and

wa can't seam to get a fix on this, and that's that S-3i And
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the zr as''hat we'va got a problem wiW it< we had that
introduced in the record a year ago in Gctobe-. And Dz.

Jordan had just shorty before that time raised the cpxestion

about the tailings oz'hatever- it is And then there was a

—'ou know, the history of the whole new Look at the S-3

Table»

~'j Aud final3.y, the Commission removed the value

foz the radon~222»

;But then Were ware 17 cases then pending before

Mxe appeal board where tho record had been clooed and this
mat~~ came up. So the appeal board —well, in'We meantime

the Perkins board —and mis is before I was on Xt had

an aviden~~mazy heazaug.

3r3 WeLL, somawheza along the line the STaff submit

ted their revision with Coachy's testimony'and that sort of
thing. Sv.t +Qien when the Perkins boazd with Dx ~ Jordan had

an evidentiaxy hearing on radon, they found what the Staff
intended to present inadequate had they asked foz additional

wB.tnesses xG certain areas ~

So we think the package that came to us prior to
the Perkins hea-ing is not complete And of course the appeal

board has adop d t~ PezIMs record and has gone out to the
> I applicants and parties and asked foz their response on

It
I

ewe
I

wt'e Qzl;Lns reco d»
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~ 7lladelon
2

Nell, i'. Touxtellotte said your people would

look into this.
HR. KEMZN: X've bew doing so+ X spent a

Large part of yesterday trying to piece together the facts

of what. happened in this case in coming up vi,th an explana«

tion He were caught up short shen ve read the footnote in
the papal initial decision on page 1024, footnote 14

'~d

X spenC some time on the phone Mith Hr. Davisz @ho was

represonCiug the ShaM during aha% period of time on this

case+

And gust to give you the history, it's as you

say But. on April 11, 1978, the Commission issued an

~ .
i~~dment 4o 10 CPR 5120 e3.iminating the values fox radon-222

releases in Table S-3 ~ The Commission directed appeal board

to reopen the records of cases pending before them to

receive new evidence on radon releases and on health effects

result g from radon releasesi

Than in 2KAB 480 is the one you refe~ed to with

the 17 cases The Areal Hoard suggested a procedure not,

sugges'Red it, ordered tile procedure in essence consolidating

17 ches before it. And then sometime.— 1cnova as the

Philadelphia Company et, al. Case~ by the Peachbottom short«

hand reference< huh iC Lis~~s all 17 cases every time, is
=480 7NRC 796.

Xn PZAB 481m as X recall it. —X donot. have it
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x'ght before me, X haven'4 reviewed it in some time —tha

:appeal board recognised and approved of Me licensing board's

;proposal. in Zamespoxt to adopt the satne type of procedure.

Aud incidently', the procedure in ALAS 480 was for the appeal

board to indicate that the Perkins record —since this was

where it was coming up first, the Perkins record, which

included the Perkins,. hearings plus the Staff's .affidavit

plus the Kepfoxd deposition —was to be the factual case

And it set up a procedure where the=parties could

comment on tha case and establish schedules in which parties

could either agzee with %be x'ecoxd, oppose tha xecox'd, offer
to present additional evidmce and information —and X am

being very general about. my understanding of the case because

X don't have it zi.ght before ma.

Since that time~ though> the Perkins case hack an

additima3. hearing> issued a partial initial decision —it
may have been an ini.tial decision —in which they resolved

their concerns about the radon-222 matter and considered the

Sta f affidavits plus the Zepfoxd deposition and his material~

I want to m3.1 to your attention that the

Com5lis sion f by its memorandum and ozdsr of Hovember 6, 19 78

in'Consumers Pc~rex Campanyg Midland P3.antp Uni,ts 1 and 2g

authorized &~ e licensing hoazd in that proceeding to consider

~be radon issue either by accepting See Perkins board's

generic findings or by 9.is own analysis of the record





Now X might indicate to you that X'v'e been

referring to,a documant here -- and X hate to go back to

Yell.ow C"eek ™but. it's the document X happen to have before

me Aud'this 9.nfox~tion comas out of the initia1 decision

in the construction permit for Yellow Creek Xt's Hovember 24

1978 'hat board said —the procedure was suggested to

Chat Board where the Perkins record was submitted to, the

parties were given an opportunity to accept that record as it

~ ~

was f add to it, or make any objectians to 9.t, or support it.

in that case

MRS. BQ>P"RS: Nell, Hr Ketchen~ X don't mean to

cu you off'ut all we'e saying is we do not now have in

our hands W6 Perkins reco d~

MR KETCHP21: X'm getting to ito X'm trying 'm

And X'm rea11y laying this out because X think
I it's important to understand the process And X've done this

twice today, and Wank you for your patienca,

~0 The Ye2Lo~z Creek board> after reading the

,i Conuaissic 's ordain~ indicated that. it, could have accepted

Wa P~~"kins findings —not the Perk~ record, 'the Perkinsrw~

findings. P~d X read hhat to mean the Perkins initia1 deci
:t sion, ~md follow thct
I

1

I

'I

I

But that board didn't elect to do that. Xt
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indicated -™ it did a hybrid of that+ Xt accepted the

Perkins initia3. decision, but adjusted that decision to fit
~')

c3

its consideration of the Perkins record as it sax iti
How with thac:, after talking to Mz. Davis, I

understand Mat after the Coiamission's rule camo out last

spring, in April~ that the HRC Staff moved fox leave to

admit the radon tast~4ny and provided the five affidavits

y r<
~ 1

~ M

—Gotchy may be referred to, Gotchy an't others —and asked

~drat the boaxd added.t that tmCimony.

Some time after that time there was a telephone

conference call and X understand it was July 14~ 1978< and

this information comas out of a letter of July 19, 1978, in

which t'se discussion of dna Staff's motion and how the hoard

would treat Me radon testimony took place And'X haven'

read Vxe Staff~ s motion+ X just got it today

But my understanding of that conversation is

~Sat at that; point the intexveuors and anyone else were asked

i) 1$

i

~i%

!I4 ~ )I

-"
I

)j

g0 I{
.I

~\ ~

Qo you have any comment ox do you want to make any presenta-

tion in xebutta2. to Mis testimony, or do you want to contest

it, ox ~ihaC.-have-you And the intexvenoxs declined That'

my unc'.exsCanding of what happened

Hcw X'2.3. s.Mp But it seems to ma that <~hat X'm

getting to -» X a.gree with you, you don't have the Perkins

x".cord Gut based on what X said befoxe about the Midland

decision and so fo~, X'm not sure you have to have Chat
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record Co G4Lke the dscisiona

X think Che decision can be made —or the S-3

.matter can be considered and the decision made based on tne

testimony Wa" was presented 4o this Board and based on the

Perkins initial decision and based on the Commission's

directive in the Midland case. And that's ~

MRS. BOWERS: He12., the Perkins initia1 decision,

of course, was based an tes~ony other than what has haan

submitted to us because they did cabal for additional Staff
C'x,tnessos e

But now we brough'h this up at the prehearing

conference in 'fu3y, and read from K~ 480 and that sort of

thing. And following that we received a letter from

everybody did —from Br. Pleischaker saying that they would

~ 7»

net participata in Me radon Ming.

Am I corrects

) Cp

~V'h
phd

trl~

vP f

HR. HOQVONc Yes, you are.

HR. PXZXSCHA~R: So~thing to Chat effect X
\

don't ze all the exact Mords

NR. HORTOH: Yes, that was brought up at the

pr~Aearing conference Me PLeischaker said they. wanted

QGme time to think about its
IC: didn't occur in a phone conversation in June<

ceca -iM in a letter later after the prehearing conference

Hi. P3.~&schaker said the Xatarvenors have decided they wi13.
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not participa'm in the S-3 matter

However, my unders~ding was that Kr. Tou~lot&
stated Mat the Staff vrould present a copy of the testimony,

of the tv~script proceedings from Perkins to this Board for

consideration of the S™3. Now it doesn"c seem to me to he a

very monumncal tasks

14H~ KZTCSEN: Ho, there's no prohlemi

MR. HORTOH: Hell, Mhy don't we )ust do it and go

hams?

MP, KETCBEH: Do i,c Pine

Me can do that also Ne don't have it. today. Xt

vill re"ire aoma administrative time to do that and present

it to Qa Boa d,

MRS BOHEBGa Ãe11~ that hearing was only a couple

of days or something like that~ and then the deposition later~

Xt's t"ro or tbree days'ranscript at the most

MR KETCHEH Zt~s about an inch and a half of

IQatexi83 a

X checked wit2x Kr:~ Dav9.s, and ve submitted that.

I information in a lot of licensing board cases as a matter of
informant" cn on ~We HcGuiro role, and X vas surprised ta find

'~ '" it hade'8 physically been presented to this Baard yeto

, Aud X don'" knov ha~r 4o exp'.min that But that's what X knox~
I

MRS. SO~lERSo Efe3.1, X thinks we need to consider

I tonight —. you Jmmr, you'e suggested mother option of using
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QLp57 the. Perkins decision< and >re need to consider that.

MB. BOSTON: Nell, Mrs. Boxers, X would prefer

that the Perkins tre script that co'vers that matter be

submitted. X don't Cant to run the risk that considering

the init'al decision X don't En'shy ve have to run that risk
6 as a possibility

Let'. just get the data„ the transcript and get

it here<

end madelon
MRS fix;s
(ZD3
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1D
nba/wbl 1

~r
Pls tw~delon

2

HR. KUCHEN: I can understand why Nr.. Norton

"Qoesn't want to run that risk/ and X've absolutely no

'pxoblem with that suggestion Xt's gush that we can't do

it today or tomorrow,"probably not this week, tfe're going

to have to.xerox it.
MBS POhEBSe You.know, we want.to make it

clears this was a matter that was thoroughly discussed last

10

July in that prehearing conference, and we thought the .

Staff was moving off dead canter on the thing And hexe

were are on the 14th 'of February and we'e still 'saying

what you'e given us is incomplete.

12 HR, KRTCHENc Ne3.1, Mrs. Soakers, Z'm.not

necessarily saying that- at all. X gust don'thave an ob)ec-

17,

Cion to Mxo Norton's suggestion.

Xt's late.
e

MRS, BOREBSc Qe13,, we want the P~rkins record

in ox'der to proceeds"

Before we. adjourn tonight X think the record

20

should show that Hr. Christopher t7illiamson and Nr~ Michael

Ã9.lliamson are'n the audience, and they'xe here observing,

and X assume the beautiful lady in the middle is their

thero

w3

Xs there anything further tonight2

MR. EETCHEHt X have nothing further, Mrs. Bc@vers.

HBS SGNZBS: Mell, we'l see you at eight thirtyo
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NR. FLHXSCM'.KR: X gust want to say. one thing

on the record, which is that the Xntervenoxs would Like to

3 ~&ankh the Board, bLs. Bowers, for the valentineo

MRS. BOllEBS".Just as long as you eat.it and

Con't give it to soma pretty young thing.

NR EETCHBNc And the Staff wiLL goin in that~

thaW you very much, Has Bowerso

HPB. BOHERS.s Hr. Tourtellotte won'.let you

unwrap yourso X think he has someone in mindo .'

fX aughter)

Ve'll see you at eight-thirty in the morning,

(Vlhereupon', at 5<20 p.m„ the hearing in the

above~titled matter was recessed, to reconvene

at 8<30 aom., the following day.)

18

22
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